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THE B E A C O N O F OLD
A m ongst the sm all
shops, restaurants, and
bars s c a tte re d along
Hampton Blvd. towers Batton Arts and Letters, a bea
con for Old Dominion UniversitySThe BAL building
represents only one aspect
of the college community:
the academics. Old Domin
ion, a relativly small, but
grow ing school, has a

wealth of resources to offer
its students. Programs such
as Preview and Mainstreet,
are designed to show the
many faces of ODU.
Whether travelling through
Mainstreet on the Webb
lawn, or flipping through
brochures and papers at
Preview, students will agree
that there is always some
thing new to discover.

Students a t M ainstreet g o t an unexpecte d surprise as they observed a skydiver’s
descent onto the W ebb lawn, (photo b y
Rodney Rogers)

A t first glance, one notices the university
sign serving as a welcom e into a w orld of
experiences w aiting to be had. (photo by
C J P arker)

m m m m

Biking can prove to be a necessary
m eans o f transportation as m any stu
dents soon learn, (photo b y C J P arker)

OPENING

Strength an d patience are required to
keep the b o at fia t in the gusty wind. The
skipper an d crew are p u t to the test daily,
(photo b y C. Thom as)
A ll apartm ents are decorated a little dif
ferent, the m en in this apartm ent decided
to show how they did on their conquest o f
the obvious, (photo b y C J Parker)

SEARCHING THROUGH
With the start of every
new school year, comes an
ticipation and excitement.
For some the step into col
lege is a big one, and one
made cautiously. Others
find that it is no more than a
small step closer to the fu
ture.
In taking that step, one
undergoes a series of per
sonal d isco ve rie s. This
search may begin w ith

something as minute as lo
cating your classes, finding
your way through the maze
of books in the library, find
ing a parking space, or fig
uring out your meal plan. As
the search continues, the
discoveries become more
meaningful. Pinpointing a
major is the goal of most
incoming freshmen or soph
omores. But, finding that in
ternship or just working

hard tow ard gradu ation
credits, is the goal of most
juniors or seniors. The dis
coveries you make during
your college years will be a
part of you forever. Wher
ever the revelations begin,
everyone should realize that
there is a place for every
one; it is just up to you to
find it. by Heather Law
rence and Rhonda Shoop

OPENING

PERSPECTIVES
Exam ining the a rt a t M ainstreet, Rodney
Rogers takes advantage o f the warm
w eather while taking a few pictu res fo r the
yearbook, (photo by CJ Parker)

Perhaps the most frustrating and con
fusing thing a student had to experience
was that first day of classes. Figuring out
the abbreviations for buildings on your
schedule, locating those classrooms that
just did not seem to be in numerical or
der, or just finding a parking space any
where in Norfolk were all parts of student
life that confused and perplexed even the
most experienced student. But out of the
chaos resulted some hope. Students be
came involved in the campus, and some
times discovered talents they never
knew they had. New friends were made,
and new experiences had. by Rhonda
Shoop

STUDENT LIFE
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Love, Latex, and Life
Aquired Immune Defficiency
Syndrome, AIDS, is the most
talked about epidemic around to
day. For one week it’s just about
the only thing ODU students
heard about.
As the corageous and outra
geous Condom Man made his
way through Webb Center, pass
ing out condoms and flyers, stu
dent volunteers sold t-shirts to
benefit research of this terrible

disease. The t-shirt promoted
safe sex with such catchy slo
gans as “ A tisket, a tasket...a
condom or a casket” or “ What’s
a little latex between friends?!”
A piece of the national memo
rial AIDS quilt was on display
also. “ The Healing Threads of
Southeast Virginia” was a touch
ing display that brought a B le
reality to the threat of AIDS.
In an attempt to dispel some of
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W B tÊ m m
This A ID S quilt, sewn in honor o f the dis
eases victims, ad d a poignant note bn<
A ID S aw areness week, photo b y CJ
Parker.
Enormous condom gives new m eaning to
the m aternal chant, “ W ear yo u r rub 1
bers. " ph oto b y CJ Parker.

AIDS AWARENESS WEEK

the myths about AIDS and AIDS
prevention, a true or false quiz
was passed out and the organi
zation that got all answers cor
rect won a free t-s h |j| Needless
to say, they only parted with a
few shirts, but in the process,
they deucated a lot of confused
people.
AIDS is a serious concern
among college students and this
one week set aside for intensive

education of the general public is f
only the beginning. As more
questions are asked, more an
swers need to be found. Al
though slogans such as “ Don’t
be silly; protect your willy” are
funny, they are to be taken seri
ously. As the t-shirt says “ The
bottom line is ODU students sup
port SAFE SEX!” by Rhonda
Shoop.

TOP
TEN
:ONDOM SLOGANS
% Dorit

No

A ID S aw areness week workers provide
helpful advice on love, latex, an d life, pho
to b y C J Parker.

i

Erection supplies directions, photo b y C J
P arker

sifty; pro te ct y o u r witty.
to rn !

C o rn e r y o u r m u m p b e fo r e y o u h u m p *
f t w m b e e w e e t e r i f y o u c o v e r y o u r p e te r *

A ticket, e teeket.e condom or e casket
Don*t be e fool...vulcanize your tooti
Whet* mmm latex between Memtett
Iff not auch a Hamate to wrapfour macal*
the right aeiection.,.protect your erection.
ft. You coni go wrong ifyou ahlalti your tiongl

le bottom tine Is

ODU Students

supportS A F E IÜ

Condom slogans speak for them selves.
Photo b y C J Parker.

AIDS AWARENESS WEEK

!

Doing laundry is no t a popular chore,
how ever it is a necessary one as Gary
Hansen knows, (photo b y C J P arker)

S J B L

Finding tim e to study o r read can be diffi
c u l t t h e dorms, b u t occasionally one
can m d a few quiet hours to enjoy, (pho
to b y C J Parker)

DORM LIFE
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W aiting in line for m eals is som ew hat o f a
discom fort, bu t som ething a ll residents
m ust face, (photo b y C J P arker)

M eals in the residence halls are a tim e to
relax, talk to friends, a n d enjoy the food,
(photo b y C J P arker)

Delirious A bou t Dorm s
Some people will tell you dorm
life is great- the best part of col
lege. Others will say they hate it.
Since Old Dominion is made up
of such a large number of com
muter students, the majority of
students do not even get the
chance to experience it.
Dorm life like everything else
has its ups and downs. The most
obvious disadvantage is the lack
of privacy. At home you may
have your own room and perhaps
even your own bathroom, but
dorm life changes all that. Sud
denly, you are thrown into a small
room that you are expected to

share with someone else. It’s fun ness that can not be found else
for a few weeks, like summer where. Many times, halls become
camp. Then you start to crave a a second family. It is like being in
moment alone. You wish you a big house where there is always
could close the door and talk pri someone home.
vately on the phone, or just
It is all part of the learning ex
watch television in peace. Study perience of college life. A person
ing is next to impossible in your learns to adapt to a different en
dorm room. It only takes a jit le vironment, how to balance work
bit of tempting from your room- and social life, and how to live
mate to pull you away from the closely with another person.
books!
Without a doubt dorm life is an
Despite its obvious disadvan adventure. You get out of it what
tages (we won’t even talk about ever you put into it. by Jennifer
the food) life in the residence Scott
halls can be a fun experience. It
gives residents a sense of close
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DORM LIFE

A Textbook Case
How could one book possibly
cost $75? That’s a popular ques
tion at the beginning of every se

mester. Between Old Dominion
and A nderson’ s B ookstores,
there is a virtual monopoly on

textbook sales. Books are so
much a necessity for the college
experience that students can do
nothing but grit their teeth and
bear it. It’s a small consolation
that at the end of the semester
you can sell your books back,
and hopefully get 1/2 of what
you paid, even for a book that
may have already been used
when you bought it.
Aside from books, the book
store offers a plethora of other
item s ranging from sweats,
snacks, and, of course, school
supplies. For the student with out
transportation, this is a relief. The
ODU bookstore, in Webb Center,
and Anderson Bothers bookstore
across from ODU on Hampton
Blvd. are both convienient and
well stocked to serve the student
body. Whether or not the con
v e n ie n c e and abundance of
items makes up for the outra
geous prices is up to the individ
ual. Either way, the long forgot
ten-day of High School and free
books are a thing of the past, by
Rhonda Shoop.
Anderson B rothers' fam iliar facade pro
vides a respite from the O D U book bind,
photo b y G ary Hansen.

BOOKSTORES
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W all coverings, which can fit any wallet?,
can be found a t Barnes an d N oble, photo
by C J Parker.

Students m ore concerned with looks than
books can shop for O D U apparel a t A n
derson Brothers, photo b y C J Parker.
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BOOKSTORES

M ainstreet spectators visit different orga
nizations’ tables to view the displays and
to see w hat each m ay have to offer, (pho
to b y C J P arker)

Onlookers were treated to a spectacular
show as a parach uter g lided down onto
the W ebb C enter lawn, (photo b y R odney
Rogers)
Cheerleaders are a fam iliar sight a t m ainstreet, an d this y e a r they dazzled the au
dience with their pyram id-m aking skills. (photo b y C J P arker)

W m

m a in s t r e e t

O f the variety o f perform ing acts, the Del
ta Sigma Theta and Omega P si P hi step
show a ttra cte d the largest crowd, (photo
b y C J Parker)
W ith other groups offering m em berships,
Preview counselors took advantage this
advertising opportunity to recruit new
counselors, (photo b y Rodney R ogers} '1

A Fairly Lifting
Affair
I It happens every year, ¡ jf o
pome, it was a routine day. To
bthers, it was a new experience,
la chance to discover all there is
b o know about cam pus life.
wVhatever the perspective, MainJstreet 1989 was a festive and
Inemorable event.
The organizational fair intend
ed to acquaint students with the
Numerous services and organiza
tions the university has to offer,
Mainstreet dotted Webb lawn
With tables bearing freebies and
Jnembership sign-up sheets. It
got off to a great start as Mother
Nature smiled on the day, bring
ing sunshine and a welcomed
¡sweeping breeze to the partici
pants. The sunshine may have
been a little much for those who
Irolunteered to “ man” their orga
nization’s tables for the duration
because the temperature neared
one hundred degrees.
I A slow steady flow of traffic
ipneandered through the maze of

tables during the first hour as
WODU was on the air live from
Webb Mall. The passerby took
advantage of the give-a-way
goodies ranging from pencils to
flowers, key chains to welcome
packs, raffle tickets to balloons.
Activity hour brought more c.uj^
ous co-eds to the scene in antici
pation of the activities planned.
The first guest to make an ap
pearance was the “ snake lady” .
She brought her friend “ Balboa”
the boa constrictor from the Nor
folk Zoo who succeeded in fright
ening more than a few squeamish
young ladies.
Alpha Phi Alpha gave a taste
of their talent with an impromptu
step show on the outdoor stage.
Later, the ODU Cheerleaders
strutted their stuff in a debut per
formance. The female cheerlead
ers danced and cheered as their
male partners lifted them to the
sky and roared through the
megaphones.

Student Activities saved the
best for last as they invited mili
tary paratroopers to parachute
out of a helicopter high above
Webb Center. ODU Army ROTC
members held the crowd back
from the huge “ X” that marked
the spot for landing. The helicop
ter ascended, blowing blossoms
off of trees and papers off of ta
bles. After circling for quite some
time, the two well-trained men
came floating down with their
multi-colored chutes. The first
man landed perfectly on the “ X” .
Perhaps the second gentleman
was a little shy. He chose an al
ternate route, and landed near a
tree behind the bookstore.
The day was entertaining and
informative. Hopefully, Mainstreet will continue to inspire in
volvement in the nearly 200 cam
pus o rg a n iz a tio n s fo r many
school years to come, by Janice
Taylor

O ffering an altern ative form o f entertain
m ent, this Scottish bag pip e player
m arched around the law n playing trad i
tio n a l S c o ttis h tu n e s .(p h o to b y C J
P arker)
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MAINSTREET

Rush
Webster’s Dictionary defines
“ rush” as “ to move, act, or pro
gress with speed...to carry or
convey with haste...to overcome
or capture....” That definition
puts into words the actions of so
rority and fraternity members and
potential members during a hell
ish week called RUSH. How does
it work?
A “ rushee” goes ta a party
(non-alcoholic and supervised)
and meets the sister or brothers
of a particular Sorority or Frater
nity. The person goes to every
group on the first confusing night.
They go back to their Rush coun
selor and narrows his choices
down to four groups. This is the
most difficuly phase for most
people. Based on a fifteen minute
impression, they must eliminate a
number of groups. As the pro
cess continues and the week pro
gresses, it usually becomes clear
to the rushee which group is for

RUSH

them. The last part of the process
is where the rushee visits the fa
vorite groups and those groups
share with them what their fellow
ship means to them.
RUSH is a special time; the
new people meet hundreds of
other people who, in one way or
another, have something in com
mon with them. During that time,
fraternities and sororities are
looking for people who best dem
onstrate the standards and val
ues which are the basis of the
fellowship. They hope to “ cap
ture” those special people and
offer them membership.
It’s a long, frustrating week for
all involved. But the good that
comes out of it and fun times
ahead make it all worth while, by
Rhonda Shoop.

Theta C hi brothers sell the shirts o ff their
backs to b enefit charity.

The ups an d downs o f the Theta Chis
annual see-saw -a-thon draws crowds and
rushees.
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RUSH,

W ith P retlow P lanetarium loom ing in the
background, this tou r makes its way back
to Webb Center, (photo by: CJ Parker)

M om A nd D ad's Turn
Parent’s Weekend, designed
as a parental learning experi
ence, is a time for parent’s to visit
their loved ones in their new envi
ronment. This includes meeting
their offspring’s new roommates,
administrators, teachers, etc...
The weekend is filled with ac
tivities, provided by the university
which are intended to enhance
th lp a re n t’s visit. They are invited
to participate in such events as a
Casino Night in Mid Rise, lunches,

PARENTS WEEKEND
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a boatride from Waterside and a
show at the Planatarium. All of
these things keep parents from
faffing into that vast goulash of
boredom which sometimes swal
lows their children.
A m i||i version of Mainstreet
was set up so that the parents
could see a sample of the organi
zations available to their children.
There were tables in Webb Lob
by where organizations passed
out literature and answered ques

tions from students and their par
ents.
This was a time for students,
out on their own for the first time,
to show their parents that they
would be able to survive For
those students who had been
through Parents Weekend be
fore, it was a time to slow down
and take advantage of the com
munity outside of the university,
by Gary Hansen and Chris
Parker

G ary Hansen a n d his paren ts en jo y a nice
lunch in W ebb C enter during P arent’s
W eekend, (photo b y C J Parker)
Vice President fo r S tudent Services, Dr.
D ana B urnett looks on to m ake sure

things run sm oothly, (photo b y CJ Parker)

Parusing last y e a r’s yearbook, these p a r
ents contem plate purchasing one for their
son. (photo b y C J Parker)
Lee C orreii answers questions as he gives
a group o f parents a tour o f the cam pus,
(photo b y C J Parker)

PARENTS WEEKEND

K ey Bored
That bilious look is a key sign o f ternim al
illness.

The best way to program a
computer is with a baseball bat.
The only trouble is that the com
puter labs won’t let you In if you
happen to be carrying one.
Guess they want to take a byte
out of a perceived crime. Failing
the bat technique, you-might eas
ily try one of the helpful lab work
ers who will glibly explain why
your ten-page term paper van
ished into The Twilight Zone with
out benefit of Rod Serling’s nar
ration. De-do-de-do-what can

H aunched a n d grim , students stave be
fore com puter screens.

COMPUTER LABS

you do? Ask for help before you
start typing? What’s this sup
posed to be, The Information
Age? Everyone is computer literate. You should know it all by
now, or at least look like you do.
Asking questions makes modern
technology look too insecure.
Lose that term paper! Questions
will only make you look like a liberal arts major. Horrors! Where’s
an IBM Selectric when you need
one? by Philip Read

j
I
I
I
j

!

Threatening sign warns th a t certain types
are no t to touch.
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G l Joe glad ly passes out sweets to the
youths who called a t his door, (photo by
C J P arker)
C hrista A shm ead dressed In the garb o f
her favorite A m erican Era. (photo b y A m y
W halen)

Broom hilda perform s som e w itchcraft for
the crowd, (photo b y C J Parker)

HALLOWEEN

I'm 2 Old 2 Grow Up
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

|

■
■
[
[
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What is Halloween all about?
Remember not so long ago it
meant scary masks, jack-o-lan-|
terns and “ trick or treating” ? Remember conquering the neighborhood with candy-filled plastic
trick or treat bags? Remember
running home to dump out your
candy collections on the kitchen
table for mom and dad to in
spect? S o u n d lik e after age 13
Halloween is just not fun any
more. Think aga)W
College gives Halloween a
whole new meaning. There’s a
host of things to do on Halloween. Just about anywhere you go
there’s someone awarding prizes
for the best and most original
costumes. This year, Crazy Charlies and Zero’s hosted the Second Annual Halloween Bash, at
The Dome In Virginia Beac||E ntertainment was provided by The

Left Wing Facists, The Jeromes,
and the Boneshakers. These suc
cessful, local bands played to a
small but energetic . audience.
Roaming around the room, one
could see Elvira’s, black cats, a
Christmas Tree, Fred and Barney
from the Flintstones, a Flapper
from the 1920’s, and many more
original costumes.
Even though Halloween fell on
Tuesday this year, there were
many parties to be found around
campus. It was apparent every
where that the spirit of Halloween
was not lost. Some might say
that Halloweeen is a time to let
down and dress up. It gives us an
excuse to party. Then again, we
don’t “ need” an excuse to pagy,
do we? No matter how you look
at it, there is stillHalloween after
age 13. by Jennifer Scott

John D ixon leads the ne xt group o f ghouls
and goblins down the h a ll in Gresham,
(photo b y GJ P arker)

Four party-goers donned the ir favorite
beverages fo r a nigh t o f festivities.
Chris B arton and C raig H ubler peer from
the ir dorm room to see who ne xt they w ill
give candy to. (photo b y CJ Parker)
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HALLOWEEN

One asp ect o f off-cam pus living is having
the com fort an d privacy o f shaving your
own bathroom , bu t n o t in this instance.
(P hoto b y C J P arker)

musèi*mumme

C om pared to the dorms, apartm ent life
allows one to be a m ore creative with
decorating due to the g reater variety o f
space to work with, (photo b y C J Parker)

Pink Lady On M y Back
I sat and stared at what Old
Dominion dining services calls a
“ pink lady sandwich” . I had seen
this attempt at creative cuisine
before, it consisted of steamed
shrimp on two pieces of white
bread. It was one of the worst
attempts at food I had seen in a
long time. Maybe that one pink
lady sandwich had clinched the
decision. I had tolerated dorm liv
ing for about as long as I could. I
began planning my move to the
free world, the world of off cam
pus living. Ah, the eluxuries I
imagined, my own room, a room
mate I had chosen, no more firedrills, more freedom and no more
pink lady sandwiches.
Of course moving off campus
doesn’t happen overnight. My fu
ture roommate and I began look
ing for a place in March. Our
search was made somewhat eas
ier due to the “ complete listing of

OFF CAMPUS HOUSING
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apartments for rent” found at the
Webb Center front desk. This list
includes all the off-campus apart
ments and townhouses available,
how much they cost (approximatly) and how far away they are
from campus. This list proved to
be immensely helpful and we re
turned to if several times over the
next few months. After eliminat
ing several places, and finding
just the right place, we called the
landlord. He invited us over for a
tour. We were still convinced that
this was the right place. We ccMtx
vinced our parents that we would
not be partying 24 hours a day.
Then we got a lease and signed it
before some other dorm resident
stole our new found palace out
from under us.
My roommate and I had joined
the approximately 8500 other
ODU students who live off cam
pus. A rather large number, com

pared to some other schools. The
off campus residents are spread ■
from Virginia Beach to Ghent to
right across Hampton Boulevard.
Hampton Roads is flooded with j
Old Dom inion students who
share the off campus living expe
rience. And many are much hap
pier that way.
I have found our apartment, in
general^ better than the dorms.
Sometimes I miss being around
all the people, the terrific presen
tations on birth control and the
pictionary contests. I never, how
ever, feel any longing for a pink I
lady sahdwich. by Jessica Jen- )
nings

As D anny S hull knows, It Is w onderful
having yo u r ow n a p artm en t a n d being
able to catch a nap, with yo u r ow n cat,
betw een classes, (p h o to b y R odney Rog
ers)

A room fille d w ith m ore parap hernalia
than he can handle has fo rced S teve Kish
to p u t up a sh elf system to organize his
room , (ph o to b y Suzie R ussell)

M any p eo p le begin collections in college,
C hris P arker, Kevin Kerw in a n d B ob C ilen to have a contest o f collectin g S uper
B ig G ulp cups, (ph o to b y C J P arker)

B etw een PR EVIEW sessions, students
take a break an d socialize, (photo b y C J
P arker)

PREVIEW
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Students Start:
Preview
College student orientationprograms assume many different
aliases across the country. The
most popular name is PREVIEW,
which happens to be used here
at Old Domonion. Most *of the
PREVIEW programs take place
during the summer, since student
enrollment is highest in the fall.
However, there are also mid-year
programs offered in December
and January, for those students
who enroll for the spring semes
ter.
During PREVIEW, new fresh
man and transfer students take
various placement tests, are ad
vised by their academic counsel
ors, and register for classes. They
also receive essential information
about the student services and
programs on campus. The topics

discussed are anything from f t
nancial aid programs to student
rights and responsibilities to how
to buy books. Students also find
out what it is like to commute or
to live in the residence halls.
Parents of these students ob
tain valuabe insight on what this
new experience will be like for
them. In fact, there is session de
signed especially for them called
“ So Now You’re the Parent of an
Old Dominion Student...” , which
is conducted by Pete Goldsmith,
Dean of Student Life^fhi® always
proves to be a stimulating and
enlightening discussion.
Staff members from all areas
of the university participate in
PREVIEW each year. In addition,
student PREVIEW Counselors as
sist parents and students Ifjth e ir

transition by providing a student
perspective. PREVIEW Counsel
ors endure an extensive selection
process. Those who are chosen
must take a two credit Peer
Counseling course which ad
dresses such topics as communi
cation, presentation and conflict
resolution skills. They also have
an intensive two weeks of training
prior to the beginning of the sum
mer programs. These counselors
do a lot more than give campus
tours. Since they are not permit
ted to take summer courses or
work at another job, they must
be very dedicated individuals.
PREVIEW Counselors are there
to ensure that every effort is
made to prepare students for
success at ODU. by Janice
Taylor

A fte r a hard m orning o f tests an d lecture
sessions, PREVIEW p a rtic ip a n ts enjoy
lunch, (p hoto b y C J P arker)

P R E V IE W C o u n s e lo r J a n ic e T a y lo r
catches a q u ick nap during he r break,
(p hoto b y C J P arker)
le s t takin g is an im p o rta n t p a rt o f PRE
VIEW. P atricia B arkle concentrates in or
der to do her be st on the placem ent test,
(p hoto b y C J P arker)

-----
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PREVIEW

W ebb C enter a ttracts a variety o f people
seeking its food, its sales, o r ju s t a relax
ing atm osphere, (photo b y C J Parker)

« S fP W f
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A Vast Webb O f
Alternatives

While Webb Center is not the mation desk, in the front lobby,
Helping students with financial
largest building on the Old Do can help a person locate a partic problems is the job of the Credit
minion campus, it is certainly the ular office or even find a place to Union, located near the book
most diverse. There are many dif live.
store. The remainder of the lower
ferent things that go on within the
The many bullentin boards level of Webb Center contains a
walls of Webb Center, that most around Webb contain different Copy Center, a computer room,
ODU students are unaware of. types of important information. a Federal Express drop off, meet
The front lobby, cafeteria, and Some boards are plastered with ing rooms, public phones, and a
bookstore are the three major notices of items for sale or apart game room for entertainment.
sections of Webb, and probably ments for rent. However, The Lockers are also provided, used
the most known and used. The Ride Board contains “ riders and mostly by commuter students to
lobby is a place for people to ad drivers” for those of us who are in keep things between classes.
vertise, socialize, or just plain need of a ride home or just need The second level of Webb Center
crash between classes. The infor someone to share the expenses. is home to many of the student
WEBB CENTER
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service offices. Even WODU, the
“ on campus” radio station, can
be found broadcasting from here.
(This does not, however, guarani
tee that they can be heard there.)
Webb Center is a place where
students go to relax, eat, spend
money, save money, and do lim
itless other things. It is a terrific
place to meet new people and try
new things. Webb provides peo
ple with a social and academic
environment that all can use and
enjoy, by Melissa Levanowitz

In the cam pus bookstore, D erek Jones
peruses the p o ste r selections in hopes o f
finding the p e rfe c t one fo r his wait, (ph oto
b y C J P arker)

h h
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C om panies such as Jostens- a n d A rt
C arved take advantage o f W ebb C en ter
to sell m erchandise to students, (ph oto
b y C J P arker)

W ebb is the p e rfe c t p lac e to spend tim e
betw een classes a n d to m eet friends in a
social type setting, (ph oto b y C J P arker)

Jew elry p rop rieto rs take w ell advantage
o f the a rea outside the bookstore, they
a re found there on alm ost a w eekly basis,
(ph oto b y C J P arker)
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Students are spellbound b y one o f the
m any B lack H istory M onth lectures, pho
to b y G ary Hansen.

W brothy Redford, author o f Som erset
Hom ecom ing, entrances her audience as
she discusses her book abou t postslavery
N orth C arolina, photo b y G ary Hansen.
In 1001 B lack Inventions, students illus
trate the tragedy o f black tinkerers whose
Innovations were often stolen b y the white
com m unity, p h oto b y C J Parker.

BLACK HISTORY
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A lpha K appa A lpha exudes “ True Ele
gan ce” in dance during a S tep Show,
photo b y C J Parker.

Black Enlightenment
Hey! It’s February. That means
I [it’s Black History Month. But fffs
I lust this month, not any of the
1 [other eleven. Why is that? Why is
I lit only in February that we are
I supposed to celebrate black hisI Itory? Why not every month?
Maybe it’s the fact that Ip s
■school and almost all public
■ schools are slack, p h o t void, of
I black history courses. Many insti■ tutes of higher education, Old
■ Dominion included, have few if
I any courses in black history reI quired as a part of their general
I [required curriculum. The history
I [courses that are required, AmeriI [can history and/or Western Civi
lis a tio n , deal little with the African
■culture and its origins.
So what does the establishIm e n t do now that people are deIm a n d in g this inform ation? It
■gives us Black History Month. A
■whole month out of the year deIv o te d to the history of the Black

culture. I don’t know whether to
be pleased or furious. Instead of
changing the educational curriculums to support the need for the
information, a month of speak
ers, forums and other events | l
scheduled around the country.
ODU had a host of speakers in
cluding Dr. Ulysses Spiva, Lewis
Elisa, John Hines and many oth
ers. Forums were put on from
such topics as “ Racism” and
“ Black women in the Careers” to
“ The Impact of the Global Econ
omy on Black Males in America.”
Plays and movies were held
throughout the month, on cam
pus, that delt with racial injustice
and ignorance for all students
and the community to see.
Black History Month cannot be
denounced as it is. it is designed
to inform, educate and entertain
with Black History as its back
bone. The questions come up
again--“ Why only a month?” and

“ Why not all year?” Until we, the
students, demand w ha tjs need
ed, the questions will remain, by
Gary Hansen
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Kevin Kirwan keys up for a grueling final,
photo b y C J Parker.

EXAM WEAK
It’ s poe tic justice. You’ve
spent the whole semester work
ing hard writing papers, prepar
ing for tests and taking a monu
mental number number of pop
quizzes, all to prepare you for the
last and worst blow; the final
exam.
Exam week is a trecherous
time for everyone. If you’re not
taking an exam, you probably
have to deal with someone who
is, and it’s not fun. Even the most
relaxed student knows that com
fort and quiet are of the utmost
concern. You see people decked
out in sweats, sprawled on the
couch or bed surrounded by
books and notebooks. Those
who can’t study at home, seek
sanctuary at the library, where it
is sure to be quiet.
The Student Activities Council
sponsors an “ Exam Jam Before
You Cram” almost every Spring

FINAL EXAMS/DECEMBER
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semster to help students relax
before they have to study. The
Alumni Association, along with
the help of many campus organi
zations, gives the parents a
chance to show thier children
their thinking of them by offering
the Exam Study Kits. The kits in
clude a free pizza, chips, fruit,
and little snack items. It’s a
thoughtful Idea at a stressful time
in the lives of most college stu
dents.
After all the hype and stress,
it’s finally time to take your ex
ams. For some, the stress is too
much and they experience “ test
anxiety” , but for most, exams
come and go and afterwards
they have a nice long break to
recooperate, by Rhonda Shoop
Study habits are som etim es couched in
such com fortable surroundings as W ebb
C enter’s lobby, photo b y G ary Hansen.

W ebb C en ter’s cafeteria is a Quiet refuge
for those hungering for last-m inute know l
edge. photo b y C J Parker.
Keith Robinson huddles over his books in
an all-night cram m ing session, photo by
G ary Hansen.

FINAL EXAMS/DECEMBER

Educator Stephen W right o f H am pton ad 
dresses the 9 0 0 graduates before receiv
ing his honorary degree, photo b y Bob
Firek.

89 Degrees
Holiday festivities came a little
early for more than 900 students
who were rewarded with one of
the most valuable and time-con
suming gifts of theijklives at 1:30
pm on December 17 in the Field
House: a diploma.
Austere black robes and mor
tarboards hardly suppressed the
trium ph of achievem ent--and
look of confusion--which crossed
the faces of the graduates. Which
side do you wear the tassle on
anyway?
Though it is nearly impossible
to identify individual students in
the black sea of commencement
regalia, some students made the
task easier by decorating the
tops of their mortarboards with
slogans, “ ’89 Grad,” and senti
m en tal m essages, “ T ha nx
Mom.”

Stephen Wright of Hampton, a
leader in the field of education,
received an honorary degree.
Throughout Wright’s career in
education, he has served as a
classroom teacher, high school
principal, college faculty mem
ber, dean of faculty^ at Hampton
University, Vice President of the
College Entry Examination Board
and president of both Bluefield
state College and Fiske Universi
ty.
Most recently, he has served
as a member of the State Council
of Higher Education in Virginia for
seven years and as chairman
from 1984-86. Besides being rec
ognized by ODU, Wright also
holds honorary degrees from No
tre Dame and New York Universi
ty. by Philip Read.

G raduates are m asters o f a ll they su rveya t least as long as com m encem ent lasts,
photo by B ob Firek.

Austere robes an d silly hats cannot m ask
these trium phant looks o f achievem ent,
photo b y Bob Firek.
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These actors perform out o f costum e for
an audience a t the Tech. Theatre to em 
phasize the eloquence o f S hakespearean
dialogue, photo by C J Parker.

“Students In M otion”, a new m odern
d a n c e g ro u p on c am p u s , p e rfo rm s
“D ance Under G lass” a t Tonelson G ar
den in W ebb Center, photo b y C J Parker.

A C T in & STEPPin
Old Dominion’s Theatre and
Dance Departments not only fur
nish students with the opportuni
ty to expand their talents, but
also provide entertainment for
students and local theatre-goers.
With a new edition to the
Dance Department of the “ Stu
dents In Motion” , a modern
dance group, there is an even
wider appreciation for the art of
dance. But for those who also en
joy the classical Interpretations,
such productions as “ The Nut
cracker” , were also performed.
College is a time for expanding
one’s knowledge, therefore the
Theatre Department offers sever
al different styles of theatre. For
those who prefer the beauty of
the classics, both “ A MidsumA scene is hum orously perform ed b y the
actresses o f the fem inist play, “A ...M y
N am e is A lic e ” a t the Tech. Theatre, pho
to b y C J Parker.

THEATER/DANCE
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mer’s Night Dream” and “ Oedi
pus” were produced at the Tech
n o lo g y T h e a tre . The m ore
modern plays, “ Shadow Box”
and “ A...My Name is Alice” ,
were offered to add to one’s the
atre experience.
There is always something
more satisfying about being at a
live performance than sitting in

front of the television watching
“ Gilligan’s Island” reruns. What
is even more gratifying is being
directly involved in the perform
ing arts. Students at ODU should
take full advantage of both the
viewing of and participating in the
Theatre and Dance programs, by
Susan Rushing.

The Virginia Beach Pavitiion hosted the
1989 perform ance o f ‘‘The N utcracker",
photo b y C J Parker.

TH E A TE R /D A N C E

Dirty Minded
This year was the 20th Anni
versary of Earthday. The event
that was started by a few con
cerned souls in 1970, has ex
ploded into a nationwide extrava
ganza. There w ere e vents
nationwide demanding that this
great world of ours be treated
better by actively going out and
doing something.
The point of this day was that
no matter who you are or what
you do, you can do something,
no matter how small, to make

th(%, world, our Mother Earth, a
better place to live. It’s the one
political and social issue that ef
fects everybody throughout the
world. No one can escape pollu
tion’s effect on our enviroment.
Old Dominion became active^
this endeavor with many informa
tional speakers and stands in
Webb Center. They also spon
sored an across campus trash
pick up where students, faculty
and community were armed with
trash bags and set out on the

HAZARDOUS WASTE
ODU AND YOU
iammobles Corrosives Raisons
ifooer Oisoosc! of Hazardous

And Ultimately you>
HERE'S HOW YOU CAN HELP

DON'T:

WE NEED YOUR HELP!

Styrofoam cups runneth over in the na
tio n’s landfills according to this display,
photo b y C J Parker.
Students g e t their butts in g ear an d o ff
the ground as they dispose o f cigarette
filters littering W ebb C en ter’s lawn, photo
b y C J Parker.

EARTH DAY
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hunt for trash.
It was a great d a y B enviro
nmental history. So why was it no
body even heard of Earth day un
til its 20th Anniversary? Lets
hope we don’t have to wait an
other 20 years to hear about it
again. It might be too late, by
Gary Hansen.

L ack o f envirom ental education is the
m ost leth al hazardous waste, photo b y C J
Parker.

S is a ia iH is ii
Piqued b y pollution, students p ic k up
trash on the cam pus mall, ph oto b y CJ
Parker.
A he fty cieam -up jo b is com pleted w ith
brim m ing bags o f garbage, ph oto b y C J
Parker.

mi
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M aking o ld new. In the m eantim e, our
Fine A rts building Is a ‘‘H aza rd A rea. ”
p h o to b y C J Parker.
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Build A new
Any student would have to be
blind not to notice all of the con
struction taking place on campus
this year, and even then you
would have to be death to miss
the sounds of the drills and ham
mers. There js no doubt that the
campus is growing.
The two biggest projects that
were being built were the Fine
Arts building and the three-part
athletic facility. Project Manager
Richard Pancoast estimates the
total to be around twelve million^
dollars.
The two-story Fine Arts build
ing will house the Dance, Music
and Art Departments. In addition
to a approximate 200 seat music
recital hall, the building will in
clude three large dance studios,
a band/orchestra rehearsal hall,
and an art library. This project is
located on the corner of 49th
Street and Elkhorn Avenue.
Looking across Elkhorn Ave

CONSTRUCTION
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nue from the Fine Arts Building,
you can see the new athletic fa
cility. An all-purpose field will be
installed for the intramural sports
and other team practices. Close
by the field will be a new athletic
building that will house most of
the athletic departments, staff
and coaching offices, and two
basketball practice courts. Lock
er rooms for the men’s and wom
an’s team will be located within
the building, as well as a weight
training room and an athletic
training and conditioning area.
The third part of the athletic
package is a new soccer stadi
um. The studium bleachers are
being built, and should be com
pleted in the spring. The seating
facility includes restrooms, locker
rooms and concession stands.
The entire athletic undertaking
should be completed by Decem
ber 1990. by Patricia Payne.

CONSTRUCTION

M ike B lankenship dem onstrates his ver
sion o f the fam ed “C one H e a d ” white
D ave K rausz m asters the coors version o f
“ The Thinker", p h o to b y John Ling.
Flushed with excitem ent, John B oth dis
plays a bo w l full o f brew , p h o to b y John
Ling.

Lee K och reclines in the shade o f a thirsty
shadow , p h o to b y John Ling.

PARTIES
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Kris Beam an observes the steady hand o f
Dave Krausz. photo b y John Ling.

Chris H all, Bruce Foster, an d Linda Lager
seldom s co ff a t sofa scarfing, photo by
John Ling.

Social Studies?
After a long, stressful week of
classes and work, itiost students
usually need a break. For those
who don’t like the “ meat mar
ket” atmosphere of the bars, an
other alternative is a party. A par
ty, simply stated, fe just a group
of friends getting together to enjqy each other’s company. It’s a
chance to meet people, talk
about something other than
school or work and maybe have
a couple of drinks.
There are enough people living
on or near campus that there are
likely to be a lot of parties to en
joy on any given weekend. Per
haps the most fun of all the par
ties are those with a theme.
Halloween parties where every

one dresses in costume; St. Pat
rick’s Day when green beer 1 |
served; even “ hurricane” parties
where people celebrate the bad
whether, are all popular themes.
Getting to and from parties Is
the biggest concern of the eve
ning. Groups of people wander
ing down the street with cups | |
hand is usually an indication of a
party near by. In some cases, if
the party is a little too far away,
students break out the bikes
equiped with special cup holders
so they can use both hands to
ensure the safest ride to and from
the party. Everyone needs time
to relax and enjoy themselves,
and a party gives people just that
opportuinifffby Rhonda Shoop.
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The M udpuppies' le a d singer howls into
the m icrophone, photo b y G. Hansen

Concerted Effort
Music is an outlet for almost all
students, and the campus orga
nizations took advantage of that
this year. Throughout the year,
students were blesed with a num
ber of singers inside Webb Cen
ter lobby and a few, more ampli
fied, concerts out on the Webb
Lawn. The SAC sponsored, or
co-sponsored, most all of the
concerts we had on campus. A
number of times, they brought

acoustical singers into Webb
Center during Activity hour.
At the beginning of the year,
the band 1964, a group emulat
ing the Beatles, played S the
court yard for everybody’s enjoy
ment. For Spring Fling and Greek
Week, the reggae band, Zion
Wave, played after the World Re
cord size musical chairs event.
The concerts ended the year
with the annual Exam Jam ex

travaganza. The Mudpuppies
started off the festival with their
progressive-type music. Follow
ing them were the Boneshakers,
who ended the day with fun.
Concerts that, a few years ago
were banned from campus, are
now thriving. Maybe if the Who
has another reunion tour, we can
get them to stop for our Exam
Jam?! by Gary Hansen

1964 The B eatles raids cam pus with m od
bravado, file photo

CAMPUS CONCERTS
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The re-F ab Four begins the B eatle Inva
sion anew, file photo

P aul Stokes folk m usic strains from his
guitar, photo b y C J Parker
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Zion W ave washes ashore with a sunny
reggae beat, ph oto b y C J Parker
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CAMPUS CONCERTS

Pfo False Steppin'
You can hear them from
blocks away. Whether it be the
stamping of their feet, the loud
music or the cheering of the
crowds, the step shows on cam
pus are exciting and fu t of
energy.
This is a time when the pre
dominantly black fraternitys and
sororities pull out all the stops to
impress the student body. And
impress they do.
These fraternitys and soror

ities spare no time or money
when it comes to stepping. Long
hours are put into each routine
before it is seen publically and by
that time, the steps have been
perfected. Students may see a
preview of a couple routines at
Mainstreet or or in a dorm but
most groups practice for the
competitions.
Old Dominion sponsors a stepshow competion each year held
in the Fieldhouse. ODU invites

groups from other schools to
come compete with the regulars
from our school. It is usually an all
day event where the groups have
dance-offs until it comes down to
the final and most talented frater
nity and sorority.
A stepshow is an experience
that anybody would enjoy and
should enjoy - its not just a black
thing, by Gary Hansen

A sneak priview o f som e new moves a t
M ainstreet. ph oto b y R ick Snow.

Pledges o f A lpha P hi A lpha fa ll Into the
spirit, ph oto b y Chuck Thomas.

STEPSHOW
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D arnell M iller and other Om egas s tart to
step and don’t sfdp. photo b y C J Parker.

Staring a t the stars is only the s ta rt o f the
stepshow for these Om ega Psi Phis, pho
to b y C J Parker.

STEPSHOW

F a cility a t "c a t’s cra dle” is only one o f the
m any skills needed b y the RA. ph oto by
CJ Parker.

RA Joe Pauldine accepts a stack o f
pizzas fo r the students who won them
fo r the ir high pa rticipatio n in The Laure ate’s p o rtra it sittings, ph oto b y CJ
Parker.
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C lowning is som etim es pe rm itte d b y the
stodgiest RAs.

RA’S
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Roderick H airston introduces a step show
to an eager M idrise audience, photo by
C J Parker.

RAs Rap
They patrol the halls, sit at the
front desk, and sometimes try to
entertain you. Resident Assis
tants, or RAs, are students who
are given the responsibility of su
pervising as many as 30 other
students and, in return, get free
room and board and a few other
perks.
They may be your roommate,
your suitmate or just the guy (girl)
g|the end of the hall. In any case,
they’re just like you and that’s
what makes them so special.
They’re there when you need an
swers, when you have problems

with your roommate, or even if
you just want to talk. Resident
Counselor, Resident Friend, and
if no one else will say it, I will...Re
sident Babysitter.
RA’s are there to make life in
the residence halls easier and
more fun. When you hear a
knock on your door at 1 am,
don’t hide all of your friends in
the bathroom, your RA knows all
of the tricks. Give them a little
credit, it wasn’t too long ago they
were doing the same, by Rhonda
Shoop.
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Ten fo o t snow d rifts overwhelm the cam
p u s! (W ell, n o t exactly, b u t this is as close
as it gets!) p h o to b y CJ Parker

SEASONS
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Weather O r riot
Did you ever wonder why the
semester that begins|ii;the frosty
month of January after an icy,
snowy Christmas is called Spring
semester? Admittedly, the last
few weeks of this falsely named
semester are blessed with sum
shine, flowers and students in
flamed with the malady known as
Spring Fever. However, this short
interval of blissful weather does
not merit such a name. Fall Se
mester, on the other hand, truly
consists prim arily of autumn
weather. Sum m er sem ester
seems to be the only appropr%
ately named term.

All misnomers aside, seasons
at Old Dominion are well-defined
and distinct. Let’s commence
with the frenzied fall semester,
when everyone is Still in the sum
mer mode. That is with the ex
ception of the freshmen, who are
awe stricken and enthusiastic
about the start of their college
careers. The weather begins sul
try and further on into the semes
ter, it becomes bitter cold and
teeth chattering.
Spring semester continues this
cold, blustery torrential season
otherwise known as winter in Vir
ginia. It culminates in the murky

Som e student ingeniously ensures th a t his
seat won’t b e w et when he com es back,
a fte r a quick ja u n t into W ebb Center,
photo b y C J Parker

doom of exams. Althougf^ff the
students are lucky, there will be
sunshine and the temptation of
the beach on those all important
reading days. With the emer
gence of summer occurring si
multaneously, the administration
conveniently procrastinates acti
vating the A /C in BAL so that our
last memories of the school year
are of literally sweating through
exams. That is, except for those
brave souls who attend summer
school, and enjoy the dusty cool
air of a now air conditioned BAL.
by Janice Taylor
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Tom Pageta, A ndy Freem an, an d D an
Thom ason are ju s t a few o f the executive
bo ard m em bers o f the In ter-Fraternity
Council, photo b y C J Parker
The Worlds Largest M usical Chairs, led
b y R obert Jam es from W A F X -T h e Fox,
was a p a rt o f the week long G reek W eek
events, photo b y C J Parker

G REEK WEEK
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The Dizzy B at event proved fun fo r the
spectators, b u t the com petitors were usu
a lly too confused to discuss it. ph oto by
CJ Parker
A group o f C hi Omegas w atch anxiously
as one o f the ir sisters runs the obstacle
course, ph oto b y CJ Parker

Greek Style
C o m p le te c o n c e n tra tio n ,'
bloody battles, ferocious fighting,
and lots of funny looking letters...it may sound like the Trojan
War, but it ’ s actually Greek
Week! The bloody and ferocious
part are slight exaggerations, but
the fraternities and sororities that
participated were truly B e n t on
winning the title of ;I990 Greek
Week Champs.

Bringing in the New Decade
Greek Style for the benefit of The
Children’s Hospital of the Kings
Daughters, was the theme of this
year’s Greek Week. The Greek
Council, under the leadership of
Co-presidents Teresa Brecia and
Rodney Whaley, organized the
weeks events celebrating Greek
unity on campus. Money was
raised ,in the name of the Old

Dominion Greek system, to bene
fit their charity. A few local celeb
rities also joined the fun. Robert
James of WAFX-The Fox led the
Worlds Largest Musical Chairs
and Jimmy and The Bull of
WNOR-FM99 emceed the Talent
Competition. The support from
the community lent purpose to
the week and spirit to the events.
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Events like the Fooseball play
offs, the Socrates Scholar Qui?,
and the Arm Wrestling tourna
ment proved which groups were
truly vying for the title. But the
events organized for participation
points proved to be the most fu j^
The Musical Chairs saw a lot of
butt-bumping excitment in the
same way that the Talent Com
petition lent a note of laughter to

A ll the G reeks g ather before the days
field events to show once again th a t No
M atter W hat The L etter... W e’re A ll In This
Together, photo by C J Parker

D arting underneath a parach ute w as ju st
one p a rt o f the grueling obstacle course,
ph oto by C J Parker

G REEK WEEK
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what was already an exciting
week.
The scores were close and fi
nally came down to the Field Day
events. The tricycle race, difficult
for mature, intelligent, and longlegged college students, was
challenging for everyone. For the
weak-stomached the Dizzy Bat
competition was even more of an
adventure. In truth, the day was

designed to allow everyone to
just have fun and play.
No matter what the outcome of
Greek Week, the participating
groups proved that they could
have good-clean fun for a very
worthy cause. Greek or not, they
brought in the 90’s with style! by
Rhonda Shoop

The fig h t fo r squares a t the W orlds Larg
est M usical Chairs event is som etim es ju s t
a m atter o f butt-pow er, ph oto by CJ
Parker

This Dizzy B at com petitor finds th a t it $
n o t as easy as it looks to stay on you r feet
a fte r taking a spin! ph oto by CJ Parker
This blonde has an excuse to be dizzy
a fte r an event like this one! ph oto by CJ
Parker

GREEK WEEK

A s the prim ary sponsor for Exam Jam ,
the S A C proudly unfurls Its banner, photo
b y G ary Hansen

Engineering professor glad ly takes the
plunge in a dunking tank as p a rt o f the
days festivities, photo b y G ary Hansen
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Tensions diminish as celebrants relax to
the M udpuppies’ wail.

EXAM JAM
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Exam Jam Jells
What does every student need
to break the monotony of study
ing for finals? Exam Jam !
This year’s Exam Jam featured
a concert by the Mudpuppies
and the Boneshakers. Spinning
out some classic rock and blues
tunes, the Mudpuppies kicked off
the afternoon. Later, the Bone
shakers pumped energy into the
crowd with some more contem
porary fock songs. Both local
bands lent their own style to set

the atmosphere for the event.
There was also a large variety
of activities for stressed studiers
to take part in. The volleyball
games netted quite a number of
competitors and spectators while
another group of students finally
found a function for all of ODU’s
unused footballs with a football
toss. If you dared to settle the
score with an instructor before
your exam, there was a dunking
booth at your disposal.

With the campus Earth Day ac
tivities along side the Exam Jam,
a sizable crowd turned out to
take part in the day. There was
something to interest almost any
burnt-out scholar, with various
fuctions set-up by the SAC. If ac
tivity wasn’t your thing, there
were many people just relaxing
and mellowing to the sounds of
the bands, by Susan Rushing

N o dust c an settle with the M udpuppies
whipping up a frenzied beat, photo b y C J
P arker

A v o lle y b a ll m atc h d e fe a ts stu d yin g
blahs, ph oto b y C J Parker
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A lthough the training is usually rough,
these cadets seem to be enjoying a short
bu t cold splash through the w ater hole,
photo b y J. Ling
This cad et has died in the line o f duty with
a sm ile his face, m aybe because they're
ju s t playing w ar gam es, photo b y J. Ling

RO TC

War Games
The Reserve Officer graining
Corps offers, to degree seeking
students, instruction which can
lead to their commissioning as
second lieutenants in the Army or
Marine Corps, or as ensigns in
the Navy. This past year’s uprecedented collapse of commu
nism as a conventional threat to
national security diminished the
need for such a large peace time
military. A consequence of what
has come to be called the peace
dividend following the Reagan
era of military build up has been
troop reductions. Experts predict

that these reductions will hurt the
Army most of all. But while the
supply of available commissions
has shrunk, the demand for them
has not. Rest assured as you
read this, while your teenage
child is out with you-know-who,
that your alma mater has trained
Tmore than its share of Army,
Navy, and Marine Corps officers
through the respective programs.
Many of these officers continue
to protect you and the U.S. Con
stitution against all enemies, foriegn and domestic, by John Ling

A s a p a rt o f their rigourous training, these
student soldiers warm up with som e calis
thenics. photo b y J. Ling
Scaling the w all is one o f the m ost chal
lenging parts o f the obstacle course, pho
to by J. Ling
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Students from a ll walks o f university life
m ake their own im pact in Ebony Im pact,
photo b y C J Parker.

Pow erful interpretations o f gospel m usic
m ake every Ebony Im pact perform ance
on em otional event, ph oto b y C J Parker.

M oving from anguish to ecstasy, Ebony
Im pact's chorus sings the full range o f
feeling, photo b y C J Parker.
. :• - . v "

Soloists lend m em orable, personal inter
pretations to affecting lyrics, ph oto b y CJ
Parker.

EBONY IMPACT
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Soul'd Out!
Ebony Impact is Old Domin
ion’s gospel choir. They give con
certs throughout the year for
Black History Month, Martfe Lu
ther King Jr. Day, and a host of
other events. They are asked to
sing for a number of churches in
the community. They have been
known to hold benefit concerts
and even a m a te u r ta le n t
contests.
The choir practices hard and
diligently to keep up . with their
schedule and competition. They
travel up and down the coast for
concerts and to compete against
other like choirs.
Because they are in such de

m and by our sch oo l, o th e r
schools, and the community, Eb
ony Impact has had its member
ship grow to a sizable am ouijt
Their extensive schedule con
flicts many times with student
schefules so they must keep a
large staff of singers. Their show
is also quite diverse §f|the sense
that they change and manipulate
it for different occasions so as
not to become monotonous.
If you like music, music that
comes from the inner soul, music
that will make you feel joyous
and feel like crying at the same
time, then Ebony Impact is for
you. By Gary Hansen.

D eparting from the O ld A dm inistration
Building, a student tour group traverses
the cam pus m all... photo b y C J Parker.

Tours de Force
Newly admitted Old Dominion
students and even prospective
students are always anxious to
see the university for the first
time. The Admissions office orga
nizes this first contact; the phenomenom known as “ the campus
tour.” And who better to give a
tour of a College than a college
student? Students are hired each
year to conduct these guided
campus visits on a regular weekly
basis as well as during special
“ Open Houses.” Tour demand is
at its peak in the spring. This is

when high school seniors are ju
diciously deciding which college
will be right for them. A typical
campus tour begins with an intro
duction of the am iable to ur
guide. The wide-eyed flock is
then steered through the hal
lowed halls of Webb Center, out
of the side door and down the
well trodden pathways. As the
herd makes its way around cam
pus,the tour guide describes
each landmark in great detail,
wondering how much her over
whelmed crowd will actually re

tain. Some groups are curious
and talkative and seem to take in
the abundance of information
presented to them with ease.
Others are subdued and reticent
regardless of the endless prod,ding they receive to elicit conver
sation. The responsiveness of a
group can make or break a tour.
So can the weather. A few brave
souls have been known to trudge
their way through a tour in the
pouring rain, however. It must be
a pretty valuable experience, by
Janice Taylor.

..heads tow ard the D arden College o f
Education building... photo b y C J Parker.
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SPRING TOUR

mm.
Policem an disposes o f school spirits ju st
before com m encem ent, photo b y CJ
Parker.
C olorful academ ic regalia relieves the p a l
lo r o f a gray day. photo b y C J Parker.

Was it worth four years? A hug a n d a
sm ile say it all. photo by C d Parker.

MAY GRADUATION
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B obbing um brellas obscure the joyous
faces o f com m encem ent on-lookers, pho
to b y CJ Parker.
B illboards... er, m ortarboards allow grad
uates an op portunity to advertise, give
ranks, o r say, ‘H i M om ” , ph oto b y CJ
Parker.

Shower O f Diplomas
[ After arriving at the designated
[graduate meeting place at 8:15
I sharp, as instructed, I promply
found my fellow classmates. We
proceeded to share our excite
ment and enthusiasm as we as
sisted one another with our grad
u a tio n a ttire . The wind was
I blowing our caps off and the
[forecasted rain had begun to fall.
[ Much to my dismay, graduation
| turned out to be the day my cap
[and gown doubled as rain gear.
I We waited and waited to be told

I

what to do next as Pete Gold
smith came by with a bull horn
and warned us to dispose of all
celebration spirits. .Exactly one
half hour late, the damp proces
sion of graduates waded to Fore
man Field as a friendly law en
forcement officer confiscated all
the champagne. Screams and
cheers accompanied us as we
entered the outdoor ceremony.
All the graduates were searching
through the endless array of um
brellas for their fam iliesH the

stands. Impatient, anxious chat
ter filled the stadium as speaker
after speaker imparted their wis
dom upon us, Throughout the
ce re m o riy, th e sun peered
through the clouds periodically to
give us hope that the smaller col
lege c e re m o n ie s w ould be
brighter. And so they were. The
sun lingered long enough for
each and every graduate to re
ceive a dry diploma, by Janice
Taylor.
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MAY GRADUATION

NIGHT C A P

Staunch and sober, the library stays lit
while Its patrons g e t lit on the weekend,
photo b y C J Parker.

CAMPUS NIGHT LIFE

As every student knows, col
lege is comprised of the following
elements: academics, athletics
and, of course, fun. Many choose
to have fun, meet people and re
lax at the local and the not-solocal bars. After a long, hard day
of studying, enduring extremely
dull lectures and taking agonizing
tests, perhaps the best way to
unwind is by attending the night
spots of Hampton Roads. The
bar scene is where the action is.
It is where students go to social
ize, have a few drinks, dance and
unwind.
The most popular night clubs

for Old Dominion Students are
the ones on Hampton Boulevard.
Friar Tucks and the 4400 Cam
pus Club are frequented by many
ODU students. Most students
prefer the clubs which are close
to campus because of the local
ity and because they seek the
company of fellow students.
Also, the beer is inexpensive— a
major requirement for the aver^
age college student. Or most
nights, local night clubs have a
different theme such as “ oldies”
night or “ happy hour.” Usually a
popular local band will provide
entertainment, drawing hordes of

students. Some students like to
shoot pool or play the video
games, others dance the night
away. Most will agree that a bar
has something for everyone.
Another area night club which
attracts many students is O’Sulli
vans Wharf located on Colley Av
enue. It provides food, drinks and
a relaxing atmosphere and live
music. Ghent features several
night spots such as the Raw Bar
Bay in which many students are
beginning to frequent there as
well as Kelly’s and Intermissions,
by Lisa Botuchis.

F re sh m e n L e s lie B u rn s a n d T am m y
M axey go ou t on a lim b fo r Sigm a N u’s
H o t Legs contest, p h o to b y John Ling.

M any students h it a b ait in stead o f a bo t
tle to unwind, p h o to b y C J Parker.
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Woman's Faces
Women in today’s society are
more diverse, independent, and
“ multicolored” than ever before,
and The Every Woman’s Festival
was created to celebrate that
fact. The Old Dominion’s Wom
en’s Center hosted the festival,
offering workshops, an art show,
and e n te rta in m e n t fo r the
community.
Personal and Professional de
velopment workshops such as
Enhancing Your Self-Esteem,
Women and A n ge r, and
Networking: The “ OlcL Girls”
Club Comes of Age were well at
tended by people who sought to
improve or reassure themselves.
In addition, local female artists,
musicians, and writers shared
their talents and insights.

To highlight the afternoon, Re
becca Williams, an accomplished
actress and instructor at ODU,
performed “ Women and Work” ,
a one-woman comedy.
The Every Woman’s Festival,
designed to help people discover ^
something about themselves and
others, truely celebrated wom
en S m ulticolor^, by Rhonda
Shoop.

Fem inist books are one way o f unlocking
society’s p a tria rch ia i doors, ph oto b y CJ
Parker.
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WOMEN’S FESTIVAL

POTENTIALS
-

ant
Joining a group meant making a com 
mitment, but in return one also received a
similar committment. The groups and ac
tivities, so much a part of Old Dominion,
allowed students to become a part of
something new. The Greek organizations
each lent a hand to their philanthropies,
and to the community as well. Student
Senators and members of the student
government, worked diligently to orga
nize and publicize many aspects of ODU.
Preview Counselors inroduced the stu
dents to the University and its organiza
tions. Throughout the school year, stu
dent organizations worked to find ways
of making students discover something
to be involved in. by Heather Lawrence

GROUPS
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GROUPS

No m atter how lukew arm -or non-existant
the response, the Senate active ly solicits
students’ Opinions, ph oto b y G ary Han
sen.
M icheai W inslow prepares to cast hte'bal
lo t fo r the S tudent Senate elections.-pho
to b y C J Parker.

i A WORD FORCJM
j
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The Senate meetings strictly
follow a tight agenda. Reports
are given by the officers and the
committee chairpersons. There is
old business and new business to
discuss. Announcements are
made. The meeting is adjourned.
The Senate process looks quick,
to the point, and by the book.
The Senate consists of thirty
elected senators, not including
the officers. Three senators are
elected from each of the follow
ing colleges: Arts and Letters,

Business and Public Administra
tion, Education, Engineering and
T e ch n o lo g y, S ciences, and
Health Sciences. In addition,
there are also ten university sena
tors and two freshmen members.
The Senate is not all meetings
and politics. In fact, it is not very
political at all. The Student Sen
ate’s main purpose is to be a
voice to administration, repre
senting the entire student body.
When situations and concerns
arise, the Senate reacts. Whether

the concern is bees flying around
the trashcan (even though they
do not sting), flooding in the
parking lots, or sexual assaults of
students, the Senate pays atten
tion and comes up with solutions.
Everyone should take a look at
their school’s goverment and get
involved. Our senators deserve
recognition for their dedication
and hard w ork by P a tric ia
Payne.

I

I

Doug Tudor’s authoratative pose was a
fam iliar sight throughout his term as stp/r
dent body president during the fa il se
mester. ph oto by C J Parker.
New adm inistative Vice-President, Chris
Sehman, casts a canny glance a t the au
dience during the election debates, photo
by CJ Parker.

I
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HONOR BOUND ;
The Honor Council of Old
D om inio n U n iv e rs ity is
charged with upholding the in
tegrity of the Honor Code.
While most Honor Systems
are overseen by administra
tors, ours is unique in that it is
one of a small number of sys
tems in the nation which are
entirely student-run. The posi
tion of Asscociate Justice, as
members are called, is a priviledge and Council member
ship is competitive.
The main focus of the Honor
Council lies in the prevention

Serving the H onor C ouncil is no trivial p u rsuit, bu t do you think they cheat a t bo ard
gam es? photo b y C J Parker.

HONOR C O U N C IL
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A m y Parker explains the honor code to
an interested student, ph oto b y C J
Parker.

o f a c a d e m ic d is h o n e s ty
through educating students
about the implications of an
Honor System; those being
that all students are responsi
ble both for refraining from
Cheating in any form and for
reporting all witnessed viola
tio n s of the Honor Code.
Through presentations to in
coming freshmen at Preview
and to English 110 classes,
the Council is able to address
any questions or concerns of
the student body, by Elizabeth
Collins

The H onor C ouncil tries to m ake students
aw are o f its function every y e a r during
H onor Aw areness Week, ph oto b y C J
Parker.
Front Row: N ancy H ale, Elizabeth Collins,
R avette Steele, A m y Parker, D eborah
Speight, H enry Behrm ann. M iddle: Jo
seph Walsh, A m y Rustin, Tina Cowan,
S tefanie Crosley, Sandra Pennington,
Anna Schaffer, Karen H yatt, Jason Lundquist, Jan Johnson, M ichael Torio. B ack:Jam es B low , A rth u r E rm lich , W ade
Crook, M oham ad B araki, Perry Vaughan,
M oham ad Salm an, Curtis Parker.

HONORCOUNCIL

P ete Lefresne, the E d ito r-in -C h ief o f the
M ace a n d Crown, poses prou dly with
both o f his best friends, (p h o to b y C J
P arker)
S ports Editor, M ike Kernels, works fever
ishly to e n te r his co p y b efore the dead
line. (ph o to b y C J P arker)
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MACE AND CROWN
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CUSTOM BENT
The Mace and Crown has been
around in one form or another
since the founding of Old Domin
ion’s predecessor, The Norfolk
Division of the College of William
and Mary, 60 years ago. If the
verbs“ mace” and “ crown” call
to mind a violent attack, the
words in tandem name what is
occassionally a journalistic as
sault on the senses. You may
think that the newspaper’s ap
proach has veered from that o f
its debut issue more than a half
century ago, but its cheeky origi
nal name, The High Hat, belies
such an opinion.
The unusal monicker was a
young school’s response to Wil
liam and Mary’s snob appeal:
The High Hat “ high-hatted” Wil
liam and Mary’s newspaper, The
Rat Hat. Perhaps it showed

Mace and Crown: (l-r) Charles Thom
as, Pete Lefresne, Mike Pope, Mike
Kernels, R ic h a rd Jenkins, F ra n k
Renda, Mike Roll, Robert Lewis, Lee
Holsopple, Robin Marshall, Rowena
Pascual

some insecurity on the Division’s
part, but traditions can be so
stuffy. When the Division was di
vorced from its sister institution
to become Old Dominion College
in 1961, The Flat Hat became
The Mace and Crown.
Through mail frequently arrives
addressed to some mysterious
person called Mason Crown, the
newspaper has chosen to stick
with its curious name after some
lively debates this year. Curiouser
would have been the oft-suggest
ed replacement name, The Daily
Conundrum, which means a puz
zle. Tradition got the better of the
staff, and the masthead which for
years read the Mace & Crown
has been corrected to the origi
nal The Mace and Crown.
But what, after all, do a mace
and crown have to do with ODU

anyway? C’mon didn’t you go to
college? Norfolk is one of the few
cities dating back to colonial
times which still possesses its
ceremonial staff or mace, and
“ crown” refers to Virginia’s origin
as a royal colony of England. We
are Monarch’s aren’t we? Don’t
think that The Mace and Crown
has gotten stuck on this nostalgic
nonsense though. Besides pro
viding professional coverage of
such events as President Bush’s
visit to campus and the cancella
tion of ODU’s proposed football
program , the newspaper still
manages to tweak a few noses.
One of its columnistshas been
called ODU’s answer to Morton
Downey Jr.!
So, after sixty years, The Mace
and Crown remains true to its
roots, reporting and high-hatting

its way into the last decade of the
twentieth century. Maybe tradi
tion isn’t so stuffy after all.
by Philip Read

S A C -s p o n s o red co m ed ian delivers a
pow erful punchline, ph oto b y C J Parker.

Christm as carols sung by m em bers o f the
S A C bring holiday cheer to the residents
o f Hillhaven Nursing Hom e, photo b y CJ
Parker.

SAC BAGS FCIN
With a twist and a shout,
1964 As The Beaties kicked
off the new year of Student
Activities Council’s program
ming. The Beatles’ look-a-like
band, of the Norfolk British Isle
fe s tiv a l, e n th u s ia s tic a lly
played for 1000 ODU stu
dents, faculty and staff on the
Webb Lawn.
SAC then changed the beat
and danced the night away at
the Second Annual Semi-For
mal Homecoming dance. Amy
Gorman was crowned Home
coming Queen, recognizing
the fact that her sponsoring
organization raised the most
money to help the Foodbank
of Southeastern Virginia.
The SAC c o o rd in a te d a
m yriad o f cam pus events
throughout the year. High

lights included an International
Film Festival, a Wednesday
night movie series, comedians,
various Artists-in-the-Lobby
and coffeehouse entertainers.
On a more academic level,
the SAC presented a Monday
Night Lecture series featuring
nationally recognized speaker
on AIDS, Dr. Richard Keeling.
In addition, the SAC was a
major sponsor of the ODU Lit
erary Festival, an event which
brought published poets and
writers to campus.
The SAC’s grand finale was
the third Annual Exam Jam
Before You Cram featuring
The Boneshakers and The
Mudpuppies, a student rock
and blues band, by Kim Califano and Shawn Windsch.

Fron t row .S heila Sim kins, S teven Gross,
Kim C alifano, Shaw n W indisch, R ajan
Dua, Jeffrey M ones, M ich ael Torio, C athe
C eleste. B ack row .C raw ford Turner, Jen
n ifer Perry, Terry Gilson, R am ona Lee,
Steven B randt, G race Jones, D erek Du
val, John Locke.
G u itarist Joe M oulis strum s aw a y stu
den t's cares a t W ebb C en ter during activ
ity hour. P hoto b y C J Parker.

SAC

MUSIC MADNESS
WODU is Old Dominion’s ground for students interested
student run radio station. With in all aspects of radio and
a yearly membership of be broadcasting, and provide an
tween 70 and 90 members, alternative music and informa
WODU is consistently the larg tion source for the university
est student organization on community. There are many
campus and an intricate part opportunities to learn valuable
of "The Big Six” . WODU is a skills about the various as
carrier current station that pects of business and radio.
broadcasts at AM 640. The Members have used director
signal is not transmitted from a ship positions and positions
tower, but instead is carried by on the executive board as in
a building’s electrical system. ternships and co-ops for relat
It can be heard in all campus ed departments.
WODU’s format is progres
buildings.
The purpose of WODU, ac sive, college oriented music.
cording to their constitution, is This is music that is not ordi
twofold: to provide a training narily played on commercial

R adio broadcast takas much, practice,
b u t veteran Steve H ajasz has p e rfec te d
his skills a n d m akes it a ll look so easy,
(photo b y C J Parker)
Choice o f m usic is. im potant an d Dave
M ilroy asks his friends fdr their opinions
on the Lightning S trike album i (photo by
C J Parker)
A lo t goes on behind the scenes a t the
station, Fred D enny discusses production
techniques with a friend, (photo b y CJ
P arker)

WODU

radio. College radio is very influencial in breaking new
bands. WODU also broad
casts specialty shows includ
ing jazz, classical, reggae,
folk, and news shows.
Perhaps the best aspect of
WODU is the commraderie
and entusiasm of the mem
bers. The staff participates in
many outside activities and
the station is a favorite place
to spend time between classes
just lounging or engaging in
discussions. The WODU staff
enjoys their work and have
proven themselves capable.
So tune in!

Im

On the air, S tacy R atcliffe adjusts the
broadcast m ixing bo ard to m ake sure
there is no feedback o r distortion over the
air. (photo b y C J Parker)
M usic m em orabilia gives the W ODU work
p iace the character an d entertainm ent its
reputation has built in the last years,
(photo b y C J Parker)

;

Choosing type styles for the book is diffi
cult an d tedious, bu t h eated discussions
an d varied opinions m ake it a m ore inter
esting task, (photo b y C J Parker)
C opy Editor Rhonda Shoop works quick
ly, a n d w ithout tape, to organize her as
signm ents an d sporatic thoughts for her
m eeting, (photo b y C J P arker)
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A lthough it seem s he is no t doing much,
Photography Editor Chris P arker sits pon
dering the m eaning o f life an d ideas for
the divider, (photo b y A m y W halen)

O ffice M anager Lauren (n o t H eather)
H ood works on transcribing the m inutes
a fte r the weekly s ta ff m eeting, (photo by
C J Parker)

LAUREATE
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IN THE NAME
Ever since The Laureate
made its auspicious debut as
The Laureate in 1988, people
have been trying to figure out
exactly what a “ laurate” or
“ laureate” really is. “ Laurate”
is a misspelling of “ laureate”
which appeared prominently
on the spine of Volume I in def
erence to the old yearbook
custom of making a major mis
take in the first edition to fore
stall future foul-ups. At least
that’s what we keep telling
ourselves. While that purpose
ful error nearly gave us enough
rope to hang ourselves. The
Laureate should not be con
fused with a lariat lest you
think Old Dominion should las
so a western theme. The trou
ble with the name is that lau
rels seem to go much better
with Hardy than a college
y e a rb o o k .
“ L a u re a te ”
branches from the same root

as “ la u re l” , and to be
crowned or decked with such
an ornament was a mark of
great virtue in ancient times.
“ Laureate” is an adjective re
served for someone or some
thing deserving of high honor
in a particular area, and this
recognition is certainly due
the yearbook staff and its
product. ODU had been with
out an annual for a dozen
years until The Laureate, re
veal the importance of year
books: consider all that was
lost to students, now alumni,
during those 12 years. As cus
todians of memories, mem
bers of the yearbook staff
chronicle people and events
important to ODU and the sur
rounding community. Should
you forget this crucial role, see
if the leaves in this volume
don’t call to mind those of a
laurel branch, by Philip Read

The Laureate staff: front: John Ling, Chris
Parker, Suzie Russell m ibdle: R obert Lew 
is, H eather Lawrence, Rhonda Shoop,
Laurie H ood back: G ary Hansen, Philip
Read, S cott Harrison, A m y Whalen

M anaging Editor G ary Hansen, without
his attitud e fram es, squints to find the
p erfect pictures for the soccer spread,
(photo b y C J P arker)
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PANHELLENIC
A typical question asked about
the National Panheliinic Council,
by most sorority women, is sim
ply: Why are you there? The
NPC, led this year by President
Marsha Wagner, is designed to
be the governing body of the six
sororities on campus. Its purpose
is best defined by its goals. The
first of these goals, and most im
portant of which, is to promote
greek unity and Panhellenic spirit
at all times. Each sorority is a
member of the NPC, and conse
quently every sorority woman is
elegible and invited to become
active in it.
Another major goal of the NPC
is to have a prosperous and con
stantly growing greek system. In

Panhellenic: Front: B eth Harris, Kandes
Freem an, Julie Stroh, M arsha Wagner, N i
cole M aust. B ack: M ichelle Peck, Nora
M urray, M indy M acN eil, Jennifer C ulber
son, Kim B oratyn, H ied i Shiner.
Panhellenic m eetings seldom lose their
structure, bu t in this case the tim e was
spent exchanging ideas on delegate responsibiiites. photo b y C J Parker

PAN HELLEN IC
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order to achieve this goal, they
plan and carry out the fall and
sp ring s o ro rity m em bership
drives, called rush. Rush is an ex
citing and intense time for soror
ity members and “ rushees” . This
(experience is made easier for
both, due to the hard work and
well thought out plans of the
NPC.
The Inter-fraternity Council,
under President Andy Freeman,
is designed in much the same
way as the NPC, however, it is
the governing body of the ten fraterinities on campus. A major
goal of the IFC was achieved this
year when they established their
Judical Board. The board will
hear and rule on the problems

within the organization.
The N ational Pan-Hellenic
C onference is the governing
body of the five predominantly
black fraternities and sororities
on campus. Their goals are much
the same as the IFC and NPC.
The NPHC has prospered this
year under the leadership of Dar
nell Miller.
All of these organizations
share Mindy MacNeil as their ad
visor. Mindy is at the center of
greek leadership on Old Domin
ion’s campus. She lends her spir
it, support and time to all greeks,
and none of these organizations
could function effectively without
her guidance. She is truly a Greek
Leader, by Rhonda Shoop

A fte r a hectic an d rainy day a t M ay G rad
uation, these tw o am bassadors s it back
to w atch the cerem ony, photo b y C J
Parker.
The S tudent Am bassadors show o ff dur
ing a group pictu re on their trip to Tennes
see.

STUDENT AM B A S S A D O R S
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BLAZING AHEAD
i
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Approximately twenty stu
dents wearing the same blue
blazers and red ties and
scarves are at the Administra
tions beck and call. Coordinat
ed by the office of the Presi
dent, they do everything from
greeting the guests at the
President’s house to answer
ing questions about Old Do
minion for perspective stu
dents and their parents.
In their first year of envolvement, the Student Ambassa
dors have demonstrated their

usefulness in and around cam
pus. As ushers for Fall and
Spring Commencement, the
Board of Visitors meetings,
and events such as the Colem an/B ush speeches, they
make a good impression on
behalf of the entire student
body.
The Ambassadors attended
a National Convention in Ten
nessee this year. They met
w ith g ro u p s fro m o th e r
schools, where they learned
more about their true purpose.

They came back from Tennes
see charged and ready to con
tinue the work they had be
gun. First on the list of things
to do was a membership drive.
They sent out applications to
all campus organizations and
received an overwhelming re
sponse. The Student Ambas
sadors had a successful first
year and will undoubtedly con
tinue to prosper, by Rhonda
Shoop.

Christina K alassay a n d Jonathan H arrell
enjoy a little free tim e a way from the sem inars during the Tennessee Trip.
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HEP FOR PEP

The Pep B and’s rousing tunes bring roars
for the M onarchs. photo b y C J Parker.

If you have been to any
sporting event in the time
you’ve spent at ODU, then you
know that there is a certain
beat present. That would be
the pep band. They are at all
home game sports functions
and they travel to many away
games (when allowed by the
opposing school). They have
even been invited to a number
of college pep band competi
tions. It’s a student organiza
tion ran and operated by
those students.
Most of their instruments
are wind-type instruments but
they also have a percussion
sections to give the band that
extra “ Umph” . You know
them, they sit behind the bas
ketball goal at Scope with
their striped Monarchs shirts.
They are the ones shouting all
the time—the ones with the
real school spirit out there.
Then there is the Old Do
minion Dancing Team entitled
the Dominionettes. If you’re a

guy, you know exactly who I’m
talking about. They’re also at
the games trying to pick up a
little spirit in the crowd. The
women in the crowd are not so
affected by their talents, but
ask any guy and he’ll give you
explicit rationalization of their
talents. High kicks, abdominal
rolls, head snaps, and fancy
footwork are all specialties of
the dance team.
The girls know how to get a
rise out of the audience and
| how to pump up the team.
Enough kidding now, they
actually do some very tough
routines. The girls endure a lot
of physical training and dieting
to stay in shape. They have a
number of routines that they
have to stay in tune w ith-tim 
ing is of the utmost impor
tance in their line of work
and these girls should be ap
plauded for the achievements.
They were started in 1986 and
they already won a number of
awards, by Gary Hansen.

“B low hards” com pose this section o f the
Pep Band, photo b y C J Parker.
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D om inionettes raise their arm s an d school
spirit, photo b y John Ling.

Striking a stirring note often leads to a
M onarch win. photo b y C J Parker.

No m atter which w ay the gam e goes,
m oral soars with the appearance o f the
Dom inionettes. photo b y John Ling.
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BE OF GOOD CHEER
i

Fifteen outgoing, enthusias
tic students comprise the ODU
cheerleading squad. Coach
and advisor, Christie Sykes,
includes personality and the
ability to motivate crowds of
people as the major require
ments of a cheerleader. She
looks for athletic ability in a
Cheerleader and the ability to
perform complicated dance
and gymnastic routines. Two
of the cheerleaders are mem
bers of the ODU ballet and
one of them is a former ODU
wrestler. Most of the male
cheerleaders lift weights in or
der to be able to lift his part
ner. The girls must not weigh
too much (the heaviest being
124 pounds) because the lifts
and throws are difficult.
Only four of the cheerlead
ers were on the team last year.
Tryouts are a week long in
April and those who are se

lected will go to a training
camp, in the summer. ODU
pays for the camp, uniforms
and travel expenses (such as
meals and rooms) although
there are limitations to the
amount of money the school
will fund. Most of the cheer
leaders expressed a desire to
have cheerleading treated as a
sport so that they could partic
ipate in benefits and scholar
ships.
The cheerleaders are at all
of the soccer games, basket
ball games (men’s and wom
en’s), the Sun Belt Tourna
ment and they are at all post
season tournaments. They do
not attend out of state games.
Only twelve of the fifteen
members are allowed to at
tend games requiring travel.
Dawn Dougherty and Damen Hein are the team cap
tains. “ by Lisa Battuchis’’

G igantic m egaphones g eraid another
perform ance b y O D U ’s cheerleaders,
photo b y C J Parker.

Serpentine chain o f cheerleaders m akes
the Conga took like a cake walk, photo by
John Ling.

i

Front row: Steve Tem pesco, Sarah G ildea, Sonia Colarte, D ave Sem on, D ebbie
Linden, Father Francis G argani, Hayden
M attingly, Lisa Dubey, M ary Leovich.
B ack row: Rudy Kam a/, Tim Kuhlman,
Jenny Renn, A nn Renn, B ritt Graham ,
D iane Kelly, P a t Duffy, M ike Balding, Tim
S m ith, D an Flook, G u stavo H erre ra ,
Loaiza W alker, B arbara Flora.

CATHOLIC
STUDENT
CENTER

The W elsey W estm inister House, across
from the new Fine A rts Building, houses
one o f the m any religious factions on
cam pus, photo b y G ary Hansen.

RELIGIOUS GROUPS
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HIGH SPIRITS
It doesn’t matter what de
nomination or culture you are
looking for spiritual guidance,
you can find it on campus.
ODU has a vast collection of
religous groups that a student
can choose from.
On campus, there are a
number of Christian groups.
Including the Catholic Campus
Ministry and the Baptist Stu

dent Union. The group Hillel is
available for the campus’ Jew
ish community. There are also
many other international reli
gious groups to choose from
such as the Muslim Students’
Association.
These groups are not just
for religious pruposes. Many
groups offer Bible study class
es, regular study groups, and

support groups for the student
body. They are very active in
and around campus. Much
com m unity work, such as
working with the elderly and
clean-up projects, is done
through these organizations.
If you are looking for a little
support or a lot of fun, take a
look at religion on campus, by
Gary Hansen

The B aptist Student Union, one o f the
m ost active religious groups on cam pus,
is lo cated right next to the W esley W est
m inister House, photo b y G ary Hansen.
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MODEL SUCCESS
The purpose of the Model
United Nations Society is to
educate students about the
United Nations. This objective
is achieved in many different
ways. One way is by hosting
both a collegiate and high
school Model United Nations
conference. The collegiate
conference is held each year
during the fall semester and is
attended by students from
several universities in the area.
The high school conference is
held during the early part of
the spring semester. Over

MODEL UN
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1100 high school students
from twelve states attend this
event. At the conferences, is
sues of world concern are dis
cussed in a forum much like
that of the real United Nations.
The ODU Model United Na
tions also attends the national
conference in New York City
each year. This year ODU will
be representing the country of
Mozambique. Many of the stu
dents feel that this is a chal
lenge because they will be
representing a country that
has a culture which is very dif

ferent than their own.
Most students who partici
pate in the Model United Na
tions find their experience to
be highly educational and
beneficial. They leave college
with a better understanding of
the global community and how
certain actions can have great
impacts on the rest of the
world, by Robert Lewis.
Wayne Lesperance, S ecretary Gener
a l o f the College Conference, m akes a
form al address before the entire as
sem bly.

R ap t atten tion characterizes delegates a t
M ode! U N Conferences.
if the fa te o f the world were p u t in the
hands o f students, it m ight resem ble this
M ode! U N m eeting.

A num ber o f the M odel U N O fficers lined
up for their group photo.
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SCHOOL PARTIES
One of the largest student
organizations at Old Dominion
is the College Republicans.
The College Republicans have
official membership of about
200 people. Their w eekly
meetings are attended by a
number of regular members.
The organization wants to
get students involved in gov
ernment and In the Republican
Party. Part of this interest
comes from the hope that
these might be future politi
cians in the student body.
They would also like to help
create a favorable media im
age for the candidates they
support. Most im p orta ntly/
they want to get students to
vote in local and national elec
tions. The College Republi
cans hope to encourage fellow
students to take an interest in
both local and national poli
tics. by Jessica Jennings

College R epublicans pose with guberna
to rial candidate M arshall Colem an, photo
b y C J Parker.
Pro-C hoice advocates assem ble in force
as President Bush visites to speak in favor
o f Pro-Life gubernatorial candidate M ar
shall Colem an, photo b y A m y Whalen.

C OLLEGE R E P U B L IC A N S /D S A

The ODU Democratic So
cialists were formed in April of
1989. The first year was quite
successful for a socialist orga
nization on a conservative
campus. In the fall of 1989 the
organization sponsored sever
al events. They began by edu
cating the student body with
films and discussions on such
topics as poverty, feminism,
and the homeless. The group
co-sponsored a month-long
movie series about aparthied
in South Africa. In the Spring
semester, the DSA began with
a forum on Eastern Europe,
discussing the possibilities of
true Socialism for the Eastern
Bloc countries. The first year
was a prosperous one, the
DSA has been established as
a strong campus organization.

President Bush addresses O D U students
and other citizens o f H am pton Roads,
photo b y C J Parker.

D em ocratic Socialists jo in ed other ProC hoice advocates a t a ralley during Presi
dent Bush’s visit to cam pus, photo b y
A m y Whalen.
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COMMUTER ASSOC
This newly formed organization
was founded last year primarily
through the efforts of Ken Gideon. Ken is a commuter student
who, even during his first year at
Old Dominion, saw the need for
commuters to unite in order to
solve the many problems they
faced. Some of these problems
include apathy, parking, and traffic. Ken, along with the other
members, has accomplished a

—

Dom inion Review: Front row: M ichael
Winslow, M alaika King, A ndy Stone. B ack
row: A lex Steadm an, A ndrew A ftel, Jim
Green.
WODU: Front row: R odney Williams, John
Widdis, P aul Phillips, K atie Loom is, D avid
Miiroy. B ack row: Ted M aloney, Sheila
Sim kins, Fred Denny, A shley Blevins,
Elana B evacqua, Tom Conklin, Eric M c
Corm ack, S co tt Harrison.

COMMUTER LEADERSHIP ASSOC.

great deal toward his goals. As a
Preview Counselor, Ken was able
to inform freshman students who j
sat in on the commuter sessions
at Preview of the issues they
would soon be confronted with,
He also recruited members there
and at Main Street. From there,
the CLA became a recognized
student organization with success in the future, by Janice Taylor.

Rowing Club: Front row: Leona Chu, Den
ise Botos, A ngela Baucom , Liz Alexander,

Deb Hickman, Tracy Snead, Karen Olson,
Karen Herbert, Helaine McFerroh. Back
row : Frank Hayes, Steve Henderson,
Derek Duval, John Gartin, D onald Ruschaupt, John Haeme, Sean Mahoney, Pe
te r Kessler, Thanos Polizos, M ichael VItlello, Prince Butler, Stephen M orris, S cott
Penland, Mave Vogelsang.

Ken Gideon, o f the Com m uter Leadership
Association, mans th e ir display table a t
P arent’s Weekend, ph oto by CJ Parker.
One o f the m ain reasons fo r the founding
o f the CLA. ph oto by C J Parker.
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A b rie f respite to take in the view, photo
b y B ill S m ith
A walking stick helps this adventurer trek
across terra-not-so-firm a. ph oto b y B ill
Sm ith

Rugged adventurers take lunch breaks
too! photo b y B ill Sm ith

OUTDOOR AD VENTURE C LU B
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Tests, quizzes, papers, pro
jects...Enough! Time to get away
from it all. Time to run for the
m ou n ta in s, go h ikin g or
Whitewater rafting. For these
times there is a group for you.
The Outdoor Adventure Club
specializes in recreation, espe

cially the outdoor type. From
weekend hiking trips to canoe
jaunts, the Outdoor Adventure
Club does it all. Although they
formed only recently, they al
ready know where and how to
have adventurous good times.
The club owns their own tents

and backpacks and other assort
ed camping paraphenalia, so any
tenderfoot can walk right in and
jump into the middle of the ex
citement. Based in the H&PE
building, the OAC will take any
green-horne out in the great
outdoors, by CJ Parker
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SO C IE TY FO R W OM EN ENGINEERS:
Front row: Jan et Coats, Kellie Kitchen,
C arol M atthew s. B ack row: Joy Hudgins,
Jane Pool.

S P E E C H C O M M U N IC A T IO N S C LU B :
Front row: Donna Bocchichio, D ebbie Gil
lette, Lorraine M ason, N oel Gräm lich,
LeighAnn Sm ith, Jonathan Young, Debo
rah Fisher, Rowena Pascual, Everette Gil
b e rt, D e re k D u val. B a c k ro w : Jo se
Aguirre, Kevin Johnson, Jennifer Sm ith,
D ebbie W atson, H eidi Shiner, P atricia
Payne, Ruben Rodriguez, C arla Conover,
Jennifer Lewis, K elly M onaghan, C olette
Lee, A ndy Freem an, C rystal Bazem ore,
C harles Cooney, Stephen Harvey.
BAC C HU S: Front row: Renee Warner,
Terri Raley, B illy Stinson, Susan Papp,
J e ff Frith, B ack row: M indy M acN eil, Vicki
Davis, Joe Pauldine, A ndre Daniels, Corin
Puckett, A ndrea Kable, Ann Newton.

GROUP PICTURES
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H E A LTH A N D PH YSIC A L ED U C A TIO N
M A JO RS CLUB: Front row: P ete Zell,
Elena A zcarate, D ebra Ballinger, John
M urray, Kenny B ennett. B ack row: M ick
ey W heeler, Jam es Tabora, Kim G ronniger, K athy Foslna, Sandra Colston,
M ala M cFadden, Joe Henzel.
A M ER IC A N SO C IE TY O F C IVIL EN G I
NEERS: Front row: Russ Jeglum , D avid
Wolff, D aniel Rydzewskl, S ally Kilada,
Sam W ynkoop, Lynette Clay, C arl H aack.
B ack row: J e ff Roach, Stephen Wise, S te
phen Butler, CUff Parker, M ichael Frey,
H arry Glenn.

C O N STR U C TIO N SPEC IFIC A TIO N S IN 
STITU TE: Front row: C atherine M itchell,
Leslie Rice. B ack row: P eter Reynolds,
Phil C arter, G reg Lebo.
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ESCAPE: front row :B rian M cRae, Jennifer
Stegall, M aureen M elia, Daw n Garmon,
Vickie Com eta, S andi Phillips, Justine
Perry. B ack row: K arlotta Richards, D ane
White, Kris Sincox, Rodney Kegley, P rasanna B arot, D elm ar Dam aso, M onica
Hundley.

Front Row: Sharon Hodge, B etty Blan
kenship, Dr. H .U . Ram akrishna, R ichard
Shelly. B ack row: Jan Zahrly, Jon Crunkleton, R ichard A reher, Claudia Price.
S O P H O M O R E D E N T A L H Y G IE N E
C LASS: Front row: Chryssa Dietsch, Fred
Ochave, Lauren Ryan, S tacy Peluso.
B ack row: C arol Cotm an, S herri Sm ith,
Sherry Davis, C harlotte George, Sara
Swain.

GROUP PICTURES

G A Y A N D LESB IA N STU D E N T UNIO N:
Front row: M elvin Frizzell, R obbin Love,
A ndy Clem ents, M arjorie Reed, M atthew
Henderson. B ack row: Lee M arks, Bob
Gough, Greg Sam aha, M akenzie M ax
well, S tacy Ostrom , John Chubb.
O M ICR O N DELTA K APPA : Front row:
P ete LeFresne, Regina Justice, Sheri la chetta, M andy Griffin, Bruce H all, Surena
M atin. B ack Row: M indy M acN eil, D ana
Burnett, Lynne Williams, Belinda Roper,
A ndy Freem an, Gina Justice.

CO M M U TER LEA D ER SH IP A S SO C IA 
TION: Front Row: Rich Copley, K elly M c
Coy, K en Gideon, Patricia Payne, U sa
Todd. B ack row: Terri K eilty, S co tt H arri
son, Evie Bergstresser.
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Cultures seldom clash In ISA except In
this instance, photo b y C J Parker.

Front row .Eyad H ajja, Isam B andak, U se
Jensen, H anna Rantavuo, Lisa Enea, Jill
Olversen, A zm an Ezaddln, K halid H allk,
Sam andary Hlndaw i. B ack row: A del
Bandak, B rian Quigley, M iguel Santos,
Pedro Rodrigues, Chris Stokoe, Christian
Bernau, P aal Tandberg, Shokrollah R ezaie-S erej, R oberto Calderon, Ylice Crim mins, R aed Ram adan.
M astering an d sam pling the a rt o f foreign
cookery are som e o f the benefits m em 
bers enjoy, photo b y C J Parker.

FOREIGN AFFAIRS
The International Student AsI sociation was formed in order to
I bring international and American
students together and to in
crease cultural awareness on
campus. Their advisor is Monique
Mobley from the office of Interna{ tional Student and Faculty Ser1 vices. International as well as
American students are welcome

to join the organization. In fact,
the group for the 1990-91 school
year will consist of two American,
one African, and two Caribbean
officers. The ISA sponsors nu
merous social activities every se
mester in the spirit of their goal.
For example, they have invited
members to a Spirit of Norfolk
cruise, international movie tests,

and a day at Busch Gardens.
“ A lot of international students
feel that Americans are afraid to
approach them,” observes Jill
Oberson, ‘‘and we’re trying to
break down that barrier,” with
the special activities the ISA puts
on. by Janice Taylor.

ISA m embers s tic k together. P hoto b y CJ
Parker.
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ZTA & FIJI
There are many social, hon
or, and professional fraterni
ties and sororities at Old Do
minion. Membership in these
groups ranges from large to
very small and is open to every
race, religion, and age group.

Zeta Tau Alpha, a social soror
ity, was founded October 15,
1898 at Longwood College in
Farmville, VA. Zeta’s colors
are turquoise blue and steel
gray.

Floor: A lice Carm ines, Jennifer S cott,
H eather Lawrence, Faith Ellison, C athy
W ebster, Kim Duncan. S eated: Donna
Pearson, M ichele W atson, K im berly B oratyn, Lisa Bair, K eeley M cDonald, Laura
Ram sey, M onique Saunders, Chrissy A r
cher, M arybeth Billing. Standing: Steph
anie Powers, C athy Drewry, Josette
Dunn, Sandra M iller, Vicki Davis, Steph
anie Messier, Linda Wiley, Leslee Mills,
Sherry Davis, Kim M orello.

The annuaI See-Saw-a-Thon, by Theta
Chi, provides Burger K ing patrons w ith a
few m om ents o f entertainm ent, file photo

GREEKS
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SIGMA TAG DELTA
Phi Gamma Delta, a social
fraternity, was founded May m
1948 at Washington & Jeffer
son in Washington, PA. Fiji’s
color is Royal Purple. Sigma
Tau Delta is an honor society

established to recognize out
standing students in English.
Members may have either a
major or a minor in English,
The ODU chapter has several
active faculty members.
The fooseball com petition, during Greek
Week, brought ou t the com petitive edge
in m any o f its participants, ph oto b y CJ
Parker
Jennifer S cott, o f Zeta Tau Alpha, finds
the ir A dopt-a-highw ay p ro je c t a messy
endeavor, ph oto b y CJ Parker

F iji: Front: G eoffrey Maurer, Todd Burton,
James W right, Jam es Begin, Brian Grella.
M iddle: Kevin M cLaughlin, D aniel John
son, Stephen Gay, P aul M orrison, Jerem y
Wiitz, P eter Ostrom, D avid Wilson, Bob
Cawili. Back: M ark Anderson, E ric R it
chie, Brian Oliver, D avid Grant, James
White, John Elway, Lànce Round, M ark
Swink.

Sigma Tau D elta: Front: Andrea Wiggins,
Tom Langan, K ate Boulden, K ara! Mayo.
Back: C ynthia Perkins, Frances Johnson^
(sponsor), Duncan Cam pbell, P atty Jose,
Ann Flora, M arty M artin(sponsor).

-------
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THETA CHI A K A

C hi Omega: Front: Carol, Flynn, Roxanne
Schwartz, Jennifer Haag, Kir#., Stewart,
Jackie Vaisvii, Teresa Brescia. Back:
C hristine Gurner, Angela McCord', Hoilee
Stubblebine, A p ril Fleming, Lisa Rodabaugh, Laura Renner, Rhonda Shoop.

THeta Chi: First Row: B ill Raise, Tony Saiino, Frank Vogel, Dave Dixon, Rob
Brown, Todd Smith. 2nd Row: M ike
Tsompanas, Brian M ellor, M ike Geres,
B illy M akrigiorgos, Chris M irabello, Dan
Quarles. 3rd Row: Chris Scarce, M att
Winters, Sean Perry, M a tt Joltes, Chris
H atton, J e ff Czyzewski, Dan Medved, J e ff
Brandon. 4th Row: Jim Durbin, Dave Ty
ler, Don Donkle, R odney Whaley, Brian
Stoud, Dan M iller. 5th Row: John Lowe,
E ric Alexander, Eric Sm ith, M ike Thorn
ton, M ike Diamond, B riton Schwartz,
L o u is M oore, Joh n W allace, Jam es
Gates, Steve Swenson.

GREEKS

Chi Omega, a social soror
ity, was founded April 5, 1895
at the University of Arkansas
in Fayetteville, AR. Chi 0 ’s
colors are cardinal and straw
and their flower is the white

carnation. Theta Chi, a social
fraternity, was founded April
10, 1856 at Norwich Univers!*
ty, Northfield, VT. Theta Chi’s
colors are Military Red and
White.

Phi Beta Sigma, a social fra
ternity, was formed January 9,
1914 at Howard University in
Washington D.C. Their colors
are royal blue and white and
their flower is the white carna-

tion. Alpha Kappa Alpha, a
social sorority, was founded
January 16, 1908 at Howard
University. Thier colors are
pink and green and their flow
er is the tea rose.

,

P hi B eta Sigm a: Jim m ie M iller, Om aru
Tank Fahnbullen.

Jackie Vaisvii, o f C hi Om ega, is enjoying
the “greuling" obstacle course, during
the G reek W eek Field Day. photo b y C J
Parker

A lpha K appa A lpha: Front: H ope G ard
ner, C assandra G iiiyard, S tacy Curry, Julie Hawkiiis. B ack: Rhonda Price, Janella
Temple, Sandy Sm ith.

A group gathers a t Z e ta Tau A lp h a’s
M ainstreet table to see w hat this sorority
is a ll about, file photo
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SIGMA NO

Sigm a Nu: Front: D avid Stockm eier, John
K istler, John Veech, D an Cuevas, Errol
Labosky, Jim Tom aseilo, C hristopher Lifeson, Kevin Taylor. B ack. Trae Harm on,
M ichael Pepe, B rian Long, B rent Phillips,
M a rk V o g elsan g , M a rk M ille r, D a v id
M cA llister.
D elta Sigm a Lam bda: Front: C hristine
H anding, P a t Bellm an, Sonja Eaton,
Sharon C areccia, A nne M iechurski, Ylice
Crimm ins. B ack: D ebra A insley, Laura
Foster, M arjorie Reed, C arolyn Conner,
M arilyn Evans, B arbara G recco, Norm a
Rouse, S andy Jones.

K p

Rush is everyday, a n d m ost sororities, in
cluding A lph a Phi, took advantage o f
M ainstreet b y setting up tables.

GREEKS

TKE Delta Sigma Lambda

|
I

Sigma Nu, a social fraterni
ty, was founded January 1,
1869 at the Virginia Military In
stitute in Lexington, VA. Their
colors are purple and red and

their flower is the white rose.
They have a national maga
zine called The Delta. The Eta
Chi chapter was founded here
at ODU February 25, 1967.

Tau Kappa Epsilon, a social
fraternity, was founded Janu
ary 10, 1899 at Illinois Wesleyan, in Bloomington III. Teke’s
colors are cherry and grey and
their flower is the red carna-

tion. They have a national
magazine called The Teke.
The Kappa Delta chapter of
Tau Kappa Epsilon was found
ed at ODU March 6, 1965.

Delta Sigma Lambda, a
special interest fraternity, is a
group especially for women
returning to school. Their pur
pose is to offer support and

TKE: Front: A ndrew Kelso, M ike Baker,
Jam es W hite, Jam ie Hudlow. M iddle: Joe
Devir, Brian Winovich, Tony Shooter, J e ff
Pigsone, R obert M arley, D ave Andersen,
R ob Freeberg, M icheál Bolt. B ack: D ale
Cummings, C had A kers, Stephen Fla
herty, D aniel Tasitlo, Lorenzo Henesey,
Chip Southerland, G ary Crone, Keith Pip
er.

enco urag em e nt fo r those
women who have made the
important decision to continue
their education. Their colors
are green and white

J e ff Grau, P ete Bolognese, a n d M indy
M acN iel watch, with a som ew hat objec
tive viewpoint, the Field D ay events o f
G reek W eek 1990. photo b y C J Parker

In the fin al few m om ents o f the W orld’s
Largest M usical Chairs, the participants
were eager to determ ine the final out
com e. ph oto b y C J Parker
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Dee Zee Tri-Beta
Delta Zeta, a social sorority,
was founded O ctober 24,
1902 at Miami University in
Oxford, OH. Dee Zee’s colors
are old rose and vieux green
and their flower is the pink kil-

larney rose. Beta Beta Beta is
an honor society designed to
promote student research and
academic achievment in the
biological sciences.

D elta Z e ta : Front: H eide Shiner, Jennifer
Lew is, C olleen Fitzsim m ons, H ea th e r
Fisher, B eth M oore, C arla Conover, B ar
bara Hollar, M ichelle DeiiaVecchia, Chele
Benshetler. M iddle: Gina Justice, Tracy
M ayer, Sandra Stank, N ancy Carollo,
Leslie Daym ude, A nne Simmons, Jenny
Kates, C arey Strickland, Joan Ruman,
S ta ci Souder, Kim B rant, Susan Stanton,
M arygrace Flyod. B ack: B ridget Varney,
Jeni Blaine, Susan Rasnake, A m y d ’O liveira, Lisa Rice, A ngelina Wimer, A licia
Coburn, B eth Webb, K elly Monaghan,
Carolyn O ’Leary, A p ril Jam es, Kristin
Hovde, Jennifer Heym ann, Tina Adam s,
Rebecca Shoem aker.

Beta B eta Beta: Front: Theresa Penalosa,
M argeray Nojadera, A lb e rt Soriano, Si
mon Eyre, John Bruns, Thais Weibel,
John Troyor. B ack: Sandy Horan, Joann
Cork, Karen H yatt, George Hyde, M elinda
S hiflitt, Arlene D ’A lierio, Karen Rooney.

The W orld’s Largest M usical Chairs had
everyone thinking back to the days when
we actu ally used chairs to p lay !

GREEKS
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Pi Kap Sinfonia
Pi Kappa Phi, a social frafernity, was founded December 10,
1904 at the College of Charleston, S.C. Pi Kap’s colors are
gold, white and blue, and th e ir,
flower is the white rose. The

Gamma Beta chapter was October 10, 1964 at ODU. Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, a professional society is designed to promote music
through performance and education.

P i K ap: Front: S co tt M arple, Pete R apha
el, Tom White. M iddle: Randy Fisher,
Chris Gomez, Dennis Dubeque, Booger,
Elvis, Terhaan, Snipah, Zapp, Terry X. ,
Reiny. B ack: Skinny, Nannery, Sly, Josh
Mills, Tom Fredrick, Jody Anderson, Tom
Pageta, H i-S peed Danny, C raig Brinh,
Barry, Skip Diller, Snoopy Stevens.
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Phi M u A lpha Sinfonia: fro n t: Joseph
Sanzo, S p p tt Richardson, V ictor Hugo,
Charles M urphy, ■Qhriäs Sparrow. Back:
Chris Hoggard, Stephan Pryor, J in D iet
zel, Bob Probst, Bruce Hall, S co tt Hancox.

GREEKS

Professor Dennis Zeisler holds a captive
audience in his M usic On Stage class with
enthusiastic lectures an d interesting musi
c a l exserpts. (photo b y C J Parker)

We all came here with a
purpose. What made us dif
ferent were the classes we
took and the experiences
we had. There were those
students that came to the
University knowing exactly
what they wanted to take
and when they would take
it. However, the majority of
incoming students got lost
in the sea of general educa
tion required classes. It may
have been only a short
while until they found thier
major, or it may have taken
some time. In either case,
the discovery of one’s ma
jor was the first noteable
academic accomplishment
a t th e U n iv e r s it y , b y
Rhonda Shoop
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It wouldn’t b e Christm as w ithout shelling out a few shillings
for The N utcracker, photo b y C J Parker.

BATTEN A 100
The College of Arts and Letters, headed
by Dean Charles Burgess and Associate
Dean Paul Schollaert, strives for and is struc
tured to facilitate the close personal contact
between students and faculty. This allows
for the individual needs of the students to be
addressed more intpnsly.
The school offers studies in various cultur
al heritages, forms of artistic and literary ex
pressions, patterns of social and political be

ARTS AND LETTERS
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havior, and methods of crittbal inquiry. It
offers both Bachelor of Arts and Science
degrees and many graduate programs. The
English and history Master of Arts programs
were among the first graduate programs cre
ated at Old Dominion University. Both have
successfully maintained a high level of excel
lence and have graduated a steady flow of
successful masters i | Iheir field.

Anchorwom an B abbara Ciara gives students pointers
on news coverage, p h oto b y G ary Hansen.
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The m ost dedicated arts an d letters students g e t down on
their knees in appreciation o f high culture, photo b y C J
Parker.
P oet Toi D ericott shares her literary experience as a lectur
e r in the English D epartm ent’s Visiting W riters Series, photo
b y C J Parker.

ARTS A N D LETTERS
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IN HUMANITIES
The College of Arts and Letters Includes
the Departments of Art, English, Foriegn
Languages and Literatures, History, Music,
Philosophy, Political Science and Geogra
phy, Sociology and Criminal Justice, and
Speech Communications and Theater Art;
the Institutes of Humanities and Scottish studeis; the English Language Center; Pro
grams in Liberal Arts Continuing Education;
the Public Services Center; The Institute of
the Study of Minority Issues; The Institute of

Aisan Studies; Interdisciplinary Studies;
Women’s Studies; The Old Dominion Univer
sity Ballet; The Arts and Letters Office of
Research Services, and the Old Dominion
University Community Music Academy. Sev
eral of the graduate programs offered by the
school are joint ventures on the part of Nor
folk State and Old Dominion. Many of these
classes are held at the new ODU/NSU Grad
uate Studies Center, located in Virginia
Beach.

8W 1MI

M echanical skills are n o t usually associated with A rts an d
Letters m ajors, bu t becom ing a b e tte r com m unicator often
involves m astery o f electronic equipm ent, photo b y C J
Parker.
A M v N am e Is A lice perform er hits an em otional highpoint.
photo b y C J Parker.
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Being inspected b y a fellow soldie r Is a com m on occurance
in the ROTC. ph oto b y John Ling.

N O T JUST NUMBERS
The College of Business and Public Ad
ministration, headed by Dean Gail Mullen
and Associate Dean William Patterson, is
established to prepare liberally educated
specialists to enter the competitive business
world.
Programs are designed to promote pro
fessional competence, analytical skills, lead
ership abilities and an understanding of so
cial, political and economic forces. The

b u s in e s s
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school also instills a strong sense of business
ethics and public purpose. This foundation
enables graduates of these programs to ad
vance in a broad range of careers in the
public and private sectors. The college has a
well qualified faculty dedicated to profes
sional education, academic and applied re
search and publication, and professional
service.

M ike M ahoney proves th a t it ’s hard to p a y attention in
class when pictu res taken, ph oto b y G ary Hansen.
Because o f the high enrôlem ent, an em pty classroom is
a rare occurance in Chandler, ph oto b y CJ Parker.

— —
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M IND YOUR BUSINESS
The College of Business and Public Ad
ministration is one of only 250 schools in the
United States and Canada to be accredited
by the American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business. The school houses the
departments of Accounting, Economics, Fi
nance, Management, Management Informa
tion Systems/Decision Sciences, Marketing
and Urban Studies and Public Administra
tion. Also housed in the college are the De

Shades o f reclusive tycoon business professors are housed
in Hughes H all, photo b y C J Parker.
The m an is cleverly cam ouflaged in the A rm y R O TC D e
partm ent o f the School o f Business.photo b y John Ling.

BUSINESS

partments of Military Science and Naval Sci
ence. The missions of these departments are
to provide professional instruction in leader
ship development for selected students who
desire to serve fet the active or reserve corrfponents of the U.S. Army, U.S. Navy and
U.S. Marine Corps.
The college seeks to maintain high quality
undergraduate program.

The dom ineering look o f the Education building hides
the lovable personalities inside.photo b y CJ Parker.
Students applaud their new fellow educators, photo by
C J Parker.
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Com puters are becom ing a m ust learn for our future teach
ers. photo b y C J Parker.
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STUDENT? TEACHER?
The Darden College of Education, headed
by Dean Donald Myers and Associate Dean
Robert MacDonald, was established fin
1963. All programs*In the college are ac
credited by the National Council for the Ac
creditation of Teacher Education and ap
proved by the Department of Education of
the Commonwealth of Virginia.
The college offers a wide range of gradu
ate degree programs, including a Master of

Science program in Adult Education offered
jointly with Norfolk State University. The
Master of Science in Education is offered
with majors in early childhood education,
educational administration, elementary edu
cation, guidance and counceling, physical
education, reading, secondary education,
special education and speech pathology
and audiology.
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SCHOOL MASTERS
The Darden College of Education houses
the Departments of Child Study and Spe
cial Education, Educational Curriculum and
Instruction, Educational Leadership and
Service?, Health, Physical Education, and
Recreation, and Vocational and Technical
Education.
The college also participates in the doc
torate program in Urban Services by offer
ing a concentration in Urban Education. In

addition, students may undergo profes
sional preparation for non-school related
professions B human services. A special
aspect of the Darden College of Education
is the Child Study Center, where Communi
cative Disorders Majors complete their fSTOH
ical practica experience in speech therapy.
In the Child Study Center, preschool class
es are held as a community service.

i
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N aturally, everyone stays hom e to watch the daily les
sons. photo b y C J Parker.

S tate pen or playpen? photo by C J Parker.
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Engineering tabs rival R adio Shack stockroom s in their
im pressive bu t baffling display o f electronic hardw are, pho
to b y B rad Greene.

Student illustrates th a t plugging in the right equation h
ju s t as im portant as plugging into the right jack, photi
b y B rad Greene.
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DESIGN OF TIMES
The College of Engineering and Technol
ogy, headed by Dean Earnest Cross and
Associate Deans William Drewry and Griffth
McRee, is designed to prepare students to
appreciate fully the many aspects of life tri
this new technilogical age. The goal is to
provide strong programs that will allow op
portunities for interdisciplinary studies. Due
to increased enrollment in past years, crite
ria for entrance into competetive fields has

become more difficult in recent years. As a
result of the competitive enrollment, the col
lege is highly developed and constantly em
phasizing research.
To provide high-quality instruction in
these curricula, the college strives to make
sure that its faculty, resources, classrooms,
and laboratory facilities can serve the stu
dents enrolled in the college.
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BUILDING FUTURES
The College of Engineering and Technol
ogy is comprised of the Departments of Civil
Engineering, Construction and Civil Engi
neering Technology, Electrical and Comput
er Engineering, Electrical Engineering Tech
n o lo g y, E n gin ee rin g M anagem ent,
Mechanical Engineering and Mechanics, and
Mechanical Engineering Technology.
The college offers baccalaureate and
masters degrees B a ll fields and doctoral
degrees in many fields of study. The under
graduate Engineering curricula are based on

a core of material fundamental to all areas of
engineering. This material includes courses
in the basic sciences, mathematics, human
ities, social studies, and basic engineering.
The selection for the college is based on
strength of qualifications, date of applica
tion, and the availability of instructional re
sources. In most cases, preference is given
to Virginia residents.
A labyrinth o f com puters and intim idating m achinery
characterizes engineering tabs, photo b y B rad Greene

HEALTHY STUDIES
The College of Health Sciences, headed
by Dean Lindsay Rettie, has degree pro
grams that are designed to prepare students
for careers in the health professions and ad
ministration and education in health care.
The college comprises th$ Schools of
Community Health Professions and Physical
Therapy, Dental Hygiene and Dental Assist
ing, Medical Laboratory Sciences and Nurs
ing. Programs of study leading to baccalau
reate and masters degrees, undergraduate,
graduate and nondegree certificates, mi
nors, and a doctoral emphasis area are of
fered by the college.
All degrees offered by the college are pro
fessional in terms of the General Education
Program. Specific computer skills are re
quired by this program. The school offers a
Master of Science degrees in community
health education, dental hygiene, medical
laboratory sciences, and nursing.

J e ff Cooper, with extra care, practices taking blood
from classm ate Velm a M onroe, photo b y C J Parker.
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Beth Corney practices on a live m odel in the D ental Hy
giene Clinic, ph oto b y CJ Parker.
Ms. Ocegueda takes a break to dean h e r instrum ent, ph oto
b y CJ Parker.
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D ental Hygiene m ajors g e t hands-on, p ra c tic a l experi- H
ence a t the ir clin ic in the Technology Building, ph oto by J
CJ Parker

HEALTH SCIENCES
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SAY OUCH!
The College of Health Sciences has strong
continuing education programs. They serve
the functions of: Licensing and Certification
ff for professionals and practicioners, creden
tial and degree, and professional develop
ment, to update knowledge and skills. Clien
tele served by the programs include nursing
1/ and allied healgprofessionals, human ser
vice workers, managers and supervisory per
sonnel, technicians, laboratory personnel,

and health educators.
The Clinical Practice Center provides a
practice site for faculty in community health,
dental hygiene, medical technology, nursing,
and physical therapy to treat patients/ clients. The center also serves as a location
for interaction with the University and the
community to foster interdisciplinary re
search and service activities.
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O ceanography student dives into a com plicated experi
m ent. ph oto b y C J Parker.

CHEMICAL BONDS
th e College of Sciences, headed by Dean
Joseph Daniel and Associate Deans Paul
Homsher, William Dunstan, and James Cox,
prepares students for careers in the sciences
or to lay broad foundations for specialized |
tra in in g ^ these fields of knowledge.
The college offers degree programs § i |
Health-Related Sciences such as: Biomedi
cal Science, Chemistry, and Clinical Psy
chology. They also offer degree programs in
the Life Sciences such as: Biology, Bio
chemistry, and Psychology. Degree pro

SCIENCES
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grams in the Physical Science Department
Include: Chemistry, Computer Engineering
and Science, Geology, M athem atics,
Oceanography, and Physics.
The College of Sciences has developed
graduate programs' in the basic and applied
sciences that meet the needs of the Eastern
Virginia Region, the state, and the nation.
These programs address a variety of chal
lenges, ranging from basic research to the
quest for solutions to contemporary prob
lems in science.

C hem istry students took fo r answers in the strangest
places- under a fum e hood, photo b y C J Parker.
Forw ard-looking concepts are reflected in the M illsGodwin Building m odernity, photo b y C J Parker.
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Measured steps are essential to a successful experi
ment. photo by CJ Parker.
The tid e o f students m ay recede, b u t oceanography lab
alw ays overflow s w ith knowledge,ph oto b y C J Parker.

SECRET FORMULA
© The college comprises the Departments of
Biological Sciences, Chemical Sciences,
Computer Science, Geological Sciences,
Mathematics and Statistics, Oceanography,
Physics, and Psychology. Several depart
ments cooperate with the Darden College of
Education in granting the Degrees of Bache
lor of Science in Secondary Education and
Master of Science in Educatio, with a major
in biology, chemistry, mathematics, and

physics.
Old Dominion offers a joint program in
medicine with the Eastern Virginia Medical
School. This joint venture is designed to en
courage highly qualified students to recieve
a B.S. from ODU and an M.D. from EVMS. A
student accepted into the ODU/EVMS joint
program in medicine will be guarunteed a
position at EVMS upon the initiation of the
freshman year at ODU.
M o m atter the experim ent, it alsays com es down to the
universal solvent: H 2 0 . ph oto b y C J Parker.
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As the water swelled around the
boat, the crew collectively searched for
the strength to conquer the water. The
swimmer did a flip-turn, and the last leg
of the race became a reality; he
pushed himself to extremes, and dis
covered at the race’s finish, that he had
topped the pool’s record in the breast
stroke. Sticks clashed like swords of
combat, and the field hockey player,
with control of the ball, ran vigorously
towards the goal, scoring to win the
battle.
Sports were an important part of col
lege life and an excellent dispaly of
spirit. Whether it was field hockey, bas
ketball, sailing, or any other sport, ODU
athletes used their energy and skill to
realize new victories for themselves
and for their college, by Heather
Lawerence
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A n intense-looking Tom Young plots
strateg y with his players. Photo b y CJ
Parker.

V
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EVEN UP 8. DOW N
The Men’s Basketball sea
son was a series of ups and
downs once again. They came
out with an even record of 14
wins and 14 loses.
The men’s season had both
dry and wet spells though they
never stayed in either very
long. It seemed like they were
cursed with the three game
winning streak. They did not
once win more that three
games in a row. When it did
happen, they were usually fol
lowed by a three game losing
streak.

Though the Monarchs did
have somewhat of a topsy
turvy season, this season let
two players dominate the sta
tistics area. These two players
would be obviously Anthony
Carver and Chris Gatling. They
were both neck-in-neck in
most of the catagories such as
total points (Carver-591, Gat
lin g -5 3 4 ) and fie ld goals
(Carver-223, Gatling-207),
howevere they each excelled
in what they did best. Gatling
led the team With 259 re
bounds for the season, while

Carver led the team with 94
three point shots. The suprise
player of the year was fresh
men guard Chuck Evans, lead
ing the team with 194 assists.
The Monarchs will be able
to turn inside to Chris Gatling
once again next year, but as
for Anthony Carver, his Mon
arch days are over. There is
tremendous talent to come
out of this team and we are
sure to see it soon, by Gary
Hansen.
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K eith Jackson suprises his team -m ates an d U NC
C harlotte with a soaring shot, photo b y C J Parker.
B ack row: Tom Rouse, Brian Schettler, C yril Cox,
R icardo Leonard, Alton Wright, Chris Kerwin, Chris
G atling, Sonique Nixon, A nthony Carver, Chris
Cowan, B ill Morris. Front row: D arrin M cDonald,
D onald Anderson, K eith Jackson, D ee Pritchett,
D onald Grant, D am eon Ross, Chuck Evans.
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Arm s outstretched in an alm ost m ysti
c a l gesture, A ngela Jackson wills her
b all to avoid South A labam a, photo
b y C J Parker.
H ead C oach W endy Larry counsels
her team with winning advice, photo
b y C J Parker.
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B radley
Fairfield
M em phis S tate
M aryland
Virginia
Texas
K ent S tate
D uke
Virginia Tech
G eorge Wash.
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Richm ond
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Tennessee
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B ack row: Asst. C oach E d Lowery, Asst. C oach
A nne Donovan, C arlita Craven, Jackie Kenney, K elly
Lyons, Leslie Davis, Stephanie Gilm ore, Shannon
M oore, H ead C oach W endy Larry, Asst. C oach Re
gina M iller. M iddle row: Kim Aston, Tam m y Carter,
LeeE tta Cummings, Laura Kubin, A ngela Jackson,
T.J. Jones. Front row: M anagers A tsuko M uram atsu, M aryK ay M axw ell, Leslie Williams.

SEASON SWEEP
Old Dominion’s nationally
ranked women’s basketball
team lived up to their pre-sea
son hype by driving on to the
NCAA Tournament. On the
Way, they accumulated an
overall team record of 21 wins
and only ten loses while top
ping out the Sunbelt Confer
ence with four wins and two
loses.
The Lady Monarchs went to
sweep the Sun Belt Confer
ence Tournament with a three
win and no lose record. They
defeated South Alabam a,
Western Kentucky and Ala

bama-Birmingham to capture
the Sun Belt Champions title.
In the first round of the
NCAA Tournament, the Lady
Monarchs breezed by St. Jo
seph’s with a 91 to 69 victory
at the Field House. The Ladys
lost, though, B th e next round
to Tennessee thus ending their
season.
Kelly Lyons and Angela
Jackson proved to be the two
big women of the season. Kel
ly Lyons led in almost all the
statistics for the team with the
most points for the year (764)
and the most rebounds (317).

She also led the team with the
average of 24.7 points per
game. Angela Jacson came
close to Kelly’s heels with 513
points for the year. Angela
also led the team three point
catagory with 35 for the year
and an average of 1.1 per
game.
Next year the Lady Mon
archs are going to have to get
along without their two stars.
With the talent that is left be
hind, they surely will not have
many problem s, by Gary
Hansen.
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Swimm ers lap up atten tion a t a m eetphoto b y C J Parker.

Though it m ay ap p ear th at way, clivers
don’t actu ally defy gravity. Photo by
C J Parker.
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L e ft to right:Joe Gentry, R od Burns,
Philip Fensterer, G reg Carl, Brian
Winn, D ave Anderson, G ina Breitheil,
Doug Ellett, Stephanie Young, Paolo
Hawley, Todd Ram sey, A lexa Jacroux, Daw n Payne, Libby M cArdle,
C am illa B ritton, d in t Jackson, Russ
Quarles, Krissy King, Kim Baylis, D ave
Faircioth, G inger Watkins, M ichelle
D av id s o n , S h a ro n B u rke , A a ro n
Thomas, Elizabeth Whanger, A rne
B a k k e r, L a u ra H u tc h in s , B ria n
Geiszier, Jane Ziegra, Cassandra Wo
m ack, Karen Stauffer, Chris Holloway,
A ndy Boyd, Gordon Wilson, Steve
Griffin, Jack Jones, Tara C arra way,
M ark Purdy, M a tt Parks, P eter O ’D onoghue, M ike H att, C had Burns, M ark
VanAllm an.
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A Q U A AMBIENCE
Have you ever walked by
the pool in the Field House
and saw what seemed to be a
group of people swating at
flies? Seems strange doesn’t
it? Actually, it’s a way of
cheering on the swimmer dur
ing a race. Don’t ask, it’s a
swimming thing, you wouldn’t
understand.
Although the men’s team
had a not so successful record
of four wins and five loses,
there were several personal re
cords surpassed this season.
Aaron Thomas set two Univer
sity records and two pool re
cords in the 100 and 200 free

style with times of 45.39 and
1:40.97, respectively. Thom
as’ 100 freestyle time also
qualified him for Senior Na
tionals in Nashville, TN. Todd
Ramsey also set a pool record
in the 100 fly with the time of
51.82.
The women’s team did well,
with a winning season of six
wins and three loses. One of
the victories was a first time
ever v ic to ry over Duke.
Though the women only had
one returning senior swimmer,
they were blessed with a very
talented underclassmen team.
Freshman Gina Breitheil has

already moved up to second
on the all-time list in the 1650
fre e s ty le w ith a
me of
17:43.73 and in the 1000 free
style with a time of 10:35.45.
S o p h o m o re s
E liz a b e th
Whanger and Libby McArdle
have also topped their person
al bests in many of their
events.
Coach Joe Gentry sees his
team unifying as a whole in the
future, “ both the men’s and
the women’s teams are riding
a wave of enthusiasm which
has brought everyone closer
together.” by Gary Hansen

If

D ram atic leaps an d a splash o f chlo
rin e g iv e s w im m in g its a q u a tic
am bience.
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BEATING NEW
GOALS

Despite some key injuries
and adversities, in what was
intended to be a rebuilding
year, the Monarch’s soccer
team finished 19th in the na
tion, for their regular season.
Old Dominion’s soccer team
has been in the top twenty for
the last five years.
“ It’s [the top twenty rank
ing] a plus for the program and
gives the players a feeling of
accomplishment and satisfac
tio n ” , stated Head Coach
Mike Berticelli. “ Being a very,
very young team, we have a
fantastic nucleus and founda

A fte r a victorias gam e, the players dem on
strate their enthusiasm , (photo b y C J P arker)
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tion for ODU soccer for the
next several years.”
Even with the loss of five key
players, the ODU soccer team
had success against some
very talented teams this year.
ODU shut out last y e a r’ s
NCAA runner up, Howard Uni
versity, 2-0. They tied number
six, Fairleigh Dickinson Univer
sity, in a very aggressive
game, which was later de
clared a “ no contest” . Two
apparent goals were diallowed
and one at the end of regula
tion time was not counted.
The 1990 soccer season will

I

feature a new soccer facility at
43rd and Powhatan, across
from the ODU baseball conyplex. The stadium will show off
a natural grass playing sur- 1
face, press facilities, lighting
for night games, and seat
4,000 spectators. The ODU
soccer team certainly has a
bright future.
by T. Richard Howard

Front Row: G unther Glockner, M ike Radwanski,
Steve Chadwick, Jim m y Borges, P eter Spargo,
S co tt Washburn, B rett Phillips, Joey M allia, Chris
Haywood, Rich Jenik, Joey Lessard, D avid Chun
Back Row: K arl Byrd, Troy Lewis, N eil Paynter, P at
Coster, A nthony Blunt, K arl Roberts, John Beevers,
R ob G arrick, Dam on Wade, D evar Boyles, Brian
Sheehan, Jam ie Lehm an.
During the Jacksonville gam e, S teve Chadw ick
works to g e t p a s t his opponent, (photo b y C Thom
as)
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The Field Hockey team,
once again, came up the best
in the nation with a 24 win and
1 lose record for the season.
Though claiming such a great
record, the Lady Monarchs
came up short for a /fifth
NCAA Championship when
North Carolina defeated the
Monarchs, 2-1.
Leading the Monarchs in
goals was Maaike Hillbrand
with a total of 35. Winnifred
Sanders led the team in as

sists with 33. Goalie Kathy Fosina ta llie d up 86 saves
throughout the season with al
lowing only 15 goals.
Kathy Fosina, Maaike Hill',
brand, and Lisa Doran were all
named to the NCAA All-Tour
nament team, while Coach
Beth Anders, the winningest
coach in NCAA history, has
been the interim coach of the
Women’s Field Hockey Team,
by Gary Hansen.

Front row: M argaret Brandon, Jennifer
Decklem en, C indy Bano, Tracy B arlcay, W innifred Sanders, Annem ee D eHaas, Carolyn Jam es, Pam Neiss,
K athy Fosina. Second row: A ssistant
C oach Yogi Hightower, N ancy Billger,
Jill Reeve, Karen Davis, Lisa Doran,
Kim Holm es, Jennifer Shepherd, Dina
Borrelli, K ate Lucas, Tracy Wood, tricia Kinney, m anager A ndrea Dalton.
B ack row: A ssistant coach Cheryl
VanKuren, A ssistant C oach Sue M ey
ers, Robin Sm ith, K elli Jam es, M aaike
H illbrand, Lynn Hoinsky, Laura Knorr,
Donna Vaughan, A ssistant Coach
Daw n Hill, H ead C oach B eth Anders.

This ODU playe r attem pts to g e t the upper hand and
go fo r the goal, ph oto b y Charles Thomas.
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The com petative spirit o f the gam e is
evident as the players vie for the ball,
photo b y C harles Thomas.

FIELD HOCKEY
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O ld Dom inion’s field hockey team
rushes o ff the field a fte r a victory, pho
to by Charles Thomas
This hockey p layer m istakes her op
p o n en t’s foo t for the ball, ph oto by
C harles Thomas

B ack row: K raig Cesar, Chris Snarsky, John M urray,
D ebra H erbener, Glen M cDonald, Benjam in Paxton.
M iddle row: K erry M cDaniel, Jody Beard, Jason Fe
lice, Shelby Lam b. Front row: R ay Springsteen,
Chris Frers, D onald Brown, C had M itchell, R icky
White.

CROSS COUNTRY

A HEAD START
“ On your mark, get set,
GO!” As fast as a fox being
chased by a hound, Old DoIninion’s Cross Country team
were off and {finin g. This sea
son the men’s team captured
fourth place out of ten at the
Virginia State Intercollegiate
C ha m p ion ship , w hile the
women got a ninth place team
finish.
At the Sun Belt Conference
meet, the men took fifth after
the women’s contingent recieved eighth place. John Mur
ray led the men with a sixth

place finish and All-Sun Belt
honors.
The cross country team
spends each day running as
much as ten miles. Their cross
training methods give them
the strenght and endurance to
compete successfully. Many
people wonder what kind of
person would subject themseles to the agony and seem
ingly masochistic ways of%?rr<*
ning mile after mile. Is it Sip? “ I
enjoy competing and being in
volved with other atheletes in
competition,” stated Shelby

Lamb. “ I love to run!”
The majority of the runners
are underclassmen this sea
son, so next ye a r’ s team
should be solid. Both teams
have only one senior. New
coach Ben Paxton, former
Mississippi State University
assistant coach, feels confi
dent about his team. “ I’ve in
herited a good group of athe
letes. We will definitely be a
voice to be reckoned with.”
(Sports Information)
by T. Richard Howard
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Front row: Terry Hutchinson, Trish
P o w e ll, A p r il S p a g n u o lo , S h e ll
Schepker, Kim Logan, Brian H utchin
son, John Deim el, A dam Saldla, M arty
Kullman, Kevin Downey. B ack row:
Joe Logan, Shawn Casey, Jim Weber,
Sean Cirii, N ancy Jones, M ike S arnowskl, M ichelle M ontalbano, Dawn
Philips, C arl M aldlow, M a tt Sm ith,
Donna Kuhl, Jim Karatekas, H eidi
Thoma, Todd Hudgins, C hristine B a
tem an, Jim Nlcolini, Tara M cCann,
Dan N eff, A ndra C allahan, M ike Dev
lin.

SUN SWEPT
\

\
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Before setting, the d ay’s exercises are carefully p lo t
ted.

S p rin g C om m encem ent
happened to fall on the open
ing day of the Mid Atlantic
Team Race Regatta, the final
home regatta of the season. It
was a blustery day. Tigger was
not there to relish in it. Big
Blue, however, was on the 200
foot pier in the midst of a sea
of faces chanting “ Devo!
Devo! Devo!” A human form
discarded a cap and gown.
Confusion. A bird, a plane, a
...? An Old Dominion gradu
ate. Mike Devlin, the team
captain and a ll-star crew,
jumped into an FJ to help
bring the team to a 13-0 re
cord for the regatta.
Okay. Not Exactly. Big Blue
was not there. Neither were
the fans. Sailing should, how
ever, be a spectator sport.
ODU’s team has been contin
uously ranked number one.
Terry Hutchinson and Jim
Weber, both three-time AllAmericans, are the team’s
driving force. Will they do it
again? Probably. The national
championships of the Inter-

Collegiate Yacht Racing Asso
ciation will begin on May 31 in
Boston. (That is four days
from now. Deadlines suck.).
K.C. Fullmer, a former ODU
All-American sailor, has been
the head coach for four years.
He has recruited quite a few
amazing sailors; Joe Logan,
Donna Kuhl, Marty Kullman,
Todd Hudgins, Kevin Donney,
Kim Logan, and Heidi Thoma.
Fullmer has steered ODU into
the new decade as one of the
finest sailing programs in the
nation, by Amy M. Whalen
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The coach gives the catcher som e last
m inute instructions, ph oto b y CJ
Parker.

fi«

A m illisecond is the difference be
tw een a run an d an out. photo by CJ
Parker.

n
Front row: Sean Hennessy, Chris
H ow lett, Ty Hawkins, Jam es K revokuch, P a t Evangelista, S co tt Cooke,
D arren Raym ond, Chris Everett, Jules
V anLanduyt, K erri M oody. M id dle
row: R iegal Hunt, G raig Johnson, Rob
G le a s o n , Jo h n F itz g e ra ld , S c o tt
Thomson, D avid Stack, G ary M asterson, steve Kuehnel, Chris Thaxton,
S cott H afling, B eau M artin. B ack row:
B ill Swan, D an B arbara, M ike Grohs,
G eorge Sells, Stephen Lyons, B arry
M iller, D oug Stevens, J e ff W are, B ill
Schultz, Steve Lem ke, Eric Snell, Jim
Farr, head coach P a t M cM ahon.

BASEBALL
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Who’s On First?
Baseball is in a league all by
itself. Every game j i | vital, you
can’t just choose particular
games. The season record is
extremely important.
The infield may be the bright
spot for the Monarchs, but the

auspicious outfield is key. The
pitching staff is also a strongarm, but ODU relies heavily on
the newcomers. This brings up
the question of depth. The
Monarchs like to make things
happen early, which is quite a

challenge for a young team.
Regardless, Pat McMahon,
the new head coach, stresses
the potential of the diamond in
the rough, by Amy Whalen.
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One run scores and another is on the way:
ph oto b y C J Parker.

BASEBALL

K elly Evans struggles to m ake a
backhanded return, photo by CJ
Parker.

B a c k ro w : B illy B ro c k (H e a d
Coach), Tam i Riehm, D ebbie K ar
le n , A lis s a Z im m e rm a n , J a n e
Strbic, C ayce Connell. Front row:
Lo ri Morris, Kelly Evans, Perniile
Buch-Pedersen.

WOMEN’S TENNIS
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it takes to return a lob. p h o to b y C J Parker.
D ebbie Karen dem onstrates a tennis basic the forehand return, p h o to b y C J Parker.

RACKETEERS
Heading into the 1990
season with a strong team,
ODU expected superior
performance from the Lady
M on arch T en nis team .
What wasn’t expected was
the power that the team
produced. First-year head
coach Billy Brock has de
manded a lot from this tal

ented group with all their
hard work paying off. Led
by senior Debbie Karlen in
No. 1 position managed to
keep up the fighting tempo
throughout the season.
The
season
was
launched with an excep
tio n a l m atch a g a in s t
George Mason with stami
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OPP
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G eorge M ason
Penn S tate
W estern K entucky
W est Virginia
G uiiford
Laview
A ppalachian St.
C harleston
Tenn. Chatanooga
East C arolina
H ope
Virginia
Jam es M adison
U NC
Virginia Tech
W illiam an d M ary
R ichm ond

na th a t was c o n tin u e d
th ro u g h o u t the season
against the more challeng
ing Penn State, William and
Mary, UVA and UNC. The
team rounded off the sea
son with a six win and 11
loss record, by Susan Rush
ing.
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THUNDERSTROKE
Old Dominion’s Men’s Ten
nis team has come to its 16th
straight winning season under
head coach Ken Rand. Their
close record of 11 wins and 10
loses just pushed them into
their consecutive winning sea
son but with the talent from
the underclassmen, we’ll be
expecting that record to go on
for years to come.
. Top players included juniors
Scott Steinour and Chris Cul-

ley, and sophomore Tamer
Hegazy. These three lead the
team in wins and pulled the
M onarchs in to a w inning
season.
They also got strong sup
port from their freshmen staff
A n d re w C o rco ra n , J e ff
Belcher and Jeff M illaire.
Coach Rand ranked these
three in the top six on the
team and expects great things
out of them in following years.

The Monarchs had a tough
seasonfcjs year, beating such
hard hitting teams as George
town, William and Mary, and
George Mason. Next year’s
schedule proves to be even
more demanding, but these
guys will be ready, by . Gary
Hansen.
The aftereffects o f a grueling m atch
are easily wiped aw ay, photo b y C J
Parker.
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R adford
George M ason
W ake Forest
Charleston
W estern K entucky
D istrict o f Colum bia
Jacksonville
C itadel
Furm an
Bioom sburg
C am pbell
East Carolina
N C S tate
G eorgetow n
Penn S tate
UVA
Jam es M adison
Va. Tech
W illiam an d M ary
U N C C harlotte
VCU
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M EN’S TENNIS

N oel C lavel starts in for the kill, photo
courtesy o f Sports Inform ation
H eavyw eight com petitor Jack Frlel
pins his adversary to the m at. photo
courtesy o f Sports Inform ation

PUT DOW NS
Wrestling at Old Dominion
came back this year with a
vengence. The M onarchs
managed to break the 500
mark with an overall record of
8-7. Some of the victims who
fell to ODU include Norfolk
State, Liberty, American, Vir
ginia and Virginia Tech. ODU’s

home matches took place in
the H&PE building before a
small, but loyal crowd of fans.
ODU entered four tourna
ments this season, placing
highly in all of them. John Friel
took first, third, fourth and
seventh over the course of the
tournametns. Steve Sciandra

also finished with two first
p la c e s and tw o se con d
places, by CJ Parker

A M o n a rch w re s tle r e x h ib its h is
strength as he m atches his opponent,
ph oto courtesy S ports Inform ation

ODU
16
30
35
16
46
13
25
19
32
9
12
44
29
8
25

OPP.
30
9
13
22
6
23
12
24
8
27
27
12
6
41
14

C entral C onnecticut
W ilkes-Barre
Shippensburg
K ent S tate
N orfolk S tate
M aryland
Lib e rty
W illiam and M ary
Am erican
VMI
Jam es M adison
N orfolk S tate
Virginia
N orth C arolina
Virginia Tech

ODU w restler Randy G rant forces his
opponent to the mat. ph oto courtesy
Sports Inform ation
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WRESTLING

CROSSING OVER
Coming off a losing season
in 1989, the Lady Monarchs
struggled through another los
ing season. Their record of five
wins and eight loses was by no
way a valid SSjterpretation of
their talent.
Led by senior Carolyn Sarr
and junior Rachel Edlich, the
ladis showed a very prosper
ous season. Sarr, with 20
goals, two assists and 22

points, was the top scorer for
the team. Edlich follow ed
close behind with 16 points
and goals. Lisa Doran led the
team in the assist catagorey
with four. Newcomer goalie
Laura Knorr played in all Jhjg
teen games and accumulated
89 saves.
The lady’s season was by
no means easy. They played
such teams as William and

g w *»

B ack row : Sue Myers, K athy Fosina, R obin
Sm ith, Karen Davis, M ary Mahoney, Laura
Knorr, R acheai Edlich, A m y Cordes, Carolyn
S arr, Jennifer Shepard, Dina Borelti, Yolanda
H ightower, Beth Anders (H ead G bachlP rO nt
Rem: Pam Neiss, J ill Reeve, C arolyn James,
Kim Radley, Jennifer Deckelm an, Lisa Dbran,
C indy Bano, Tracey Barclay, Tricia Kinney,
M artha Bosworth.
Lisa Doran scoops her D artm outh opponent,
p h o to b y CJ Parker.
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If liS il
16
8
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Georgetown
Lafayette
N orthw estern
D artm outh
C olgate
Virginia
Jam es M adison
W illiam and M ary
Loyola
UMBC
M aryland
R ichm ond
Richm ond
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Mary, Maryland and UVA, los- I
ing usually by no more than
two points.
With such a young team,
head coach Beth Anders ex
pects a much better record
next season even though they
will,, be losing seniors Lisa
Doran and Carolyn Sarr. by
Gary Hansen.

S LACROSSE

EAGLE EYE
Junior Jon Hurst completed
the fall season as Old Domin
ion’s top golfer after four tour
naments. Hurst finished the
fall season with a 74.6 stroke
average on 18 holes. He took
medalist honors at the 15team Tom O’ Brlant Memorial
Tournament and second place
honors at the 23-team Har
grove B. Davis Tournament.
Hurst and senior Stan Jones

Front row: Chris Coulther, M a tt Can
non, Jon Hurst, Sean Noonan, K.J.
Stutz, Steve Bergam esca. B ack row:
H ead C oach M urray Rudisill, A nthony
M arcello, J e ff Am ershadian, Darren
M cGowen, A rt Clessuras, Chip Rich
ter, Stan Jones.
S tan Jones displays confidence with
the follow -through o f his stroke, photo
courtesy o f Sports inform ation.

GOLF
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each captured third place
honors at the Virginia State
Championship.
After finishing second in
three tournaments, the golfers
started their spring schedule
w ith the best team ever.
Coach Murray Rudisill was
blessed with a very promising
freshman line up. Freshman
Steve Bergamesca tied Stan
Jones for eighth place overall

at the 18-team ODU Seascape Tournament.
The Monarchs competed in
eight tournaments in the fall,
including SLU Mardi Gras Invi
tational and the Akron University Firestone Country Club
Invitational.
With the freshmen at hand,
Coach Rudisill expects at least
a repeat of this season if not
better, by Gary Hansen.
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Placing second a t the Sun B elt Tour
nam ent, Jon H urst finished the season
on a go od stroke, photo courtesy o f
Sports Inform ation.
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The opposing team m em bers face o ff
for the b a ll a t the beginning o f a new
gam e, photo b y C J Parker
Lacrosse, an often b ru tal sport, re
quires a strong offense as w ell as de
fense. photo b y C J Parker

LACROSSE STIX
Lacrosse is a tradition start
ed by the American Indians
and carried on by the men of
Old Domgflon. This years
men’s lacrosse team followed
in the tradition of the colle
giate sportmen. Unlike mem
bers of the larger sports orga
nization, the men’s lacrosse
team enjoys the status of
“ club” rather than “ team” ,
that means the players are not
granted scholarships and do

MEN’S LACROSSE
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not receive preferential treat
ment in any way, such as early
registration, free books, and
cash meal allotments when on
the road that scholarship play
ers recieve. These athletes do
p i for the sheer love of the
sport.
The players spend a large
amount of time on their sport,
from practice to playtime and
especially on travel time. The
team plays other squads from

up and down the East Coast
and unfoftunatly, the school
does not; provide air fare. It
takes a great love for the
game to be on the road for an
entire day, play the game and
then hit the road again to get
home. But the travel time is
well worth it once they start
playing, by Chris Parker

A loose b a ll Is fair gam e on the La
crosse field, photo b y C J P arker
tp is Lacrosse p layer concentrates on
S trivin g the ball, ph oto b y C J Parker

With a little help from his team , this
p layer grasps the b a ll with a ll his
m ight, photo b y C J Parker
Gives new m eaning to the phrase
“running for your life ”, photo b y CJ
Parker
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MEN’S RUGBY
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Hands an d arm s flailing, the b a ll is the
ob ject o f everyone’s desire, photo by
C J Parker

Elegant Violence
Another British invasion?
Rugby, however, seems to be
a hit more than a fad. Even
though it is a club sport, its
popularity is increasing by
leaps and bounds.
Although rugby is a rather
physcial “ contact” sport, its
fame for violence is somewhat

unwarrented. Rumor would
have it that rugby has the low
est percentage of injuries of all
sports including football. Ap
parently, If you know what you
are doing, you won’t get hurt.
One player stated that there
are, “ a bunch of rules against
blocking people that aren’t in

posession of the ball, so
you’re not hitting that much.
You pass the ball a lot so that
you can gain some ground be
fore you get tackled.”
So, do the right thing. Give
blood, play rugby, by Amy M.
Whalen

Reaching fo r the bait, the Lady M onarchs
struggle fo r the win. ph oto b y CJ Parker.

L A D Y RUGGERS
This year’s women’s rugby
team p la ye d real gam es
against real teams with a real
ball, however they are not a
real team, at least as far as the
University is concerned. Be
cause of administrative red
tape, these rougues were sim
ply members of an unofficial
club sport.

WOMEN’S RUGBY

It’s unfortunate that the un
official team had authenticregistration problems this sea
son, because the new sport
could have used the support in
getting the ball rblling. But, off
the record, the women played
a difficult season quite well
with the help of a handful of
unofficial fans to cheer their

victories. Because of hard
work at unauthorized prac
tices the unauthentic Lady
Monarchs’ dedication paid off
in a season that they would
want.to repeat if not improve
on for next years’s, hopefully
official, season, by Susan
Rushing.

Passing the b a ll is the safest w ay to m ake sure that
it s no t you g ettin g hurt, photo b y C J Parker.
Even though you m ay have the ball, th a t m ay no t be
the situation for long, photo b y C J Parker.

A sm all break in the action gives the players tim e to
recuperate, ph oto b y C J Parker.
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This thrusting stance m ay look like
som ething out o f vintage Jackie G lea
son, bu t it ’s a ll p a rt o f K arate's an
cient art. photo b y G ary Hansen
To keep from landing on their backs in
com petition, students spend a lo t o f
tim e lying on their backs excdrcising.
ph oto b y C J Parker.

KARATE

Individualized instruction breeds confi
dent m asters o f the m artial arts, photo
b y C J Parker.

0tH

In the past years, self de
fense has had a drastic
surge in popularity. Old Do
minion has once again gone
right along with the flow
and established two Martial
Arts clubs. The Recreation
al Sports Department is
housing the Karate and

Akido Clubs for the stu
dents benefit.
The clubs meet during
the day and also at night for
the benefit of the night stu
dents and community. Old
Dominion also offers a num
ber of karate and akido
classes during the day and

M eticulous students copy their in
structor’s every move, photo b y CJ
Parker.

night.
Self defense is so needed
| | ! today’s society with all
the violence and assaults.
ODU is in step with today’s
needs and is offering these
great opportunities 1S| re
sponse to the communities
demands, by Gary Hansen.

—
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KA R ATE

The w eight room s m irrors n o t only show
o ff results b u t help users to maintain
proper form, p h o to b y CJ Parker
No m a tter how atheletic, a t the end o f a
high im pact workout, everyone is ready
fo r a h o t tu b ! ph oto b y CJ Parker

WKm
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This took o f determ ination typifies students who use
the room, ph oto b y CJ Parker
wmsssm

WIEGHT UP
Freewieght equipment. There
are also various times every
day that one can take an aero
bics class. The aerobics class
es are divided into low and
high impact sets. There are
also aquacize classes for
those of the amphibious na
ture.
If extra time is not a luxury
you enjoy, ODU offers these
programs and a few others
such as tennis, jogging, and
volleyball as classes.
So the next time you hear a
tittle panting and moaning in
the Fieldhouse, don’t assume
the obvious, turn the corner
and join ih - ^ ii’s for your own
good, by Gary Hansen

mmmmm

What do you think of when
you hear grunting, moaning,
and panting? Well get your
mind out of the gutter, this is
about working out. The 80’s
was the decade of fitness to
everybody’s dismay, and the
90’s will only be worse.
Being » s h a p e is the
thing” and it seems like every
body is getting into it. There
are so many different ways to
get into or keep in shape. Old
Dominion offers a number of
fitness programs for students
to take advantage of. The
Recreational Sports Depart
ment has set up time in the
Fieldhouse for students to use
the Nautilus room and the

Sm art students use dum bells to in
crease stength! ph oto b y CJ Parker
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IN T R A M U R A LS
Old Dominion Recreational
Sports offers a wide variety of
activities for any student or
faculty member to participate
in. From football to innertube
water polo and bowling to voF
leyball, ODU Rec. Sports of
fers something for everybody.
Operating from the Health
and Physical Education build
ing throughout the school
year, Rec. Sports puts out a
The jum p b a ll s ta rts o ff another n ig h t o f intra
m ural basketball, p h o to b y CJ Parker.

calender of events explaining
when each season will run and
a time and a place for a man
agers’ meeting. The organiza
tion is run for students by stu
dents. Games are overseen by
paid students, called supervi
sors, who organize the events,
register the teams and have
the final word in officiating if a
problem exists on the field of
play. The teams are randomly

placed in divisions and play a
round-robin tournament in or
der to receive a record. Then
the teams are placed iffd iv i
sions for a final tournament to
see who is the best. The Rec.
Sports Department fills a stu
dent need and i f i j the only
way Foreman Field will ever
see some football, by Christo
pher Parker.

Long nights in the gym are com m on
place for intram ural basketb all with
gam es lasting till 12:30 am . photo by
C J Parker.

Intram ural foo tball is the only football
th a t Forem an Field w ill see from O D U
students for som e tim e to com e, pho
to b y C J Parker.
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Intramurals

SACKED!
F ootball at Old Dom in
io n ...a h ^i brought smiles to
the faces of sports fans bid
and young around here. What
started as just talk in Decem
ber 1984, evolved into the sell
ing of season tickets to unsus
pecting ODU sports fans. The
next step, the appropriation of
student fees and increase of
tuition costs. But the promise
of prosperity, national recog

nition, and pigskin numbed
the sting.
Then it happened, if t e a
smack in the face, ODU foot
ball suffered “ a quick and un
expected death” at the hand
of the Board of Visitors. The
reasons given were basic: A
football team would lose mil
lions of dollars and student
fees would have to be raised
$73 to $175 per year to sup

port a successful program.
Great...but tell that to the
students who for the past
three years have seen their tu
ition dollars go to empty prom
ises. On the up side, ODU will
refund that money, but what
about the pigskin? Well for
now, It’ll sizzle on the back
burner and sports fans can
only hope, by Rhonda Shoop

|

Rob Low ery m odels the now e xtin ct
ODU fo o tb a ll T-shirt, ph oto b y CJP

Intram urals Is ab out as close as we
g e t to home football, ph oto b y CJP

The Elbow Room m arquee asks the
question o f the year, ph oto b y CJP
Forem an Field stands atone and em p
i t i w aiting to host ah ODU foo tball
game, ph oto b y CJ Parker
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Bizarre trib al rite or M ax Factor gone
m ad? Students m ake up their own
ways o f showing team spirit, but
would M ary K ay approve? photo b y
John Ling.

SPECTATORS

O N THE LOOKOUT
Bare chests emblazoned
with the blue greasepaint let
ters “ O,” “ D,” and “ U.” Airhorns...Baseball caps worn
backwards...Red hots, syrupy
Cokes, stale popcorn, and di
minutive, prohibitively expen
sive candy bars. Loudmouths...loudm ouths armed w ith
bullhorns...loudmouths armed
with bullhorns and unwieldy,
hyperbolic banners. No, this
isn’t the theater, although a
show is certainly involved.
Watching campus sporting
event spectators is enough to
make you pray for a bleacher
collapse. Really, how many

times can you stand listening
to the hoards faking, or worse,
HUMMING, the ODU fight
song? It’s a genetic fact that
Monarchs have to roar, and
the roar fo the crowd must be
what gets you. What gets you
to: hop up and down endan
gering your life and the lives of
others; express opinions much
too passionately in mixed
company; dare to incite riots.
Why does anyone bother to
watch the game? by Philip
Read

IRC

They’re no t cam era shy-only ad ep t a t
keeping their eyes on the b a ll a t a
soccer m atch, photo b y C J Parker.

A rriving early to g e t a go od s eat is an
essential spectator skill dem onstrated
b y M ike Sanderson an d M ike M a
honey. photo by C J Parker.

SPECTATORS

BigBlue worships his fans including tw o-year-old
C harlie Rogers an d his father, ph oto b y John Ling.

BIG BLUE TALE
He has the most enery and
school spirit of anyone at Old
Dominion. No one knows for
sure if that person in the lion
suit is male or female, but he is
a dedicated and popular mas
cot, no matter what sex. Big
Blue is at almost every athletic
event, usually cheering right
along with the cheerleaders, or
just wandering around the

stands getting people excited
about the game.
The Monarchs claim this
loveable lion with the majestic
crown and ODU T-shirt as our
own. He is representative of
the universities spirit. A shake
from Big Blue’s paw, or just a
pat on the back from him is
enough to make anyone smile.
Whoever it is in the lion suit is

full of energy, spirit and most
of all dedication.
inciting spirit and enthusi
asm within the student body Is
his job, but occasionally he
may extend his duties to i|b
elude away games. Big Blue’s
enthusiasm is contageous,
and as game attendandee in
creases, so will his popularity,
by Rhonda Shoop

Dens o f “cubs” surround B ig Blue a t
every gam e, p h oto b y C J Parker.

BIG BLUE

D espite his short stature, B ig Blue
m aintains a high profile on cam pus,
photo b y G ary Hansen.

Victoria C om eta wins a high five o f approval
as B ig Blue, photo b y John Ling.
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IDENTITIES
President Bush’s visit produced g re a t ex
citem ent an d students, faculty an d guests
p a c k ed the gym to hear the President and
R ep u b lic an c an a d id a te s d e live r th e ir
speeches, (photo by A m y W halen) ,

Everyone is found in a crowd at some time;
whether they stood out or blended in was an indica
tion of who they were. A t the Bush speech for
example, there were people with “ Marshall Coleman
for Governor” signs, there were Pro-Lifers and ProChoicers with their various paraphenalia, and then
there were those who just blended into the crowd.
Did you stand out in your classes, on campus, in the
community? Perhaps your college years were your
time to uncover your undiscovered identities, by
Rhonda Shoop

Sean A bernathie
C ivil Engineering
Am os A dam s
C hem istry
Jeanine Adkins
Finance
A ndrew A fte l
English
AH A knan
E lectrical Engineering

W R IN G A R O U N D
What ever happened to the
good old days when a college
student could go to the laun
dromat, be bored out of bis
mind watching his clothes go
around in the dryer, and even
get ripped-off by the machines
every once in a while?
Nowadays, there are top of
the liner High tech laundering
facilities that are more fun
than an amusem ent park!

Take S u r b o W A s h ” on
Hampton Boulevard, for ex
ample. It gives you the luxury
of sitting at a semi-comfort
able booth, reading a maga
zine, watching movies on cabel t.v ., or pla ying video
games. You can even eat pop
corn and candy and socialize
white your skivis mingle with
your free box of All Tempera
ture Cheer. If one would go to

“ Sudys’s” laundromat, there
you can get beer and munchies, pizza and burgers, and
softdrinks. They even have a
pool table, cable t.v., and vid
eo games ia^an extra-large
lounge. Even the names are
entertaining. They boast such
names as “ Sudsy’s” , “ Super
Laundry U S A ” , and ‘ ‘ No
Sweat Laundrette” . by Janice
Taylor.

Coin op erated dryers gape open aw aiting
another soggy load, photo b y C J Parker.
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Rodnie A llanigue
Business
Steve A lperin
M echanical Engineering
Doris A lston
G raphic Design
M ary Am brose
Psychology
Kenneth A m py
C om puter Science

K im berley A nderson
Business A dm inistration
Larry A shley
C om puter Science
C hrista A shm ead
Elem entary Education
Christopher A tkinson
M echanical Engineering
B rian A tw ood
C rim inal Justice

John Austin
M ichele A vidon
Elem entary Education
A ngela B ailey
Secondary Education
N ancy B ailey
Finance
B randon B aker
Finance

Karen B alanow
Nursing
Ginam arie B aldassari
D en tai Hygiene
M ike B allance
C ivil Engineering Tech.
Karen B ard
Biology
M ichael B arner
English

Jill Barnes
Business A dm inistration
Shirley B artram
Sociology
Christine B atem an
Pyschology
A nthony Bausas
E lectrica! Engineering
C rystal B azem ore
Com m unications
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A ndrew B eck
E lectrical Engineering
Lana B eecher
Hum an Services
H enry Behrm ann
A ccounting
M ichael B ell
Technology Education

M ichael B ellay
Finance
Jam es Bergen
A rts
Donna B etts
S pécial Education
Elisa B evacqua
D en tal Hygiene

A licia B iiski
Libérai A rts
Valerie B lontz
A dult Education
R obert Bond
Speech
B rent Bosher
M anagem ent

K N O W -IT -A L L S
It’s the center of the center,
the prime point of activity, the
nucleus, and it’s the answer to
all of your questions. The l { |
formation D esklp Webb Cen
ter is run mostly by students,
for the benefit of the student
body. It sits in the front lobby
of Webb and is visable and accesable to everyone.
From approving signs to
finding phone numbers, the

WEBB DESK
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job of these dedicated few of
ten goes u n a p p re c ia te d .
They’ll point you in the right
direction, they’ll tell you when
schedule books will really be
out, and they’ll charge you
$10.00 for a new student I.D.
card! O.K., let’s be fair, before
they charge you for a new one,
they’ll try to help you find the
old one.
The Information Desk even

has an off-campus housing file
giving you addresses of avail
able apartments in the Old Do
minion area. In every way, the
Information Desk has the an
swer to any question you
might ask, a n d jp h e y don’t they can give you the phone
num ber of som eone who
does, by Rhonda Shoop

j

|
ï
I

Inform ation desk workers like to tell
students where to go, bu t only if they
ask first, ph oto b y C J Parker
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John Both
P olitical Science
Lisa Botuchis
Crim inal Justice
Teresa Bowers
M IS
Edw ard Bowling
C hem istry
Tracey Bow ry
A ccounting

Charles B oyd
Business
L eal Boyd
M echanical Engineering
Sharon B oyd
M IS
Eric Boyden
M echanical Engineering
S ally Boyum
Nursing

Raym ond Brewington
E lectrical Engineering
M elanie B rinkley
Com m unicative Disorders
W illiam Brow der
E lectrical Engineering
A dam Brown
Psychology
A nnette Brown
C ivil Engineering Technology

WEBB DESK

TH E R IG H T LINE?
Every student dreads it. It’s
long, tedious, time consuming,
and probably the most frus
trating and stressful thing a
student is faced with. |jg is
Registration.
It sneaks up on you; only the
dubious few remember to
make an early advising ap
pointment. They’re all ready to
go even before the ink on the
schedule books dry! However,
the rest of the forgetful masses
are a little slow, even stopped.
Closed classes, overload
cards, or standing in line wait

Julie Brown
Psychology
Kim berly Brown
Business
B ette Browning
English
Charles Burger
M IS

Stephen B utler
Civil Engineering
M argie Buyrn
Elem entary Education
M aureen Callahan
Psychology
Lelia C am pbell
Com m unications Disorders

C indy C ara wan
M anagem ent
Theresa C arey
English
Rebecca C arneal
S pecial Education
Karen C arpenter
Hum an Services
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ing while the person at the
computer heartlessly tells you
“ I’m sorry, there’s a hold on
your record, you can’t regis
ter...Who’s next please?!” , all
of these things are difficult for
most students to deal with
calmly. Despite all the pitfalls
of Registration, you must have
sympathy for those poor indi
viduals at the satellite registra
tion stations. It’s not thier fault
that some lucky little freshman
got his hands on a first day
registration card, while you are
a -senior stuck with last day

registration. It’s also not their
fault that you haven’t paid
your $150.00 worth of parking
tickets or $5.00 library fine,
and can’t register.
Good or Bad, it all works out
in the end and the satellite reg
is tra tio n c o m p u te rs are
packed away for another se
mester. The relief at the end is
short-lived however, because
how all you have to look for
w ard to is D ro p-A d d . by
Rhonda Shoop

SENIORS

A short line for registration is a rare case
indeed, ph oto b y C J Parker.

Valerie C arrere
M IS /D S
Virginia C arrizales
M arketing Education

M ark C arter
G eology
H elene C artw right
French

Valerie Cassan
Psychology
Elizabeth Chapm an
C rim inal Justice

A ntroulla C haralam bous
Psychology
Joey Chase
Psychology

D avid C hiicott
M anagem ent
W endy C lark
Elem entary Education

Candice Clegg
M anagem ent
A ndrew Clem ents
C om puter Science
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C A M P A IG N IN NECK
Controversy, deceit and im
proprieties have plagued Gary
Hart’s chances at election...
Wait, this is about ODU’s elec
tions. The same words f§ to
describe this year’s Student
S enate race on cam pus,
though, don’t they?
It seems like ODU is taking
off where Bush and Dukakis
and Wilder and Coleman left

Jocelyn C oakley
Psychology
Jonathan C obb
M arketing
Thom as C ollette
H istory
C harles Cooney
Speech
Jeffrey C ooper
Biology

Jam es C oritz
M echanical Engineering
John Cox
M IS
B rent C raw ford
C om puter Science
C harles C raw ley
Engineering
M ichael C rider
E lectrical Engineering

W ade Crook
H istory
Stephanie Crosley
Finance
D avid Culpepper
M echanical Engineering
R ebecca Cunningham
A ccounting
William Cunningham
P olitical Science

C atherine Cutchin
M athem atics Education
Laura D ’A ntonio
Biology
A rlene Daliesio
Biology
Jean Darius
Electrical Engineering
A rlene Daus
A ccounting

ELECTIONS

off, with a mudslinging cam
paign. When will we grow up
and go beyond what these na
tio n a l a d o le s c e n ts have
brought to be a norm in the
election process throughout
our society. Instead of whining
about what the other party is
doing, why not focus energies
on some of the issues.
Maybe next year we will be

blessed with a Student Senate
race that won’t be reduced to
the national style of elections.
Oh yeah, by the way, the
elections resulted in Tara
Overton as the elected Presi
dent, Chris Sehman as Execu
tive Vice President and Kelly
Monoghan as Administrative
Vice President, by Gary Han
sen.

f

Student body president candidates Paul
M erullo an d Tara Overton p articip ate in a
p o litical debate, photo b y C J Parker.
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Freddy Davidson
C rim inal Justice
D eborah D eaton
Sports M edicine
Elizabeth D elaney
M ichelle Dellavecchia
Education
M ary Delong
H ealth P E Sports

Tony Derrow
Electrical Engineering
Brian D evir
Sports M anagem ent
Joe Dickinson
G eography
R obert D ifernando
M echanical Engineering
Kenneth Dillon
M echanical Engineering
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G regory Divers
C rim inal Justice
Katherine Dodds
Econom ics
Douglas Donnigan
Finance
M ichelle D orhout
C rim inal Justice
Christopher Drinko
Civil Engineering Tech.

Tim othy Drinko
Vocational Technical Ed.
N arco Dulog
Business A dm inistration
G eorge Dunn
Secondary Education
D ayna Eadie
Leisure Studies
Lisa Eanes
M arketing

A R R E S T IN G PE R S O N S
Everybody jokes about the
Public Safety Department on
campus and how they don’t
do anything. It’s time to set
the record straight.
The campus police do a lot
for our safety that goes unrec
ognized by many. Because
our campus is not closed-off
from the public but actually
left wide open for any body to
come in, the school employs a
large number of officers to pa
trol and keep track of the
campus.
For such a wide opem cam

Norm an Edm unds
E lectrical Engineering
C harles Edwards
E lectrical Engineering
D eana Edw ards
Biology
Karen Edw ards
A ccounting
Sherry Eluto
Econom ics

Jennifer Elw ell
M IS
Jennifer Engle
P olitical Science
M arzieh Eslam i
M IS
S co tt Etheridge
C rim inal Justice
Jerry Faison
Finance

PUBLIC SAFETY
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pus, we have a very low crime dents trained in self defense
and assault rate compared to for the benefit of other stfcn
many other large and even dents protection. The program
sm all s c h o o ls . A t m any is very successful in its last
schools, as well known to all, years and will be running well
crime and assault run rampid into the future.
and out of control. Except for
You may think that getting a
the couple minor happenings ticket for not stopping at the
in The Mace and Crown’s “ po stop sign at the corner of 43rd
lice beat” article, when was street and Elkhorn may be a
the last time Old Dominion little out-of-hand, but that just
made the papers for some proves that the Public Safety
thing criminal going on?
officers are very thorough.
The Campus Escort Service They have to be. by Gary Han
is also part of the Public Safe sen.
ty Department. These are stu

UNDERCLASSMEN

Shannon Falls
R elational Speech
Q ing Fan
E lectrical Engineering
K urt Faubion
C om puter Science
R ichard Faulkenberry
M echanical Engineering
M ark Feit
C om puter Science

S tella Felarca
Business Adm inistration
Jennifer Fetner
Nursing
Rose Fetters
A ccounting
S co tt Firesheets
E lectrical Engineering
Julene Fisher
Secondary Education
Cam pus com m unity seldom fasts for se
curity. photo b y C J Parker.
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Colleen Fitzsimm ons
Psychology
D edra Flanagan
Sociology
Sonya Ford
Psychology
Sam uel Forest
Business
G regory Fortner
G eography

TRAFFIC J A M M IN '
Buzzzzz!! The alarm clock
startles you into reality at 5:30
Monday morning. You are one
of 14,000 commuter students
falling out of bed, showering,
dressing, dragging a comb
across your head, and grab
bing a stale breakfast dough
nut as you run for the car to
beat the traffic converging on
downtown Norfolk. It’s 6:30
am as the traffic slows from 75
mph to stop-and-go crawl- as
usual, It’s the TUNNEL BACK
UP FROM HELL! It’s time to
drink that warm Coke, roil
down the window, crank up
the radio, and wonder how
late you’ll be to your 8:00 am
class. At 7:15 you pass the
last accident victim laying on
the street...yes...just another

With a burst o f m onoxide, traffic
stream s onto H am pton B oulevard
from 49th street, photo b y G ary H an
sen.

COMMUTING
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commuter casualty. Swerving
around the ambulance and
merging into the stream of
cars on Hampton Blvd., you
are now headed for the real
test. With not a moment to
spare, the caffeine from the
warm Coke kicks in, your
hands tremble, heart pounds,
and the slight buzz from the
carbon monoxide fumes pro
vides the confidence to be the
ROAD WARRIOR you must be
as you swerve into the ODU
parking zone. It’s 7:45 now,
the isles are swarming with
other road warriors, searching
like sharks, for that one lone
parking space. Just when you
think there are no parking
spaces left, you see it, a
Honda Civic backing out of a

spot no more than 30 yards
from you. The race is on as
you squeal around an island,
clip p in g the bum per of a
parked Camaro and cutting off
a Toyota also vying for the po
sition. You slip into the spot
just as the Civic is pulling
away, suffering only a few lines
of verbal abuse from the driver
of the ToyotaHluckily, you
didn’t have to pull your gun
this time. At 8:00 you b e g £ |]
the ten minute walk across
campus to your class and road
maps flash before your eyes.
Strategic battle plans begin to f
formulate. It will be a long dan- f
gerous drive home for the
WARRIOR KING, by Scott
Harrison.

SENIORS
Diego Frausto
M IS
Cris Fredericksen
E lectrical Engineering
Jason Freem an
M echanical Engineering
Kandes Freem an
Finance

R obert Freem an
C rim inal Justice
Suzanna Fultz
Elem entary Education
K aren G am ble
B iology
Daw n Garm on
Physical Education
C urtis G arrett
Finance

M onica G arrett
M arketing
M arkus G artner
M arketing
Victoria G ates
Secondary Education
G regory Ghyka
P olitical Science
Sharon Gibson
Business M anagem ent

R obert Gies
M echanical Engineering
D aniel G illette
A ccounting
C hristopher Gladden
M IS
Bonnie Glover
Education
Lisa Gluck
Nursing

Jam es Glynn
Finance
Daw n G odfrey
Elem entary Education
Kristen G o ff
H istory
Donna Graham
Elem entary Education
A llen G rant
Engineering Tech.
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G ray’s old fashioned charm lures shop
pers. photo b y G ary Hansen

(Km

Q uentin Graves
M echanical Engineering
P atrice Gundy
Finance

Lynne Gusman
Leisure Studies
Low ery Guy
Leisure Studies

i
Todd G w altney
M echanical Engineering Tech.
M ichael H adrick
Econom ics

K athleen H agan
M anagem ent
Joseph H aley
C om puter Science

Paula H arpster
Sociology
M arcus Harris
C om puter Science

GRAY’S PHARMACY
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CAMPUS DRUG DEALS
Gray’s Parmacy, located on
4712 Hampton Boulevard, is
not your ordinary drug store.
For over half a century it has
withstook the test of time and
is still going strong. Gray’s
was originally founded in 1918
by Durgea D. Gray, but re
cently was taken over by Da
vid Halla. Many returning stu
dents were suprized when
they revisited the pharmacy
this fall and saw the changes
he had made.
P ro b a b ly the b ig g e st
change in the renovations was
the removal of the fountain.
Students can no longer frop in -

after class to get a bite to eat
or something to drink. Howev
er, in its place there is an as
sortment of new products be
ing offered. Many students
miss the fountain, but the
notebooks, pens and other
school supplies are appreciat
ed. Karen Dickson, sopho
more, says, “ I like it better
than last year because it now
has more of a variety.”
Variety is one thing Gray’s
Pharm acy d efin ate ly has.
School supplies are just the
beggining of the list. Comic
books, cards, watches, candy
and personal products are ju ft

a few of the other items they
offer.
Dorm residents w ith o u t
transportation enjoy the convienient location of Gray’s.
Not only c$n they buy what
they need dr want, buy they
can use the post office sub
station B th e back. This post
office remained after the reno
vation and is the oldest sub
station m the entire city of
Norfolk.
With so rrjuch to offer it’s no
wonder Grays has lasted for
so Idng. It has become a part
of ODU that we could not live
without, by Sherry Kaiser.

D aniel H arvey
Brenda H awkins
Elem entary Education
Pamela Hawley
P sychology
John Haymon
English
Lawrence Henry
P sychology

M ichael H enry
Psychology
W illiam Henry
M echanical Engineering
Joseph Henzel
H ealth /P h ysica l Ed.
Teresa H ester
Psychology
Nguyen Hiep
E lectrical Engineering

Judith H iggerson
Secondary E ducation
M artessia H ill
Human Services
A nnie H ilton
Elem entary Education
W esley H inkle
B iology
M ichele H in ton
Elem entary Education

M onica H ockaday
Human Services
B arry H olland
Finance
Joanne H olland
English
A llen Hoover
English
S tacy Hope
Sports M edicine
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Sandra H oran
Biology
Tim othy H oran
C om puter Science
Theodore H ow ard
Sports M edicine
Joy Hudgins
M echanical Engineering
C harles H uenefeld
P olitical Science

Jennifer Hundley
Elem entary Education
G regory Huntington
Business C orporate Finance
A ubrey H yde
M anagem ent Inform ation System s
Shaw anda Jackson
C rim inal Justice
B ryan Jancso
Business

Jennifer Jeffries
Psychology
H arvey Jenkins
P olitical Science
Lise Jensen
International M anagem ent
N ancy Joe
S pecial Education
Brian Johnson
Business

Julie Johnson
Psychology
Donne Jones
M arketing Education
Edw ard Jones
Psychology
G race Jones
Education
Shankara Jones

D avid Jordan
A ccounting
Stephanie K altnecker
Financial M anagem ent
D eborah Karlen
Leisure Studies
Sujin Keem
M edical Technology
M aryann Keiser
Com m unication Disorders

M aria Kelly
E lem /M id d le Education
M ichael Kennedy
E lectrical Engeneering
Jeffrey Khoriaty
International M anagem ent
Eric K ieffer
E lectrical Engineering
S ally Kilada
C ivil Engineering

MONDAY MORNINGS

Chris P arker exhibits the bom again blues
as he aw akens from the feta!p ositio n ear
ly M onday Morning.

SENIORS

TH E M O N D A Z E
It’s Monday Morning. You
know it is because on Monday
morning the alarm clock rings
louder than it does on any oth
er day. You know it’s Monday
morning because like most
college students you cannot
manage to get out of bed and
you cannot perform simple
tasks like turn the knobs on
the shower. Even brushing
your teeth becomes a job re
quiring too much thought and
concentration. We lack the
faculties to do the most ele
mentary tasks, which, on any
other day is no problem at all.
It’s important to take precau
tions, such as, making sure
you have clothes that don’t

have ironed and shoes that partying and hello to five days
don’t have to be tied. Ironing of classes and work. There
and tieing requires hand-eye should be eight days in a
coordination that we just don’t week.
have on Mondays. A good
The absolute worst thing
suggestion is to own lots of about Monday mornings is the
sweats and sandals. Another dreaded 8a.m. class, with the
helpful hint is to carry around sickenly peppy teacher. They
rolls of quarters so that you make us more aware of how
can get breakfast and coffee m uch we h ate M ondays.
from the good of’ vending ma Some avoid this simply by
chines on campus.
skipping class, others just go
Monday mornings are de to catch an extra hour of
spised by almost everyone. sleep. They swear they can
It’s probably because they learn from osmosis.
throw us into the reality of an
My suggestion for Monday’s
other week of drudgery and would be to just go back to
responsibility. Monday morn bed and wait until Tuesday to
ings force us to say goodbye face the world, by Lisa M. Boto two days of relaxation and tuchis
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Kassandra K ilday
A ccounting
Julie K inard
S tudio A rt
Yliana King
Econom ics
Jennifer K irchdoerfer
O ceanography
Kevin Kirwan
M/S

Kellie Kitchen
M echanical Engineering
John Kleinsm ith
E lectrical Engineering
S co tt Knuth
M usic Education
K ofa M ichelle
Finance
Russ K osits
Finance

Don K roeller
English
Lorelei K urpeirz
H ealth Care
A udra Lamb
Business Management
W endy Larson
Finance
Charles Lauer
E lectrical Engineering
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Sean Lee
B iology
M elinda Lester
M iddle Education
M ichael Light
A ccounting
Tam ra Lilley
B iology
Hyon Lim
C om puter Science

Steven Line
M arketing
John Ling
Business
Linda Llam es
Elem entary Education
Thanh Lo i
E lectrical Engineering
G araid Lowe
P olitical Science

Joseph Lynch
C ivil Engineering
B rian M acD onald
P olitical Science
Glenn M acD onalds
M arketing
A ndria M aestrello
Biology
S tacey M agnus
C ivil Engineering

FRANKLY SPEAKING
Nothing compares to a siz
zling all-American hot dog
smothered in mustard, relish,
onions, chili and cheese on a
fresh, steamed bun. Add to
that an ice-cold Coke and the
meal is complete.
Old Dominion has served
this delicacy to its students via
the Hot Dog vending cart we
all knew and loved. The cart,
fashioned after a real hot dog
I in larger than life proportions,
has seen its last days. Not to
fear, however, it has been re
placed by a new cart which
serves the same great dogs

with Coke in a can instead of
the fountain drinks that the old
cart had. The new model, pur
chased in the spring, is emblazened with the ODU logo in
silver and blue. Its abundance
of school spirit compensates
for its lack of character.
Norval Stanaway, Director
of Special Events for Dining, is
in charge of the operations of
the hot dog vender. He ex
plains that the new cart is
smaller and easier to maneu
ver than it predicessor. Also,
he says, Dining Services was
only leasing the old cart.

The fame and fortune of the
familiar frankfurter can be at
tributed to its location inside
Webb Center between the
Cafeteria and the bookstore.
Perhaps this is because it
draws customers from Webb
Cafeteria who do not want to
wait f | | a long line. Stanaway
says that Dining Services has
experimented with different lo
cations during special events
with little response. Therefore,
the new cart will remain where
the old cart experienced the
most success, by Janice Tay
lor.
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Newswom an B arbara C iara broad
casts her journalistic views during the
Glennan Lecture Series, photo by
G ary Hansen

G L E N N A N LECTURES
Television news veteran
Roger Mudd and foreign cor
re s p o n d e d and syndicated
columnist Georgie Anne Geyer
headlined the fifth annual
Glennan Lecture Series.
The series, sponsored by
Mrs. Virginia Glennan Fergus
son of Virginia Beach in honor
of her father, E. Keville Glen
nan, and her grandfather,
Michael Glennan, generated
widespread interest as stu
dents, professionals and the
public attended morning, af
te rn o o n
and
evening
programs.
New York Times graphics
editor Donald Parsons shared
a wondrous and practical view
of the Macintosh computer,
showing how this desktop dy
namo is helping newspapers
generate pinpoint graphics
while saving time and re

sources. “ We can now spend
our time thinking about how
we can best p re sen t the
news,” he said, “ instead of all
the steps it used to take to
prepare the news.”
Eight leading area journal
ists met with more than 400
student journalists from 15 re
gional high schools. WVEC’s
Barbara Ciara and WAVYTV’s Joel Rubin shared the
world of broadcast reporting,
while Virainian-Pilot reporters
Jim Morrison and Charlise
Lyles urged students to report
public information (even facul
ty salaries!) to their readers.
Editors Jerry Alley of the Vir
ainian-Pilot and Dennis Elder
of the Daily Press stressed
leadership, while photojour
nalists Adrin Snider of the Dai
ly Press and Jamie Francis of
the V irg in ia n -P ilo t wowed

them with their remarkable
photos.
Perhaps Geyer left us with
the most lasting message, a
thought for all who plar\ to
lead meaningful, caring and in
dependent lives. As one of the
nation’s leading foriegn corre
spondents and one who has,
often alone, sought interviews.
with many of the world’s lead
ers and bad guys, one who
has trailed the jungles of Cen
tral America with guerillas and
even travelled to the tip of
South America to confront a
Nazi mass murderer, Geyer
shared a clear view of the con
cept of courage: “ Once you
decide to be courageous,”
she said, “ the rest is easy.” by
Fred Talbot
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A nn M aniglia
H ealth & P.E
M auro M ariano
Physics
C arol M atthew s
C ivil Engineering
C heryl Mauzy
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Stephen M cCready
M echanical Engineering
N ancy M cN eill
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R onald M ehilentze
C ivil Engineering
Ron Melo
C ivil Engineering
M arjorie M ercer
M usic Education
Bryon M errit
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Isabelle M etoz
International Relations

Denise M ichel
S pecial Education
Dennis M ichele
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Jim m ie M iller
EET
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C rim inal Justice
B arbara M ills
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G. A drian M itchell
C hem istry
Virpal M odi
E lectrical Engineering
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C om puter Engineering
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D avid M ontgom ery
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A nn M oore
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Valerie M orfin
A ccounting
Ruth M orken
P o litica l Sciece
Donna M oskow
M anagem ent
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ACTIVITIES IN RM 200
If you are involved in any
student group on campus then
you know what Webb 200 is
and you can go on to the next
page. If not, then you m ig fj
want to read on.
Webb 200, also known as
the Student Activities Office, is
the focal point for almost all
student groups. At the very
least, each group has a mail

D aniel M otam ed
C om puter Engineering
Susan M ueller
B iology
R achel M uenzenm ayer
Finance
Charles M urphy
Biology
John M urphy
H ealth /P h ysical Education

M onday M use
R ecreation /L eisu re Studies
L ittrell M yers
Biology
C andace N aid o zi
Secondary Education
G regory N ataluk
C ivil Engineering Technology
N ancy New ton
Psychology

Tung Ngo
Engineering
H oang Nguyen
Engineering Technology
Jam es N icolini
N icholas N icolini
M arketing
C arol Norton
Russian

K athleen Norton
Hum an Services
D im itri Nunez
M echanical Engineering
Patricia O ’C onnor
A ccounting
John Olivieri
F in a n c e/R e a l Estate
Sheila O niey
M iddle Education
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box in Room 200.
Offices inside of Webb 200
include Nancy Lindgren, Di
rector of Student Activities,
Scott Harrison, Assistant Di
rector of Student Activities,
Sylvester Hopewell, Director
of Minority Student Services,
and Mindy Sopher, Coordina
tor of Greek Affairs' These
four coordinate all of the orga

nizational activities and in
many cases, become a liason
to the Administration on the
behalf of the groups.
If you are a student in any
organization, it would behoove
you to get to know these people—they run this place, by
Gary Hansen.

SENIORS

Edw ard Orgon
Crim inal Justice
Lance O rndorff
Educational Leadership
D evelopem ent
A nne-M arie Ozkosar
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B randt Palm er
M arketing

A ssistant D irector o f S tudent A ctivities,
S co tt Harrison, answers one o f Elana B evacqua’s m any questions.

C arlene Palm er
C om puter Science
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C urtis Parker
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Jennifer Parsons
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Naresh P atel
E lectrical Engineering
C harlotte Patterson
A ccounting
A nna Pedos
Education
A ndrea Perez
Elem entary Education
A llan P etit
Physical Education

K im bériy Phelps
Psychology
Sandra Phillips
H istory
K enneth Pierce
C om puter Science
Brian Pieroni
Finance
K rista Poissant
Psychology

PRESS AHEAD
Pi Delta Epsilon Alpha Phi
Gamma- how can one orgarig
zation have six greek letters?
They all combine to form one
organization called the Soci
ety For Collegiate Journalists.
So what does this mean to
you? Probably nothing yet.
The SCJ was colonized at
Old Dom inion due alm ost
completly to the efforts of PhB
ip Read, a graduate student
and the graduate assistant to
The Laureate. A former Editorin-C hief of the Mace and
Crown. Read has been a con
sistent advocate of campus
media throughout his college

H ope Polinski
C om puter Science
W alter Pollard
Finance
Jane Pool
M echanical Engineering
Tam bra Pope
Elem entary Education
D eborah Powers
Elem entary Education

Stephanie Powers
Elem entary Education
Christopher Rafanan
Finance
Terri R aley
Business
Philip R ead
H um anities
M iguel R egalado
H istory
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career.
The SCJ is not designed to
be just an honor society but an
active promotional and organi
zational tool for the campus
media groups. The nations
oldest honorary society for
collegiate mass communica
tions, the SCJ serves WODU,
The Mace and Crown. The
Laureate, and The Dominion
Review.
The goal of the SCJ is to
encourage campus media in
volvement and to teach the
ethics, techniques and me
chanics of good communica
tions. by Rhonda Shoop.

SENIORS

A m y W halen signs the induction roster as
O D U chapter president, Rhonda Shoop,
and SC J Executive Director, Dr. Douglas
Tarpley, took on. photo b y C J Parker.

Joseph Rejuney
English
Tim othy R ibble
C ivil Engineering
N ancy Richards
M anagem ent

Tim Richards
G eography
D ana Riley
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Laura R itzier
Business Adm inistration
A rm ah Roberts
M echanical Engineering

C ora Robinson
Secondary Education
D ale Robinson
M ike Roderick
E lectrical Engineering
P aul Rogers
H istory
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B E A T IN G A R O U N D
B U SH
Bush is not a horticultural
experience. It was, however,
Marshall Coleman’s grandiose
attempt at aquiring votes for
this year’s gubernatorial race.
George Bush, the President
of the United States of Virginia
(to use Mr. Coleman’s words),
addressed a plethora of peo
ple in the ODU Field House on
November 3rd. This attraction
herded more people into the
Field House than any other
event. Moo. Bush verbally
submitted to the fact that we
were all there to see the most
popular person in America. He

Suzanne Romska
M arketing Education
Romeo Rosario
M echanical Engineering
Kathleen Rouse
Fine A rts
Norm a Rouse
Psychology
E rick Rozelle
E lectrical Engineering

Sandra Seine
Psychology
Gaius Salafranca
M edical Technology
M ichael S alyer
P sychology
C hristine Saville
P o litica l Science
R onald S aville
Psychology

M arshall Sayen
M echanical Engineering
M ichael S choll
M echanical Engineering
M ary Schroeder
Therapy
Donnam arie Schuele
Nursing
K ris ti S eibert
Business
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then apologized by Worming
us that, “ Barbara is shopping
in New York.” (More pearls?)
Coleman’s campaign was next
on the agenda. Mr. President
reiterated that Mr. Coleman
would be “ a man in the State
House who will have a friend in
the White House.”
Even though ODU was ex
tre m e ly h o n o re d , th e re
seemed to be mixed feelings
about George’s visit One stu
dent sported a sign, “ Hey
Bush, did you by a parking de
cal?” Outside there was a
congregation of demonstra

tors organized by the ODU
chapter of Pro-Choice and
D e m o c ra tic S o c ia lis ts of
America. Their concerns were
looked over as quickly as a
whore genuflects in church.
After all the hoopla waned
and Mr. Douglas Wilder moved
into the State House, a few
mysteries remain. Do Bush
and Coleman still do lunch? If
so, do they eat broccoli? So
much- fo r the un-bia ssed
press, by Amy M. Whalen.

President Bush visited cam pus to cam 
paign for Republican gubernatorial candi
date M arshall Colem an, photo b y CJ
Parker.
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M aria Slaboda
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B radley Sm ith
M echanical Engineering
Dawn Sm ith
D ental Hygiene
Ellen Sm ith
English
K im berly Sm ith
Human Services

Sarah Sm ith
S ports M edicine
S co tt Sm ith
C om puter Engineering
Tim Sm ith
Leisure Studies
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P o litica l Science
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Denise Snow
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John Snyder
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Finance
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M echanical Engineering
John Stevens
M echanical Engineering
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M arketing
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D O C T O R 'E M U P
Are you feeling sick, tired or
just a little green? Yor’re away
from home, without your doc
tor, your own bed, and your
mommy. What could anyone
do to make you feel better?
The nurse practicioners at the
Student Health Center will di
agnose your illness and try to
treat it.
The Student HealjjlCenter
is a service provided by Old
Dominion. Each student pays

a semester health fee which
allows him to use the facility
and people as many times as
necessary.
Despite the predictable long
waits , many students do take
advantage of the Health Cen
ter’s various services. Aside
from the basic medical ser
vices, the center also offers
b irth c o n tro l and alco ho l
awareness program s. The
d octo r/pa tien t confidential-

lity, which has become so ipiportant in todays society, is
p ra c tic e d se riou ly at the
Health Center.
So... next time you don’t
feel well, don’t hesitate, go to
the Health Center. They un
derstand that students are
more suseptable to certain ill
nesses, and they’re ready to
treat you for them, by Rhonda
Shoop.

I
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C arol S trobel
C rim inal Justice
B etty Strohecker
Education
D anielle Strohecker
Psychology
Sheryl Sugg
Education
R ajesh Sutariya
Electrical Engineering

S cott Sutton
P olitical Science
R obert Swain
M echanical Engineering
Jennifer Swatting
Political Science
Beng-Hoon Tan-Sim pson
P olitical Science
G eorgia Taylor
Elem entary Education
G ood health is worth the w ait- or is it?
Patients with p atience enjoy the student
H ealth C en ter’s benefits, photo b y G ary
Hansen.
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T H A T 'S T H E TIC K ET
Inadequate, ridiculous, hor
rible and crazy are some of the
more polite terms used to de
scribe the parking situation at
Old Dominion. For years, ac
cording to students, the park
ing on campus hasn’t been up
to par.
Senior Ann Scott explains,
“ Each year I’ve seen more and
more parking destroyed to put
up more buildings....” It does
seem as though some morn
ings there’s not a spot on
campus, but according to As
sista n t Parking Manager,
Vickie Cravens, “ There’s al
ways a spot in Lot 27 any time

Bum per crops o f com m uters cause
parking space shortages, photo b y C J
Parker.
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of the day...” Ms. Cravens ex
plained that most classes are
10a.m. to 2p.m. on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays,
and the parking officials do
their observations during this
time. Lot 27 is located across
Hampton Blvd. next to the
WHRO building, and is “ just a
little further away from most of
the buildings.”
So what’s being done about
the problem? The rumours are
true: a multi-level parking ga
rage is in the works. The ga
rage will be located across
from the baseball field where
Lot 39 is now. The garage will

A parking decal is the only thing miss
ing from this fam iliar picture, photo by
C J Parker.

have four levels, but some stu
dents still feel as though more
should be done.
Sophomore Kevin McGee
has an idea. “ They should put
the garage ill that lot.In the
middle of BAL, the library, and
the Education building...where
the faculty/staff lot is:,, it’s in
the middle of all the main
buildings....” What about the
faculty? “ ...Give them the first
floor, and the other three to
general parking.” According
to McGee, this wouldn’t take
any parking away from any
one, it would only make more
spaces available.

There is no plan at this time
to increase or decrease the
cost of decals for next year.
There has been some talk of
including the cost of decals in
tuition, but then there’s the
problem of those who don’t
park on campus having to pay
for those who do.
Maybe someday the park
ing situation will be resolved,
but in the meantime, the stu
dents will continue to express
thier frustrations, by Jennifer
Scott

SENIORS
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E lectrical Engineering
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A rt Education
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A rt
Regina W alker
Psychology
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K O C H 'S SUCCESS
At long last, Old Dominion
Univerity will see a new, REAL
president for the beginning of
the Fall 1990 semester! Our
outstanding interim president,
William B. Spong Jr., will exit
on June 30th ad Dr. Koch will
take the helm effective July 1,
1990.
So who is Dr. Koch? Well,
he comes from the University
of Monotana where he was the
president and professor of
economic. He is 48 years old,
his wife’s name is Donna, and
he has a son Mark, who is | |
ninth grade, and a daughter
Beth, a sophomore at the Col
lege of W illiam and Mary
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M arketing Education
K athleen Walsh
M arketing Education
Edw ard W aiter
Psychology
Christina W ard
S pecial Education
M arian W arehim e
Education

Ken W arfield
Sports M anagem ent
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A m y Whalen
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M arketing
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M echanical Engineering
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P erry Wilkins
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G riffin Williams
Speech Com m unications
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(maybe she’ll transfer!).
Dr. Koch is into all kinds of
competitive sports. He plays
on several softball teams and
has been a non-competitive
runner for 25 years. He plays
both the piano and pipe or
gan. Dr. Koch is also very sup
portive of student activities
and organizations.
Oh yes, by the way, Dr.
Koch is also extremely quali
fied for the president’s posi
tion at Old Dominion. He has
published six books and over
50 articles, has travelled all
around the world (he has hon
orary doctoral degrees from
Tokyo University in Tokyo and

Yeungnam University in Ko
rea), and has proven himself
to be an excellent administra
tor as Dean of the Faculty of
Arts and Sciences at Rhode
Island College, Povost and
Vice President for Academic ;
Affairs at Ball State University,
and of course President of the
University of Montana.
The university and Tidewat
er communities are anxiously
awaiting the arrival of our new
president. As we all wait to see
President Koch in action, The I
Laureate staff has to wonder,
will he or will he not buy a
yearbook? by Scott Harrison

{

SENIORS
O D U ’s new president, Dr. Jam es Koch,
photo b y C J Parker.
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Elem entary Education
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English
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WEBB GETS SHOPPERS
Almost as convenient as the
Shoping Channel on T.V.,
Webb Center provides a wide
array of opportunities for stu
dents of Old Dominion to
spend their, or their parents,
money. Periodic vendor dis
plays allow students to treat
themselves to a new trinket as
a reward for all ther hard work
or to purchase that last minute
gift. There’s something for
everyone.
If you’re into unusual jewel
ry, and crystals, then Silver
Stream is just the thing for
you. If charismatic shorts ap
peal to you, then; the Boxer
R e b e llio n w ill m eet y o u r
needs. Posters are often avaiP

E tta B arger
B arbara Barkovich
D eborah B eck
J e ff B elcher

Elana Bevacqua
N ancy B lllger
Donna B occhichio
Elaine Bowe

Frederick Boyd
C am illa B ritton
John Brown
Jennifer Bryen

Erie Bym an
D orothy C all
Colin C am pbell
G reg C arl
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able to decorate your dorm
room with your favorite musi
cians or popular artists. For
soon to be graduates, class
ring displays by Jostens, and
other competing companies,
are often found throughout
Webb Center. Bart Simpson
T-shirts (Hey Man, Who the
hell are you?!), Black By Pop
ular Demand and an assorted
array of other clothing items
can usually be found outside
the bookstore.
There are more practical
services marketed that are
particulary helpful to students
without cars, including news
paper delivery by The Virgin
ian Pilot-Ledger Star Or The

Richmond Times Dispatch, as
well as good deals on banking
and telephone service from lo
cal company’s. Long distance
services, such as AT&T-,
Sprint or MCI, compete for the
few precious student dollars.
Spring Break trips to Florida,
M exico and the Bahamas
were marketed in lull force,
tempting students to the sun
and sand for their all to short
spring vacations.
With so many easily acces
sible services at hand, there is
little reason for an ODU stu
dent to leave the comfort of
his own dorm room, by Janice
Taylor

UNDERCLASSMEN

A p ril Carrington
M ichelle Christian
A lexander chud noff
A ndrew C orcoran

Christopher Cosby
Jason C ow ell
Karen D arden
A ngel D arden

M ichelle Davidson
Brian Davis
Stephen Davis
Sultan D aw ood

A shley Dawson
R ickey D ent
Thomas D esade
Jay Dlgiazio
K im berly Dillon
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Jennifer Eissing
~; Erik Elio
P atrice Ervlng
K eith Fenim ore
Ear! Ferguson

B arry Foster
Tyrone Francis
A m y G allagher
M ary G arrett
K en Gideon

A m y G iefer
Chris Glascock
R ob Gleason
Rosanne Goldstein
Tracy G orby

GRADUATE GETAWAY
Not all of our students have
to commute in from Virginia
Beach to attend classes, at
least not graduate students.
The ODU/NSU Virginia Beach
Graduate Center has been
serving students in the Virginia
Beach area since September
of 1988. John Callander is the
Director of the Center which
offers classes leading to 18
degrees in every college disci
pline except the Sciences. If
the Center is unable to offer a

GRADUATE CENTER
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live instructional setting, a
televised class from Old Do
minion's campus is used. The
students and the professor B
the televised classes can talk
to one another via and audio
link, making these classes ev
ery bit as interactive as the live
setting.
At this point, the Center’s
students are mostly part-time,
professionals, between the
ages of 35 and 40. Next year,
however, the Center will be of

fering undergraduate courses
and expanding to include
Tidewater Community College
classes. It has already doubled
its space from 15,000 to
30,000 square feet.
If the Center expands to be
come the ODU/NSU/TCC Vir
ginia Beach Undergraduate/Graduate Center in 1990-91,
what’s next? Could this be the
Virginia Beach University of
the future? by Scott Harrison.

UNDERCLASSMEN

A nnette Haas
C heryl Handshaw
M ichael Hanna
G ary Hansen
Melissa H ardesty

K im berly H arris
M arcus H arrison
Kevin H effern
E d H eselbarth
Jim m y H ill

Wanda H oggard
B radley Hole
Nima Homayoun
Lauren H ood
Edw ard Hoppe
Graduate students who w ould have to
com m ute to N orfolk enjoy the conve
nience o f the O D U /N SU G raduate C enter
in Virginia Beach, ph oto b y CJ Parker.
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Kristin H ovde
Jam es Hudson
W illiam H um phrey
W ally H unter
D ue Huynh

Carolyn Jam es
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D arrin Jones
Christy Joynes
C harles C able

Rudy K am al
M arissa Keyes
R obert K idd
K im berly Kube
Jill Kuhns

G ary K um fert
John Landfalr
Treena Leecost
P eter Lefresne

SLEEP AROUND
How can you sleep around
campus without losing your
reputation? Ask the hundreds
of Old Dominion students
who’ve been on more couches
than herculon. Napping on
campus is an art form whose
practitioners must convert en
gineering texts into feather pH
lows and light jackets into ei
derdown quilts. The noise of
the public lobbies nad hall
ways permits only a restless,
twilight sleep which makes
your head swim with miscella
neous sounds and half-fin

SLEEPING
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ished conversation’s. Dreams
become even more surreal un
der these circumstances; and
fitful as it is, the needed sleep
is enough to make the hardest
chair seem like a Contour
Chair Lounge. Maybe A (t
Linkletter should endorse student slumber. Sealey Posterpedic wouldn’t approve? It
doesn’t really mattress. Next
time you’Fe feeling drowsy,
give it the old college try. Curl
up on a good book and enjoy
a good nap. by Philip Read

1

H ow can you avo id insolvency when even
red ink is costly? ph oto b y G ary Hansen.

C A P IT A L ID EAS
Two fifty a month in rent,
$50 electric, $30 phone, $10
cable,... and so on, it all adds
up to make a whopping total
of way too much! The cost of
being a student these days if
outrageous!
There are ways to minimize
expenses, like packing four
people In to an apartm ent
make for two, not using heat
or air conditioning o r .jp the
worst cases, not having a
phone! Although these are
successful techniques, they

R eid M illigan
C atherine M inkow ski
M ichele M urray
■M andy M yers
A nhthu Nguyen

Keith Nixon
N icole N ordbeck
Sean O ’Sullivan
M artin Ornara
C had O rr
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seem a bit drastic don’t they?
The last thing to be cut
would be the “ social ex
penses” (i.e. covers, pitchers,
mixed drinks) but many stu
dents have found ways to mint
imize even that aspect of their
budget. Happy hours were de
signed soley for that purpose,
right?
While students in the resi
dence halls don’t have to wor
ry about rent food, electric,
water and a few other bills,
they are sliHfaced with some

times outrageous phone bills
and cable bijlS» Whether your
parents give you the cash for
school, or you work while go
ing to classes* school ex
penses are a major concern.
Each semester brings new
textbooks and new tuition
payments that never seem to
end. But, as our parents would
say (mine would at least), Wel
come to the Real World. By
Rhonda Shoop.

UNDERCLASSMEN

School supplies can easily devour educa
tio nal expenses, photo b y G ary Hansen.
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SWEET HOMECOMING
We all remember It from
high school, but do they have
that in college also? Students
at Old D o m in io n 'w o u ld n ’ t
think so. Besides, don’t you
have to have a football team
before you could have a
homecoming dance? W eB
ODU found a way around that
too. Two years ago, ODU de
cided it was time to pump ¡¡I
some school spirit and they
figured the best way to do that
was w ith a h om eco m in g

dance. This year’s dance drew
over 300 couples to partici
pate in the dancing and ca
vorting.
This year, Amy Gorman,
sponsored by Kappa Delta
Rho, ran for and was elected
by ballot, homecoming queen.
Gathered in the North Cafete
ria in Webb Center, the stu
dents engaged in the customery bumping and grinding
passed off these days as
dancing.

Admission was either three
dollars or three cans of food.
What was the food for? you
may ask. Well, all canned
foods and money went to ben
efit the Southeastern Food
Bank. So the dance was actu
ally the double-edged sword
as it's called. It was trying to
drown some of the school’s in
famous apathy and at the
same time it helped out a good
cause, by Chris Parker and
Gary Hansen.

UNDERCLASSMEN

A hm ar Siddiqui
B rian S tack
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John Sw ift
Jonathan Sturges

Benjam in Thompson
P e ter Tran
Rob Trouts
W anda Upchurch

Jules VanLanduyt
A aron VandeLinde
Kevin Viau
Tim W ashlack

K urt Wassersug
Shara W eber
C ynthia W hite
R onald W hitley

D avid Wilbon
Ethan W illiam s
Shawn Williams
S tuart Willis

A dam W itte
Shanell W right
Steven W right
John Zim m erm an
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Everyone needs a break from School and
W aterside offers a variety o f options in
cluding cruises, special events and ju s t
plain shopping, (photo b y CJ Parker)
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Networking, that is what it is all about.
Old Dominion is a prime example of this.
The businesses and citizens of the Nor
folk area have been called upon time and
time again to support students in their
endeavors. In turn, ODU brings a wealth
of new population, in the form of out-ofstate students, to the Tidewater area,
resulting in profit for the community. The
resources for students and residences of
the area, created by the University and
community, are available and easily
accessable. by Rhonda Shoop
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THE RED CIRCUS
E veryone loves a
clown, no matter what
language he speaks.
When the Russian Circus
came to Norfolk, the
Scope was transformed
from a basketball court
to three rings of fun and
excitement.
The Soviet performers

entertained the crowds
with acrobatics, stunts
and clown antics that are
the same no matter what
the country. Children
and parents discovered
that a circus shoud be an
all around enjoyable ex
perience. Starting with
the cotten candy and

ending with the grand fi
nale, the circus is a tradi
tion dating all the way
back to the court jesters.
Throw in a few trained
bears, some junk food
and a bunch of kids and
call it a modern day cir
cus. by Rhonda Shoop.

G ood balance is p a rt o f the
Russian d o w n's repoirte. pho
to b y R obert Lewis.
I hope her h air isn’t greasey.
photo b y R obert Lewis

MOSCOW CIRCUS

A m erican kids enjoy the circus
Russian style, ph oto b y B ullwinkle.
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MOSCOW CIRCUS

In the saddle, again, photo by
C J Parker.

OCEANVIEW TR IATHLO N

Try A Triathlon
An obsession that Cal
vin Klein has not exploit
ed. A dedication that has
been marketed in a manr,
ner that would awe Andy
Warhol. “ Just do ! § | j
And they did.
The O cean View
Triathlon, as with any
triathlon, is the true test
of endurance. The center
of it all is the transition
ary, which is pictured be
low. The transitionary is

■
wa

the p la ce w here the
competitors store all of
their necessary equip
ment and accessories.
They return to this place
between segments of the
triathlon to prepare for
the next segment, hence
the name. This triathlon
began with the swim,
which was a one kilome
ter triangle course on the
beach behind the transi
tionary. The eleven mile

bike ride, followed by the
five kilometer run were
held on the same course.
Obviously, Hampton
Roads is an excellent
area for triathlons. Hope
fully its popularity will
co n tin u e so th a t the
Ocean View Triathlon will
remain a tradition, by
Amy Whalen.

Tw o-thirds o f the O cean View
Triathlon, ph oto b y C J Parker.
A m enagerie o f a dying breed,
the road bike, ph oto b y C J
Parker.

ggii
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ADMIRALS ACTION

M eet the A dm irals-the team
roster hosts a num ber o f north
erners. photo courtesy o f A d
m irals H ockey

Professional Hockey
b u rst in to H am p to n
Roads, well, not really
professional, more tike
semi-professional. The
Hampton Roads Admit
rals set up shop in Nor
folk’s own Scope Arena
and started play iff the
East C o a st H ocke y
League. Playing other
teams in the league the
Admirals built a loyal fol

Alai« Raymond

Gagne

a d m ir a l s h o c k e y

lowing of boisterous, if
n ot ve he m e nt, fans.
C oa che d
by John
Brophy, form er head
coach of the now de
funct Hampton Gulls of
the Southern Hockey
League, the Adm irals
thrilled many sold-out
crowds. The Adm irals
skated to fifth place with
a record of 29-29-2.
Keeping at least a .500

record so early in their
career, the Admirals look
to build on their success
and improve over the
next few years. The Ad
mirals got off to a good
start, and with so many
Jersey hockey fans com
ing down in the winter,
th e y ’ re assured of a
large, faithful following,
by Chris Parker
M H IS l

David Buckley
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Scott Taylor

Trevor Kroger

Chris Lukey

Marc Doherty
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M o llili* * !

The A dm irals have rearranged
the inside o f Scope to accom o
date an ice rink, p h o to courte
sy o f A dm irals H ockey
John Brophy, once a pla ye r fo r
the H am pton Gulls, is now
back as the coach o f the A dm i
rals. p h o to courtesy o f A dm i
rals H ockey

The H am pton Roads A dm irals
were w elcom ed warm ly b y the
surrounding com m unity, ph oto
courtesy o f A dm irals H ockey

■si
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The M arine Science Museum, located
on G eneral B ooth Blvd. in Va. Beach,
has been open for several years, pho
to b y C J Parker.
Exploring the wild is w hat the museum
is a ll about, ph oto b y C J Parker.

VA. MARINE MUSEUM
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SCIENCE MADE FUN
The Virginia Marine
S c ie n c e
M useum
opened its doors a few
years ago m V irg H a
Beach to the delight of
children everywhere. De
signed as a hands-on
learning laboratory, you
can find out how many of
the o cea n ’ s p ro cess’
work. Among the many
demonstrations are the
wave generator, a device

The museum opens up the un
d e rw a te r w o rld as w e ll as
above ground, p h o to b y C J
Parker.

which simulates the ac
tions of waves upon the
beachfront. Other dem
onstrations include the
properties of seawater,
how ligB affects ocean
marine wildlife and you
can even go tonging for
oysters. If you do not
care to I j i d out the
cacies of the ocean, then
a nature walk along the
tidal marsh will let you

realize just how precious
that resource is. Show
ing what nature is all
about is the job of the
Marine Science Museum
and it does that job very
well. There’s something
new to discover around
every corner so go down
and discover something
new fo r y o u rs e lf, by
Chris Parker.

E x-native m em bers Toni H oy
an d her daughter Sam antha
explore under the swamp, ph o
to b y C J Parker.
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Lions and Tigers and
Bears Oh My! Monkeys
and Goats and Rhinosnot exactly, huh? Doro
thy had a reason to fear
the lions, tig e rs and
bears, but at the Norfolk
Zoo, anybody can safely
travel the b rick path
th ro ug h the psuedowilderness.
A plethora of animals
are housed and cared for
at the zoo, which is open

‘ NORFOLK ZOO
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year-round for public en
joyment. Contrary to the
falacy that only children
can have fun with the
monkeys, the zoo at
tracts all ages and types.
Making faces at the
animals, slurpping down
Icies, munching popcorn
and co tto n candy all
make up a typical trip to
the zoo. What most peo
ple do not like to think
about are the natural,

oh, how should Q say,
bodily functions that the
immodest members of
th e a nim al p jhgdom
share with its viewers.
In many ways, a trlp lo
the zoo can be an edu
cational and always en
joyable experience. Sotake a walk on the wild
side- go to the zoo. by
Rhonda Shoop.

l’ ___ _____________ -___ i

ZO O REVIEW

The N orfolk Zo o helps to bring
back alm ost extinct p o pulations o f rhinoceri. photo b y C J
Parker.

It takes a lo t o f fencing to keep
the m onkeys in their place.
photo b y C J Parker.

M any different types o f goats
can be found a t the Zoo. photo
b y C J Parker.
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A wide variety o f shirts as w ell as other
paraphernalia is available a t Letter
Perfect, photo b y C J Parker.

L etter Perfect, form erly on H am pton
Blvd., has since m oved to 2 1 s t street,
behind the Dining Car. photo b y C J
Parker.
W orking hard to serve the G reek com 
m unity, Ann G raff offers her wares,
photo b y C J Parker.

PERFECT TO A " T "
Alpha Zeta...W hat?
Could ya spell that? In
E nglish?! T h a t’ s the
problem, they are Greek
letters. The members of
Old Dominion’s fraterni
ties and sororities are
proud of their organiza
tions. Wearing sweat
shirts, shorts, and tee
shirts, or decorating their
cars with their Greek let

ters are just a few of the
ways the Greeks boast
their membership.
Ann Graff, a graduat
ed member of Pi Beta
Phi, saw the need for a
store that would cater to
the needs of the Greek
community. Letter Per
fect is packed with ev
erything from clothes of
every kind, eating and

drinking supplies, writing
utensils and a host of
other Greek parapherna
lia. Originally located on
Hampton Blvd., Letter
Perfect has moved to
21st street. Her first year
of business saw its ups
and downs, but as the
ODU G reek system
grows, so will her busi
ness. by Rhonda Shoop.

A CORNUCOPIA
If you ever need some
thing to fill up a free af
ternoon, w ithd ra w to
Waterside at Town Point
Park. Whether you are in
the mood for shopping,
eating, or just a little en
tertainment, this is where
you can find a good
combination.
Inside Waterside jis a
shopping enthusiast’ s
dream with an array of
boutiques. Some of the
best deals can be found
l i the small shops set up
in carts which display
anything from original
jewelry to pet toys to
personalized charicatures. The best way to
end a day of hard shop
ping is to grab a bite to

eat. Downstairs in the
fo o d c o u rt is a vast
smorgasborg of interna
tional eateries. In order
to expand on the already
enormous popularity of
the mall, a Waterside II is
planned to be completed
by the summer of 1992
to make room for addi
tio n a l
s to re s
and
restaurants.
As if Waterside does
not provide enough to
do, t i e alw ays busy
Town Point Park is seat
ed next door. With the
park’s sitting right on the
water it provides a relax
ing atmosphere for the
many events held there.
Every Sunday in the
spring a jazz band per

Sitting directly on the water,
Town Point P ark is ab le to host
m any boating events.

WATERSIDE
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fo rm s at the p a rk ’s
stage. You can also en
joy bands at any occa
sion from the British Isles
Festival to Harborfest.
The Ghent Arts Festival
is a no the r e njo ya b le
event where local artists
display and sell their
works. Because of the
access to the docks,
there are functions such
as the Sailing Regatta,
Harborfest, tours of for
eign ships, and cruises
on the “ Spirit of Norfolk”
for the sea-going type.
With two exciting cen
ters of events together
right on the water, it is
not difficult to find some
thing to interest anyone,
by Susan Rushing.

The H arborfest celebrations al
ways draw a large crow d to
N orfolk’s w aterfront area.

With W aterside in the back
ground, the docks display on e
o f the ever present seagulls.
A hungry group o f onlookers
w ait anxiously fo r the fudge be
ing m ade b y the “choir” a t the
Fudgery.
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Taking tim e out from an O yster
Bow l cook out, Kim Duncan,
Chrissy Archer, an d Sandy
M iller pose with a Shriner.

CHARITY BOWL
‘ Football? At Foreman Field? 1 didn’t tjjjjk
they did that here.”
This was what was go
ing through the minds of
many Old Dominion stu
dents on one Saturday
a fte r n o o ijl as th e y
passed what was usually
an empty field. What
they didn’t know was
th a t it happens only
once a year. It’s called
the Oyster Bowl and It’s
sponsored by the Shriner’s of Norfolk.
This year, William and
Mary shucked Boston
University 13-10, at the
4 3rd annual O yste r
Bowl. Tickets were ten

OYSTER BOWL
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dollars at the gate or
seven dollars for students. It was a price
worth paying for those of
us that yearn to see football becom e p a rt of
ODU. All the proceeds
from the game go to the
Shriner’ s Hospital for
b urned and h a n d icapped children. The estimated 13,500 people
there this year enjoyed a
beautiful day and a great
game.
Just as it Is tradition
for the Oyster Bowl to be
played at ODU, it is also
tradition for ODU stud e n ts to cro w d the
South End Zone and

have what eventually becomes a huge party,
Spirits were high, as students wandered from
tailgate to tailgate greeting friends and enjoying
the day. Did ODU students enjoy having a
football game to go to?
For most, it was just one
more excuse to party,
but a few did like the
idea of live football at
Foreman Field,
by Rhonda Shoop and
Jessica Jennings

Front an d Center, a group o f
Shriners enjoy their anually
sponsored fo otb all gam e.

Fo r som e the O yster B ow l was
the chance to see a fo o tb all
gam e while others took the op
p o rtu n ity to p a rty with friends.

W illiam a n d M a ry ’s receiver g o t
the com pletion a n d the yards
fo r a fir s t d o w n b u t w as
stopp ed short o f the touch
down.
R eady fo r action, both team s
line up w aiting fo r a signal to
begin play.

The long foot-scorching w alk
from the c a r to the w ater Is
w orth it. p h o to b y C J P arker

O D U Beach
F o llo w th e sun to
“ ODU Beach**. You
know where it is. Every
body does. For many
students, ODU is their
first choice of colleges
simply because it’s so
close to the beach. Well,
you can Imagine these
s tu d e n ts ’ e x c ite m e n t
when they discover that
we have a special seg

ment ear-marked just for
us. This exclusive locale
is ideal for a day during
the last few weeks fo
school when everyone
has Spring Fever and
wants to skip their after
noon classes. It’s a great
opportunity to escape
the som etim es boring
routine of classes and
studying for exams and

it’s free entertainment.
The next time you’ re Q
the mood for volleyball,
sunning, or just a dip 0
the ocean, head out to
86th Street. The parking
is favorable, and the
beach is big enough so
you can bring all your
friends. ■ they’re not al
ready there, by Janice
Taylor

‘D iscover ///

the 'World of.....

‘West Side ‘Wine Shop
fo r all your mine and gourmet
great sandzvicftes, friendly service
comer of 47thStreet

86TH STREET/ADS
250

and‘BouCevard

440-7600

The su rf is one o f the m ain rea
sons peo p le flo ck to the water,
ph oto b y C J P arker

•-vw

8 6th a n d A tla n tic has com e to
b e know n as the O D U beach,
ph oto b y C J P arker
K icking up a gam e o f volleyball
is a m ust while a t the beach,
ph oto b y C J P arker
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THE FILM PALACE
It’s the kind of movie
theatre you see only in
the movies. Intertwining
anchors and curlicues
twist and turn on its ceil
ing. Decorative bands of
m ilita ry s ta rs m arch
across its peach and ma
rine blue m a rb lilz e d
walls. Stylized gold ea
gles soar from every
surface.
It’s as patriotic as a
w artim e m usical, and
you h a lf e x p e c t th a t
Technicolor beauty Bet
ty Grable to make an ap
peal for war bonds from
its expansive screen.
It’s the Commodore,
and it’s in Portsmouth!
For 44 years the Com

modore has sat snugly
s tre a m lin e d betw een
Trinity Episcopal Church
and a neat row of shops
on High Street, a bland
tan and brown relic of
the past when the future
looked like glass brick
and rounded corners.
It’ s an unassum ing
presence which has con
sumed a million dollars in
two years of owner Fred
Schoenfeld’s life. “ What
we have here is some
thing unique- there may
be only a dozen or so
theatres like it left in the
country,” he said. “ We
had seven or eight open
ing dates since we be
gan restoration in June

of 1987, but it was a pro
ject you just couldn’t
predict,” he explained.
The Commodore was
built in the days when a
movie house was still a
movie palace, and has
presented a number of
challanges to its owner.
“ We relied on craftsmen
to bring this theatre back
to life,” Schoenfeld said.
As careful as he is to
preserve the Com m o
dore’s history, Schoen
feld shuns sentimental
ity. “ We will always be a
first-run theatre because
people are nostalgic to a
p o in t. They say th ey
come to see old pictures,
but that desire fades

when it comes to plunk
ing down the money for
a ticket.”
“ People are attracted
to the movie at first-run
theatres, but it’s been
my experience that you
alw ays have to o ffe r
something that’s a j||le
different to compete,”
he said. “ W e’ llrjia v e
three things going for us
in addition to the movie:
a grand old theatre, food
service, and cheaper ad
m issio n,” Schoenfeld
c o n c lu d e d , by P hilip
Read.

F rom

University
Auxiliary
Services
C O M M O D O R E TH EATR E

all of us
in H ousing ,
Dining Services,
Bookstore,
and
W ebb C enter
O perations

It was a pleasure to serve you!

The C om m odore Theatre, lo
c ate d on H igh St. in dow tow n
Portsm outh offers m odern-day
m ovies with 5 0 ’s styles an d
pleasures, ph oto b y C J Parker.

REGISTERED NURSES * GRADUATE NURSES

PORTSMOUTH GENERAL HOSPITAL
is on THE LEADING EDGE of medical care today.
You can be a part of a team treating patients from
all over the Tidewater area. Part of a mission that
is focused on the future of
human health.

ROCKINGHAM
MEMORIAL
HOSPITAL

Come be a part of the team
on THE LEADING EDGE!!!
For more information call the

ROCKINGHAM MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CAN OFFER YOU A:

HUMAN RESOURCE DEPT,

* P rogressive C om m u nity H o s p ita l
•F rie n d ly S u p p o rtiv e S ta ff
•S c h o la rs h ip /W o rk P rogram

at (804) 398-4227.

THE COMMUNITY CAN OFFER YOU:

850 C raw ford P arkw ay, P ortsm ou th , V irgin ia 23704

•T h e B e a u tifu l Shenandoah V a lle y
•L o w U nem p loym en t R ate
•3 A re a Colleges

NURSING
OPPORTUNITIES

TOGETHER WE MAKE A GREAT
TEAM!!!!!!
INQUIRE ABOUT OUR EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES:
•R a d io lo g ic Technologists
•P h y s ic a l T h erap ists
•R e g is te re d N urses
•M e d ic a l Techn olo gist
•R e s p ira to ry T h erap ists
•P h a rm a c is ts
•O ccu p atio n al T h erap ists

Come work where your skills
get a chance to grow.
__ _

CALL DIANE JÜHRDEN, ADON

----------"g

CONTACT:

609-339-6050

"THE

D ian e R . M u llin s . R ecru itm en t/E m p lo ym en t M anag er
(703)433*4106 o r long distan ce in V a .
1-800-543-2201

...... .....

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

Rockingham Memorial Hospital
235 Cantrell Ave.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 E.O.E.

O f Salem C o u n ty

SALEM-WOODSTOWN ROAD • SALEM. N.J. 08079

NEW RN G RADUATES!!

\

B e a Part o f th e R e n e w a l at

B uilding Your F uture
Expanding Your

DePaul

Possibilities

Medical Center

Call about career opportunities in
Nursing, Physical Therapy,
Radiology, Respiratory Therapy,
Pharmacy, Laboratory and other
areas.
A lso inquire about Educational
Loans for rising seniors.
For m ore information, call
BRENDA EARLEY
4 8 2 -6 1 6 2

Chesapeake

G E N E R A L

H O S P I T A L

736 Battlefield Blvd., N. Chesapeake, VA 23320
kfc_gQjg_______
M/F/H/V

Perhaps no decision has a greater impact on your professional
nursing career than the hospital where you decide to begin your
practice of nursing. It becomes your foundation for professional
growth and personal satisfaction. DePaul Medical Center, a 402
bed teaching hospital, is embarking on an exciting decade which
includes renewed emphasis on accountability and responsibility
for excellent patient care and a challenging, professional en
vironment for our clinicians. Com e and invest in our future and
y o u rs ^ ^ S
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Adapt Program” — an 8 w eek orientation program for new graduates
Clinical Specialities
Critical Care Internship
Reimbursement for board review courses
Paid time off for nursing boards
Base pay increase after successful completion of nursing boards
Flexible scheduling
Continuing education programs
Competitive salary & benefits package

For more information on how to invtest in your
future and ours, please contact:

Nurse Recruiter
DePaul Medical Center
150 Kingsley Lane
Norfolk, Virginia 23505
(804) 489-5241

ADS

LET YOUR DEGREE TAKE YOU PLACES

C E N T R A L

INTELLIGENCE

AGENCY

Graduate fo Svccess
atTropWorld

The CIA Career Training Program

Work With The
Best In International
Analysis
CIA offers you the chance to play a key role on issues of
worldwide significance. As an intelligence analyst you will be
responsible for examining, interpreting, and reporting infor
mation vital to the security of our nation . . . to people at the
highest policy levels of the U.S. Government.
The work is challenging and demanding. You must be able to
think on your fee t. . . perform in a fast-paced environment. . .
and communicate information concisely and accurately. You
will be responsible for analyzing foreign developments. . . as
they occur. You will develop the forecasts that our policy
makers need to make sound judgments about U.S. actions.
And you must have the flexibility to shift gears on short notice.
To qualify for CIA’s Career Training Program you must have
first-rate credentials, the drive to achieve, excellent written
and oral communication skills, a consuming interest in for
eign affairs, and a college degree (MA preferred) with a
strong academic record (minimum GPA of 3.0). We are par
ticularly interested in individuals with training or experience
in one or more of the following areas:
• International Relations
• Military Science
• Economics
• Geography/Cartography
• Security Studies
• Engineering
• Foreign Area Studies
• Physical Science
• Political Science
• Imagery Science
• History

| Congratulations on achieving your academic credentials, i
N o w it's tim e to exp lo re the real w o rld o f business.
There's no better place than TropW orld to start your
career.
A t TropWorld you'll find people who care about you and
your future. W e care about your growth, your aevelopI ment, and your satisfaction.

DO YOU POSSESS THESE QUALITIES?

•BRIGHT SMILE
•FRIENDLY GREETING
•OUTGOING PERSONALITY
•TEAM COMMITMENT
If so, we'd like to meet with you!
Send your resume to:
TropWorld Personnel
Brighton Ave and the Boardwalk
Atlantic City, N J . 08401

or call the Tropline at 609-340-4242
or 1-800-The Trop (ext 4242)
TropWorld is an Equal Opportunify/Affirmativa Action Employer subjact lo iKo
ru U * ana regulations of tho N.J. Casino Control Commission. Women and
Minorities ore encouraged to apply.

T ropW orld
CASINO A N D ENTERTAINMENT RESORT
Brighton and the Boardwalk. Atlantic City, N.J 0H40l-<i39O

M AKE YOUR
FIRST MOVE CO U N T!

Military experience, overseas residence, and foreign lan
guages are desirable, but not essential. Positions are in the
Washington, D.C. area, with occasional opportunities for for
eign travel.
U.S. citizenship is required. All applicants must successfully
complete a thorough medical and psychiatric exam, a poly
graph interview, and an extensive background investigation.
Candidates for this program should be between the aqes of
21 and 35.

Consider M arriott, one of A m erica’s most
diversified and grow th-oriented leaders In the
service industry, with 1988 sales of over $7.3
billion.

We are particularly strong in contract services,
with more than 2,000 health care, educational,
and business accounts in the United States and
Canada.
To make your first career move your best one,
join M arriott Food & Services Management
Division, the preferred employer in contract
service. We offer:

There is no organization like CIA. The men and women of CIA
are as diverse as the country we help to safeguard. We come
from all parts of the country, and from all races and family
backgrounds. What we have in common is a special drive
and determination that has led us to a career where we can
do something positive in the world.
To reward our extraordinary demands and your uncommon
blend of talents, we offer competitive compensation, complete
training, and excellent advancement potential. If you’re ready
to serve in an elite corps and want to stretch your potential in
an international analysis position, send your resume to:
Career Training Division (DH34)
P.O. Box 12002
Arlington, VA 22209

■ Nationw ide career openings
■ O n-going m anagem ent developm ent and
training
■ Diverse corporate or divisional career paths
■ Excellent com pensation and em ployee
benefit programs with a com prehensive
cho ice of plans and levels of coverage

If you meet our requirements you may expect a response within 30 days.

To apply, contact your placem ent office. Or,
send y o u resume to: Mariott Health Care
Services, 5500 Corporate Drive, Suite 240
Pittsburgh, PA 15237 A T T N : Laurie Fuller
ton , M S y R.D.
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HEALTH CARE SERVICES

The CIA is an Equal Opportunity Employer and actively encourages applications from
U S. citizens of all races, creeds, and ethnic backgrounds.

An equal opportunity employer. M/F/V/H
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Advancing the Frontiers of Medicine
Advance Your Career...
The Medical College of Pennsylvania offers the ideal working ¡ 1 ^
atmosphere to reach your full potential as a health care profes
sional in a wide variety of occupations in the areas of nursing
and allied health. MCP is an academic health science center
which includes a medical school, a 445-bed tertiary level teach
ing hospital and psychiatric facility, and a research center.

Advance Your Education...
At MCP, you will work in an environment that recognizes your
importance both as an individual and as an essential member
of the health care delivery team. MCP is “on the move” — alive
with the dynamics and excitement of an ever changing environment where learning never stops. Our staff meets the chal
lenges of tomorrow through outstanding orientation and con
tinuing education programs.

Advance To MCP...
To take the first step in advancing your career, contact John
Lavery, Professional Recruiter, at (215) 842-7339, or Evelyn
Burke at (215) 842-6880 or call our “Round the Clock”
Recruiter at (215) 254-5880, anytime, day or night.

3 3 0 0 Henry Avenue

MEDICAL
COLLEGE
• of Pennsylvania
Equal Opportunity Employer
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McGuire VA Medical Center
Departm ent of Veterans A ffairs
H igh Tech Environm ent
Com m itted To Excellence in N ursing

RN’S Opportunities Available
N ew G radu ates W elcome!
McGuire VAMC offers a six month training pro
gram for recent RN graduates. In addition, con
tinuing education courses, college level courses,
and salary based tuition reimbursement is of
fered to all staff.

★ Excellent Benefits

/ Competitive Salary ★

• 13 days Sick Leave
• Tuition Reimbursement
• 10 paid holidays
(Holiday pay if worked)

» 26 days vacation RN
» 15 days M ilitary Leave
* On site credit union
* Uniform Allowance
• Free Parking
• And Much More!

• 172 V A hospitalsbenefits transferable

See The
IF rom Our F ro n t D oor . ..
Harford Memorial Hospital, located in an attractive,
historical setting,offers a wide range of nursing
specialties. Avoid the hassles of city traffic ana
the expense of parking, while still having easy
access to Route 40 and 1-95.
HMH offers a personalized orientation program and
a generous benefit package. Come join us at
Harford - where quality careáis our priority.

• Excellent retirem ent
• T h rift savings plan (government match up to 5%)

Contact: Nurse Recruiters-College (804) 230-1307
D iscu ss your career with us!

1201 E. Broad Rock Blvd.
Richmond, Virginia 23249
Equal Opportunity Employer

Harford Memorial Hospital
501 South Union Avenue • Havre de Grace, MD 21078

(301) 939-9222

r0U

be the nurse you want to be.
W here you sta rt your career often has a
significant effect on w here you’ll end it - and
how far you’ll go.
A t Georgetown University Hospital, we
can offer th e facilities, technology and a w ide
variety of clinical specialties to make sure
you’ll see as m uch real nursing as possible as
quickly as possible. You’ll er\joy th e benefits
o f a university environm ent, th e support of
an experienced group of staff nurses, and th e
prestige of practicing a t one of th e country’s
m ost respected hospitals. Plus an orientation
program encom passing technical review as it
fosters p eer support.

If you’re looking for th a t great first job, or
a sum m er position to enhance your clinical
skill as a nursing student, get your career off
to a great start.
Consider Georgetown.
For more inform ation on nursing posi
tions a t Georgetown, call us a t (202) 784-2370
o r w rite our office of N urse R ecruitm ent and
Retention, Georgetown U niversity Hospital,
3800 Reservoir Road, NW, W ashington, D.C.
20007.

(G eorgetown
U niversity H ospital

í'líW O O eorjfeüiw n I 'niversity Hospital

MemberUl1C
EOE/AAE
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ISLOOKING
M METRO
FORPEOPLE

metro'

ONTHEMOVE.

Come to work at Metro and there’ll
be no stopping you. You’ll find opportun
ities at every level. Marketing research.
Computers. Transit police. Secretarial.
Management. Engineers. Accountants.
And of course, these are equal oppor
tunities. You’ll also get great benefits.

Incentives. And terrific people to work
with. People who are sincerely proud to
be part of the Number One metropolitan
transit system in the nation*
So why not send Metro your resume
today. After all, the sooner you get on
track, the faster you’re going to move.

Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority, Human Resources
600 Fifth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20001, Attn: Mr. W illiams

♦Voted nation’s number one transit system by the American Public Transit Association 1988.

jt;r.
:4 ‘

We have a
SEA OF OPPORTUNITIES at
VIRGINIA BEACH GENERAL HOSPITAL
C on tact ou r H um an Resources D e p t, a t

<a>

»*•<* Nt-icnth Mrcet

VIRGINIA BEACH
GENERAL HOSHTAL

W e wish you the best life has to offer!

Love,
Mom, Grandma (Mae Brown), Linda,
Patrick, Pamela and Miss Brooke

ADS
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Gal Kronanwett RN, B&N. Nurse Recruiter
Frederick Manorial Hospital
West Sevan* Stmt Frederick, MD. 21701 1-8005436815

3

Congratulations “Stephanie’

Frcxk-rick, NUryUnJ 2P 0 1

Experience a progressive nursing career at Frederick Memorial
hospital the fattest growing hospital In Maryland! Frederick
Memorial It a two hundred and forty flue bed capacity acute care
hotpttal kn eed m scenic and historic Frederick Maryland
We
promote career development and offer.
0 Tuition Reimbursement
□ O w e d Ladder
□ Preceptor Responsibilities
For mote kerature on nursing opportunities at Frederick
Memorial Hospital pitots contact

1060 P ira t C olo nial Road
V irg in ia Beach, V A 23454
(804) 481-8277
EOE

A Tidrumcr Hmhh Cmrßaahty,

FREDERICK
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

FAIR OAKS HOSPITAL
FAIRFAX HOSPITAL SYSTEM
A Traduire o f Innovative Caring

Work For Excellence
A t F air Oaks H ospital
Join Our Family hi This Conveniently Located
New State-Of-The-Art F acility
For More Information Call Our
Employment Office At (703) 391-3714

Rescue workers m ove from p a tien t to
p a tien t readying them for transport to
N o rfo lk S e n ta ra . p h o to b y A m y
Whalen

Hillhaven
Thursday September 21 was
a night that will never be forgot
ten. That night, a fire broke out
in a convalescent home in Nor
folk VA. One person ip particu
lar will carry that night with her
for the rest of her life, Amy
Whalen, a student at Old Do
minion University.
She was driving home that
night from school and as she
passed the nursing home she
noticed flames coming from one
of the w indow s. She w e n t
home, dialed 911 and then went
back to the fire. She stood
across the street, watching the
event unfold when she crossed
the street to get a closer look.
As she walked over, vans pulled
up and the elderly began to

climb aboard. She spent the
rest of the night helping out as
best as she could until finally a
policeman told her that she
could leave because things
were under control.
Several people died that
night and it was a tragedy that
was reported nationwide as one
of the worst rest home fires JrS
history. New laws were enacted
about the number of fire alarms
and sprinkler systems required
because of that fire. The safety
of convalescent homes began
to be debated across the coun
try. It was something that wilfl
never be forgotten by many
people, especially Amy. by
Christopher Parker
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Rescue vehilcles o f a ll sorts were on
hand to help, photo b y A m y Whalen
This Hillhaven resident aw aits assis
tance. photo b y A m y W halen
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The Y ear In Q u o tes...
;....~ ............................ .

A s ia fa s space g o e s f this is p re tty
good space. Chrisj r

I ’ve seen your b u d g e u fl’d b etter buy
o n p fD an a B urnettep

Hello, tfm hkyou. Hello, thphk you very
m u ctw N ice dog. A rfJ A rf P resident

Bum
W hat’s the blue ribbon fop? — This is
m y rib/son for N ationajrfzhiid Abuse
Mogm , — Oh, how m pny did you h it? '
Rhonda, Chris, Phplp

¡S R i

I'm no t doing m ineJintil you do yourm
Rhonda

I sw ear we w ill r id be flipping ou t on
Ag/nl 15th. A m y j
¿r
jr

Y e s .jfe have a bee problem , but, they
d g /ft sting. S tud en f/S enate

QUOTES

Is thisjw hat they m ean b y ‘M onkey on
'yow Fpack’ ?! A m y S

Why doJUe have a huge tape b all on
the flg/Sr? Oh, th a t’s m at I have a tape
fettifln. A m y/R h o rtd p

It ’s b etter to ask for forgiveness than
perm ission. Chris Brown Yeah, it’s
kind o f like retractionJm d censorship.
A j/y

iT
jf
I condone dom esticJndlence. G ary

/

/

S om afteo ple deserve

è

be beat. Phil-

•p /

T h e y je id m e th at thisJning was id iot
prom . Som ebody has been lying to ,
rjj/e! A m y
B yJne way, w hat’s Jne status of, ufu
tj/te lobby? Chris/

/ d o n jriik e being an ed ito r because
o th p p e o p le s ’ writincym akes m e sick^
Philip

D r tp c h , if they punt,jw ill you run with
t ip ball? Doug Tucjpr
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COLOPHON
Volume 3 of the Old Dominion University’s Laureate. 1989-90
edition, was printed by Jostens Printing and Publishing. The
body of the book was printed on 199 Dull paper. The Sterling
Silver 420 endsheets are overprinted with Tempo Navy 540.
The cover was designed by staff members Heather Lawrence
and Rhonda Shoop with special help from Jostens’ representa
tive Chris Brown.
All body copy set in 10 point Helvetica. Captions are 8 point
Helvetica Italicized throughout the book. Headline type is:
Opening - Helvetica Bold and Benguiat Bold Italic, Student Life Benguiat Bold Italic, Organizations - Korina, Academics - Centu
ry Schoolbook Italic, Sports - Friz Cuadrata, People - Palatino
Community - Benguiat Bold.
The 1989-90 Laureate was produced by a staff of 30 people
which includes the editorial staff, writers, and photographers.
Staff photographers took all photographs except the mugshots.
They were then processed and printed 6 the Laureate
darkroom.
Approximately 2000 feet of film was used to produce the
photographs that were actually printed in this book. Over 3500
sheets of 5 x 7 paper were consumed in this process.
The Laureate Staff is solely responsible for the editorial con
tent of this book. No portion of this book may be reproduced,
stored, transmitted in any form or used as promotion without the
express written consent of the Editor-In-Chief and the Office of
Student Activities.
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L a u re a te
Approximately 445 days ago I
was approached with the posi
tion of Editor-in-Chief. At first, Iwas extremely hesitant. A senior
year free from extracurricular ac
tivities was enticing. On the other
hand, I was intrigued by the con
cept: The Laureate, a creative,
historical representation of a year
in the life at Old Dominion Univer
sity. For the woman who still cries
while viewing “ B am bîÇ this
seemed appropriate.
I hope that we covered all the
thank you’s with “ Lycra A L o t^ S
must, however, add a personal
few: Gary’s amazing ability with
hands-on production. Speaking
of hands, he was the right-handman, or in this case, my left-hand

tivational force, tape fetish, im
personations, and clumsiness;
Heather’s continuity structure,
ability to work at home, and huge
staff; Laurie’s persistance, toler
ance, and DEPENDABILITY!;
and Robert’s business sense.
Merci.
I would like to express my sin
cere gratitude to Scott Harrison.
Simply stated, he was amazing.
Without Scott, you would be
without this book.
“ dirty” man. Love you lots; Phil
ip’s staff psychiatry and anec
dotes; Chris’ accute sense of vi
sual perspective, lexical abilities,
fashion and hygiene how-to’s,
and sharp tongue; Rhonda’s mo

Now for melancholia. No! I
could dwell on the pitfalls, but in
time, they will be forgotten. In
conclusion, I hope that The Lau
reate will help all of you recall this
year at Old Dominion with fond
regard.
We became an undiscovered
family.

m

Lycra A Lot
Special thanx to: Scott Harri
son, Chris Brown, Sharoyn Bak
er, N a n c y fflin d g re n , M indy
McNeil, Debbie Bowsman, Stu
dent Activities Office Personnel,
Dana Burnett, Pat Harness, Pete
Goldsmith, “ The Mace & Crown”
Staff, WODU, Honor Council, Ja
nice Taylor, Susan Rushing, the
A lum ni A s s o c ia tio n , A m y ’ s
hands, Kevin Kirwan’s beautiful
computer skills, Sharon Eddy,
K.C. Fulmer, Carol Hudson and
the Sports Information Dept., Joe
Pauldine and Donna Bocchichio,
Mom & Dad, Sid Dobrin, Christa
Ashmead, O’Sullivan’s Wharf,
Kelly’s Tavern, Mike Mahoney
(Go figure), Marvin Hensley, ODU
Public Safety, 7-11 and Tinee Gi-

aQt, Tidewater Psychiatric Insti
tute, Mickey Rourke, M-3D (“ My
name is Murry, f m the Pink Bun
ny looking for the Gates of
Troy.” ), Gagi, Richy Ackerman,
Bob Firek, Doug Tudor, EZE37D, PepsiCo, R.J. Reynolds,
Scotch Tape, Visa, American Ex
press, M astercard, Discover,
Chris’ hat, Bloodmobile, Amstel,
Miller, Alan Mand, the Admirals,
Ice Land, IBM, Elvis Presley - for
divine inspiration, Aamoco, Atra
Razors, The Gap, Thalhimer’s,
C ircuit City, Va. Beach C ity
Council, Open House Diner,
Twister, 86th Street b e a c S 'T h e
Wanderer” , and especially Dr.
Sigmund Freud.

The Look Back
’89-’90, a school year like no
other. During the time we were in
classes studying our little hearts
out, changes were taking place in
the world that will change our
lives forever. Last summer, while
we were hard at work or relaxing
on the beach, our student coun
terparts in China were being shot
by the military and rolled over
and crushed by tanks while they
were struggling to bring about
democratic reforms in their na
tion. Those that weren’t killed
were later hinted down, rounded
up by the police and thrown in jail
where they still sit today. Then, in
the fall, the Berlin Wall came
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down. That physical symbol of
re p e ra tio n and s u b ju g a tio n
which, during our lifetime, stood
as a barrier to freedom and
equality, was realized for the sin it
was and removed, allowing m il
lions of people to realize their po
tential. With the wall down, peo
ple in the rest of the Eastern Bloc
saw it as a sign and revolted, de
manding freedom of their own.
Some got it easier than others,
some not at all. Tyrrants had their
heads lopped off and the people
rose, but not without paying a
price. Soviet President Mikhayal
Gorbechev then took it upon
himself to bring about economic

reform to Russia. Who would
have ever thought that free enter
prise would be seen Iff; Red
Square. To the suprise of the
world, long imprisoned ojVil rights
activist Nelson Mandella was set
free from decades of unjustified
political captivity in South Africa,
while Panama’s dictator was
captured and imprisoned for drug
trafficing among other atrocities.
There are sure to be other big
stories that we forgot but we only
had enough space for the few we
thought were the biggest, by CJ
Parker.

Who IS this guy? and where IS
he going? p h oto b y C J Parker.
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ANOTHER
Undiscovered Elements...that
was the theme o f|||s year’s edi
tion of The Laureate. I hope you
picked up on it, if not go back
and look and you might find it.
The first year of the new decade
was full of memorable events, but
we only had 280 pages (give or
take a few empty ad pages) to
record what we thought were the
most important and relevant hap
penings. Maybe some of our crem
ations will jog your memory, or
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maybe you’ll see something you
hadn’t heard about.
There’s no cheesy copy about
how this is the best time of your
life...so don’t forget it, or how
you’ll wish you’d done more
when you look back 20 years
from now. We're just giving you a
chance to see the things you may
have missed because you go
stuck in traffic, trapped in the li
brary by a mid-term, or you just
didn’t have time for.

. . .
Have you ever seen one of the
many sailing regattas, sat on
Webb lawn to listen to a concert,
seen a stepshow, or shaken the
hand of our faithful feline mascot
Big Blue? Maybe you will after
you see it in The Laureate! If
you’ve gotten this far, you may
have already made a few discov
eries, but if you cheated and
flipped to the back, go back to
page one, you might learn some
thing. by Rhonda Shoop

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ '- m B U
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77?e ODU Sailing Team practices fo r an
other sucessful season, ph oto b y CJP

Chris and Rhonda w ould like to thank each other fo r
th e ir hard work and dedication in finishing this book.
Thank You! B y the way, whose tuth is it to buy lunch1
?
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